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Abstract 
The formalism for a helicity amplitude analysis of the exclusive semileptonic 
decays of B mesons (B —» Dtv and B —• D*W for I = e, /i and T ) is introduced. 
In particular it is shown how measurements of the angular distribution of the sub-
sequent decay D* —+ Dir can fully determine the theoretically uncertain hadronic 
(B —• D,D*) matrix elements. 
A spectator quark based model for the hadronic amplitudes is introduced, and 
then compared to other existing models and with the presently available experi-
mental data, to extract the quark mixing matrix element \Vcb\. The extraction of 
\Vub\, using exclusive models for b —* u decays, is also discussed. 
The predictions of the free-quark model of inclusive semileptonic B decays are 
compared with those of the exclusive models, in an attempt to test the reliability 
of the inclusive model's predictions for \Vcb\ and |V u 6 | . 
A phenomenological analysis of experimental measurements of K° — K° and 
B° — B° mixing is made, incorporating the above determinations of the mixing 
matrix elements, with a view to constraining the parameters of the standard model, 
such as the mass of the top-quark. 
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1 Introduction 
/ don't pretend to understand the Universe - it's a great 
deed bigger than I am... People ought to be modester. 
Thomas Carlyle, 1795-1881 
1.1 T h e Standard Model 
Elementary particle physics research is the study of the fundamental particles 
and interactions of nature. The wealth of experimental data so far available is all 
compatible with the so-called 'Minimal Standard Model' of Glashow [1], Salam 
[2] and Weinberg [3]. Current experiments are designed to measure even more 
accurately the parameters of the model in an effort to discover 'new' physics which 
it cannot explain. 
The fundamental matter particles of nature are believed to be fermions. Their 
various interactions are predicted by combining the formalism of Lagrangian den-
sities with the theory of Lie groups. For each type of interaction the fermions are 
assigned to representations of a Lie algebra, and the Lagrangian density is then 
made invariant under local (i.e. position-dependent) Lie group transformations, 
called gauge transformations. This procedure requires the introduction of one 
'gauge field' for each group generator, and these fields describe the vector bosons 
which mediate the force. 
More explicitly, the standard model itself is based upon the Lie group 
SU(3)C x SU(2)L x U(1)Y, (1.1) 
where the three symmetries are known as Colour, Weak Isospin and Hypercharge 
respectively. The strengths of the interactions are determined by three coupling 
constants g8,g and g' associated with the three Lie groups of (1.1) respectively. 
As it stands, the above theory describes only massless particles, because fermion 
mass terms are not invariant under SU(2)L symmetry transformations, and gauge 
boson mass terms are not invariant under their respective gauge transformations. 
However, in nature most of the fermions are massive, as are the gauge bosons as-
sociated with the weak interactions. For a long time this severe problem remained 
unsolved, until it was discovered that it could be overcome by the introduction of 
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scalar fields (called 'Higgs' fields, after their originator), which acquire a non-zero 
vacuum expectation value and so break the SU(2)L xU(l)y part of the symmetry 
group, allowing mass terms to appear. The simplest (or 'minimal') possibility is 
the introduction of one complex scalar SU(2)i doublet Higgs field, which breaks 
the symmetry 
SU(3)C x SU{2)L x U(1)Y - SU(3)C x U(1)EM, (1.2) 
so that the eight gluons of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) and the photon of 
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) remain massless. Amazingly, the Higgs doublet 
is also able to generate masses for the fermions, although the actual values are not 
predicted. Furthermore, three linear combinations of the original four generators 
of SU(2)i x U(l)y become just the massive gauge bosons and Z° that are 
required by weak interaction phenomenology. 
The matter fields, which, as we have mentioned, are fermions, are of two types, 
quarks and leptons. Originally only one 'family' of fermions was known, made up 
of two quarks, called up (u) and down (<i), and two leptons, the electron (e) and 
neutrino (ue). However, two further copies (or 'generations') of this family have 
since been discovered, seeming to differ only in the particle masses. Each fermion 
is described mathematically by a four-component Dirac spinor ij>, which can be 
split into two parts, called left- and right-handed, defined by 
*L,R = \ ( i T 7 « ) * (1-3) 
If the particles being described have zero mass, then left- and right-handed fermions 
have negative and positive helicity respectively. It is important to note here that 
the fermion mass terms in the Lagrangian are of the form 
n»V»0 = m(xJ>Lij>R + i>RipL), (1.4) 
and so require the existence of both left- and right-handed fields. 
Of the four quarks of the second and third generations introduced above only 
three 'flavours', strange (s), charm (c) and bottom (6), have so far been discovered. 
These all short-lived and have to be manufactured in accelerators (or generated 
A 
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by cosmic ray collisions). A sixth flavour, top (t), has yet to be detected, but 
for many reasons is believed to exist. No evidence has yet been found for the 
existence of any more flavours. Indeed, recent experiments with the new L E P 
collider at C E R N indicate that there may well be no more than three generations 
of fermions. The three generations of quarks and their group representations can 
be summarised by 
VJL Wt 
uRidR cRiaR iR^R 
The numbers in brackets at the end of each line are the dimensions of the represen-
tations of the particles under SU{Z)C and SU(2)L transformations respectively. 
Under SU(3)C transformations each quark is a triplet, but the relevant colour 
index has been suppressed. Under SU(2)i the left-handed fermions all transform 
as doublets, while the right-handed fermions are singlets. The primes on the d, s, b 
quarks refers to the fact that the mass and weak interaction eigenstates are not 
necessarily the same, as will be explained in section 1.3. 
The three generations of leptons, all of which have been detected, are 
( e ) i ( ^ ) z ( T ) x 
eR VR t R 
where again the numbers in brackets are the dimensions of the SU(3)C and SU(2)L 
representations. That the leptons are SU(3)C singlets simply reflects the fact that 
they do not have strong interactions. Note that the minimal standard model 
contains no right-handed neutrino fields, with the result that all the neutrinos are 
massless (see (1.4)). 
The Lagrangian of the standard model is not completely determined by the 
symmetry group, but includes 17 a priori free parameters (or 18 if one includes 
the strong CP-violating parameter BQCD). It is hoped that the discovery of an 
underlying theory (of which the standard model might be just a part), or of some 
other symmetry principles, will reduce this number, or maybe even determine 
them all. However, at present, the following parameters all need to be determined 
experimentally: 
3 
(3,2) 
(3,1) 
(1.5) 
(1,2) 
(1,1) 
(1.6) 
a) The 6 quark masses m(i,Tna,Tnb,mu,mc & mt. 
b) The 3 charged lepton masses me,m^ & mT. 
c) The 3 symmetry group couplings ga,g & g'. 
d) The 4 Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM) matrix parameters. 
e) The Higgs mass mH. 
This thesis is primarily concerned with the determination of some of the param-
eters that appear in the K M matrix, the origin and meaning of which is discussed 
in section 1.3 below. 
1.2 Quarks, the Strong Interaction and Hadrons 
While leptons are detected as discrete particles in nature, no experiment has 
yet managed to find an isolated quark. Most people now believe that it is impossi-
ble to do so, because the strong interactions of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), 
as predicted by the SU{Z)C gauge group, predict that the coupling, ga, between the 
quarks and gluons, increases rapidly with increasing distance (or equivalently with 
decreasing energy). Thus quarks are 'confined' and form S£/(3) c -singlet bound-
states with other quarks, from which they cannot be isolated. These bound-states, 
called hadrons, are found in two types; baryons, which contain three quarks (or 
three anti-quarks) and mesons, which contain a quark and an antiquark. 
Particle_physics calculations-are usually either-based upon perturbative ex-
pansions in the coupling constants (in those cases where such series are believed 
to be reliable), or on 'lattice' QCD computations (although such methods are still 
in their infancy). Unfortunately, the above increase in the QCD coupling con-
stant means that hadronic physics is not well described by perturbation theory 
at low energies, (i.e. the behaviour of quarks is dominated by 'non-perturbative' 
physics). Some non-lattice techniques have been found to give fairly good results 
at low energies, such as chiral perturbation theory and current algebra, but in 
contrast to perturbative QCD these only work well at low energies. It is hoped 
that improvements in the techniques of lattice calculations, and in the computers 
used to do them, will eventually give reliable results at these low energies. As 
the masses of the quarks and hadrons being studied increase, it is expected that 
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perturbative QCD will begin to give more reliable answers, and thus the behaviour 
of such particles should be more easily understood. 
In any calculations involving quarks, these non-perturbative effects produce 
great uncertainty in the final results and even after many years of studying hadrons, 
physicists have not been able to probe very deeply into their internal stucture and 
behaviour. 
1.3 The Fermion Eigenstates and the Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix 
The following discussion is carried out for the quarks, but all the arguments 
can be used for the leptons also, with some simplifications, as will be discussed 
at the end of the section. For notational simplicity it is convenient to divide the 
quarks into two three-component column vectors in 'generation' space, 
U = 
(u 
\ t 
D = (1.7) 
for the 'up-type' and 'down-type' quarks of (1.5) respectively, where each individ-
ual quark field is understood to be a four-component Dirac spinor. 
In order to describe the origin of the K M matrix, it is necessary to extract 
certain terms from the full standard-model Lagrangian. The first of these are 
the quark mass terms, which arise from the Higgs mechanism, as briefly outlined 
above. The result, which is a generalisation of (1.4), is a mass term of the form 
tmass = U"LM"U"R + D"LMdD"R + h .C, (1.8) 
where the mass matrices MU and MD are, in general, non-diagonal, non-hermitian 
3 x 3 matrices in generation space, and the double primes allow for the fact that 
the eigenstates in the original Lagrangian may not coincide with the physically 
useful ones. 
The other term in the standard model Lagrangian which we need to discuss 
in some detail is that responsible for the charged-current weak interactions. It 
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describes the interactions of the chaxged bosons with the matter fields, and is 
where g is the coupling associated with the original SU(2)L gauge group. The 
charged current of (1.9), which involves only left-handed fields, is 
This interaction is responsible for processes such as nuclear /3-decay, via the reac-
tion d —• uW*~ —• u/~I7 (where W * - is a virtual (off-mass-shell) W~ boson), and 
for the semileptonic decays that are the main focus of this thesis. 
I n order to find the mass (or propagation) eigenstates, we must diagonalise the 
two mass matrices Mu and Md of (1.8). This can be accomplished by means of a 
biunitary transformation [4]. There exist unitary matrices Su and Tu such that 
S t t t M « T « = m « = diag(m u , m c , mt) (1.11) 
is a real diagonal matrix with non-negative elements. Similar matrices Sd and Td 
can be found for Md. We can then define 
Ur = SUWL 
„t » ( 1 - 1 2 ) 
UR = T*VR 
and similarly for the down-type quarks. 
The quark mass terms then become 
tmass = TrLS*M«T"UR + WLS«MdTdDR + h.c. 
= UlmuUR + WLmdDR + h.c. (1.13) 
= UmuU + DmdD. 
Under the same transformation the charged current becomes 
Jc"c = 2lFLS^SdDL 
_ 1 (1.14) 
= i r y (i - lh)VD 
= Z77"(l - 15)D\ 
where 
D a = VD (1.15) 
are the weak interaction eigenstates originally given in (1.5), and where 
V = Su^Sd (1.16) 
is a 3 x 3 unitary matrix known as the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix, after 
its originators (the 2 x 2 version of the above theory was originally proposed 
by Cabibbo, so the matrix V is sometimes known as the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa matrix). In the last line of (1.14) i t is conventional to define the up-type 
mass and weak interaction eigenstates to be the same, and the down-type to be 
different. The result of the mass and weak interaction eigenstates being different 
is to allow flavour-changing quark decays of the type 6 —+ cW~, c —* sW+, with 
rates proportional to | T ^ j | 2 , \Vca\2 respectively. 
Note that i t is possible to redefine the phases of the quark fields by the trans-
formations 
where Pu>d are diagonal matrices of phases, without affecting any terms except 
the charged current. The K M matrix is transformed according to 
V _ p»VPV o r , equivalent^, V { j - £ V a / l ( J % ) \ (1.18) 
A l l observables of the K M matrix must, of course, be unchanged by such phase 
transformations. 
The same calculations can also be made in the leptonic sector. The addition 
of right-handed neutrinos to the minimal standard model can give rise to neutrino 
oscillations, where neutrinos, like quarks, can change from generation to genera-
tion. However, i f neutrinos are massless (as must be the case i f the uR do not 
exist), one can define the mass eigenstates to coincide with the weak interaction 
eigenstates. 
U - » PUU 
D -» PdD, 
(1.17) 
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1.4 The Kobayashi-Maskawa Matrix 
As explained in the previous section, the mass and weak interaction eigenstates 
are related by the 3 x 3 unitary K M quark mixing matrix V. In general a 3 x 3 
unitary matrix can be written in terms of 3 real parameters and 6 complex phases. 
However, using the phase transformations (1.17) we can absorb 5 of these phases 
into the definitions of the quark fields (1 phase remains, since an overall phase 
change of all the quark fields leaves V unaffected). A l l possible parametrisations 
of the K M matrix are related by phase transformations of the form (1.18). One 
parametrisation, which is widely accepted now, is that of Chau and Keung [5], 
based on work by Maiani [6] and Wolfenstein [7]; 
V = 
fVud VU8 
vcd vea 
( \ 0 
0 c 2 3 
\ 0 -s 
( 
23 
c 1 2 c 1 3 
c 1 3 
0 
— 3 13< 
J6 
~ c 2 3 s 1 2 — c 1 2 a 2 3 s 1 3 e 
iS 
0 
1 
0 °13 
c 1 3 s 1 2 
12 
»12 
V i 
'12 
'12 
J6 
'13* 
,-i6 \ 
c 1 2 c 2 3 — ^ n ^ S S ^ n 6 c 1 3 s 2 3 
\ 5 12 , S 23 — c 1 2 c 2 3 J 1 3 e ' 5 ~c12s23 ~ c 2 Z s \ 2 s \ Z e l & c 1 3 c 2 3 / 
(1.19) 
where 
Sij = s i n ^ 
(1.20) 
with being the mixing angle between the i t h and jth generations. By suit-
able redefinitions of the phases of the quark fields (this time by factors ± 1 ) , the 
parameters may be made to lie in the ranges 
0 < 6 { j < T T / 2 
0 < 6 < 27T. 
(1.21) 
The moduli of all 9 matrix elements of the K M matrix are, in principle, ob-
servable, for example f rom semileptonic decays. Although the phase 8 is observ-
able, one cannot actually measure 2"m(V^-) directly, because i t depends upon the 
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parametrisation used. The observable J , defined by the relation [8] 
J £ «y* e*i» = Irn(v«vjmVfmvZ), (1.22) 
it 
is, however, a function of the phase S. J is an observable because changing the 
quark phases has no effect, as can be shown by using (1.18). Any observable of the 
K M matrix can thus be written as a function of the moduli of the matrix elements 
and J . In the parametrisation (1.19) we find 
J = C12C23Cj3S12-S23'S13 S ^ n ^ ' (1.23) 
1.5 The Discrete Symmetries C , P and T 
Charge conjugation (C), Parity (P) and Time-Reversal (T) are discrete sym-
metries that play an important role in particle physics. Charge conjugation inter-
changes particles and antiparticles, Parity (space reflection) reverses all momenta, 
but leaves spins unchanged, while Time-Reversal reverses both spins and momenta. 
The famous CPT theorem tells us that the standard model is invariant under 
the product of the three symmetries, taken in any order, but the transformation 
properties under the three transformations separately depend upon the particular 
terms in the Lagrangian. For instance the electromagnetic interaction is invariant 
under all three transformations separately, but weak interactions are not. 
Parity violation was first observed in the decay of the Cobalt-60 nucleus [9], and 
is due to the fact that the weak interaction treats left-and right-handed fermions 
differently, as is shown by the explicit forms of the charged current (1.10). 
For many years i t was thought that physics was invariant under the combined 
operator CP, unti l the observation of the CP-violating decay KQL —* 7r+7r~ [10] in 
1964. The origin of this very small violation of CP is not ful ly understood, but one 
explanation could be the existence of a complex phase in the K M matrix. In fact, 
in 1973 Kobayashi and Maskawa [11] originally introduced the third generation of 
quarks in (1.5) (even though only three quarks had been discovered) in order to 
account for this phenomenon. W i t h only two generations the mixing matrix can 
be made real by redefinition of the quark phases, but with a third generation this 
is no longer possible in general, and CP violation results. 
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In fact, for the K M matrix to describe CP-violation the following conditions 
must be met: 
1) The up-type quarks must have different masses, 
2) The down-type quarks must have different masses 
3) The parameter J of (1.22) must be non-zero. 
A discussion of current attempts to determine the CP-violating angle 8 wi l l be 
given in Chapter 2. 
1.6 Experimental Determination of the K M Matrix Elements 
Recent reviews of the K M matrix can be found in [12] and [13]. The most 
recent experimental determinations of the K M matrix elements are given in brief 
below. 
1) \vui\ 
Our knowledge of \Vud\ comes f rom two sources. The most accurate determi-
nation is from a comparison of nuclear /?-decay and muon decay [14], which was 
greatly improved theoretically in 1987 [15], when more accurate calculations of the 
radiative corrections brought predictions f rom the eight most commonly studied 
nuclei into very good agreement. The value calculated from this method is 
\Vud\ = 0.9744 ± 0.0010. (1.24) 
A less accurate determination comes f rom the comparison of the experimentally 
measured decay rate 7r + —» 7r°e + i / [16] with the theoretical rate calculated using 
current algebra [17], updated by using a more recent measurement of the 7r+-7r° 
mass difference [18], yielding 
\Vud\ = 0.970 ± 0.020. (1.25) 
The larger error here is predominantly the experimental error, which is an order 
of magnitude larger than the theoretical error. 
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2) \VU8\ 
Here again there are two main sources for the determination of the matrix 
element. The first is the semileptonic Ke3 decay (K —• ireu), analysed using chiral 
perturbation theory in order to take into account flavour SU(3) breaking [19]. The 
value extracted from the data is 
\VUS\ = 0.2196 ± 0.0023 (1.26) 
The second source is f rom hyperon /9-decays. Originally these were analysed 
assuming SU(3) flavour symmetry [20], leading to the value |V t t f l | = 0.231 ± 0.003, 
but a more recent analysis, using the quark model to include the flavour symmetry 
breaking effects [21], and including the most recent data, gives [12] 
\Vua| = 0.222 ± 0 . 0 0 3 . (1.27) 
Averaging these two values gives a combined value 
| V J = 0.2205 ± 0.0018. (1.28) 
3) \VJ 
The matrix element | V ^ | can be derived from neutrino and antineutrino pro-
duction of c quarks f rom d quarks i n nucleohs, followed by semileptonic decay of 
the charmed quark, resulting in the production of oppositely charged muons 
v + d —* fi~c c —> sfi+v 
with (1.29) 
v + d —* /x +c c —• sfi v. 
These experiments have been performed by the CDHS group at the CERN SPS 
collider [22] and at a recent Tevatron experiment at Fermilab [23]. Combining the 
measurements of these two experiments, and using recent determinations of the 
semileptonic branching fractions of charmed mesons [24], yields 
| V J = 0.204 ± 0.017. 
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(1.30) 
4) \VC8\ 
Again there are two main experimental sources for this matrix element. The 
first is f rom the same experiments as in (1.29), but where the charmed quark is 
produced f rom strange quarks in the parton sea, instead of valence d quarks. This 
calculation is not very accurate, on account of the lack of knowledge of the strange 
quark density, and the most conservative assumptions lead to a lower bound of 
[12,22] 
1^,1 > 0.66. (1.31) 
The matrix element may also be extracted from an analysis of semileptonic 
D-meson decays, analogously to the extraction of \VUS\ f rom Ke3 decays above, 
which leads to the result [12] 
\Vca\ = 1.02 ± 0 . 1 8 . (1.32) 
5) \Vcb\ 
This matrix element is extracted from analyses of semileptonic decays of bot-
tom mesons, and is the main topic of the analysis of Chapters 3 to 7. Taking into 
account various models used for the hadronic interactions, the exclusive analysis 
of chapter 6 gives 
|V c 6 | = 0.039 ± 0 . 0 0 5 . (1.33) 
6) Kb\ 
The matrix element \Vub\ is just recently coming within the reach of experi-
ments analysing charmless B-meson decays. Using the exclusive analysis described 
in chapter 6 we find 
| ^ | = 0.07lJ;JJ. (1.34) 
Vcb 
7) \Vtd\, \VU\, \Vtb\ 
Since the top-quark has yet to be detected experimentally, there is no direct 
measurement of any of the K M matrix elements related to i t . 
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1.7 Using Unitarity to Determine the K M Matrix Elements 
Unitarity of the K M matrix is equivalent to the conditions 
(1.35) 
k 
(1.36) 
k 
By assuming that there are only three generations of quarks, there are two ways 
to use these conditions. 
a) To check that the conditions are satisfied i f all the relevent elements are known. 
b) To calculate the matrix elements that we either know with poor accuracy, or 
cannot measure at all. 
As mentioned above, the determination of |V^.J can be improved. Using the 
unitarity condition (1.35), with i = j = c, we can write 
We are now in a position to deduce the allowed ranges of the K M elements 
\Vti\, associated with the top quark. 
1) \vca\ 
\VC8\ = yjl - \VJ> - \Vcb\2 (1.37) 
= 0.978 ± 0.004. 
2) \Vtb\ 
Using (1.36), with i = j = 6, we find 
\vtb\ = \ A - i ^ i 2 - i ^ i 2 (1.38) 
= 0.9992 ± 0.0002, 
so, ironically, the most accurately determined element is one that we cannot yet 
measure experimentally. 
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3) \VU\ 
Using condition (1.36), with i = s,j = 6, we have 
Vta = (1.39) 
Now, using the results above, the first term in the numerator is negligible compared 
to the second, so 
\VU\ « 
tb 
= 0.038 ± 0.005. (1.40) 
4) \Vt td\ 
This element can be determined using (1.36) with i = d,j = 6, which implies 
that 
Vtd~ n—• (1.41) 
To a good approximation we may set \Vth\ — 1 and use the fact that Re(Vcd) 
Im(Vcd) in the parametrisation (1.19), so 
resulting in 
1 ^ 1 * 1 ^ 1 \vcd + vud^\, 
Vcb 
0.003 < \Vtd\ < 0.02. 
(1.42) 
(1.43) 
Finally the results for the moduli of-the matrix elements, using both direct 
experimental measurements and unitarity can be summarised as 
/ 0.9749 - 0.9758 0.2187 - 0.2223 0.001 - 0.009 
\Vu\ = (1.44) 0.2180 - 0.2225 0.9739 - 0.9753 0.034 - 0.044 
\ 0.0005 - 0.019 0.032-0.045 0.9990-0.9994, 
corresponding to the following range of the mixing angles of (1.19) 
s n = 0.2205 ± 0.0018 c 1 2 = 0.9754 ± 0.0004 
a 2 3 = 0.039 ± 0.005 c 2 3 = 0.9992 ± 0.0002 
^13/^23 = 0.07i°;JJ c 1 3 > 0.9999. 
Efforts to determine 6, which are all by indirect methods, will be discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
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(1.45) 
S i 2 V c b 
Figure 1.1 The KM triangle, which represents the less accurately 
known KM matrix parameters of (1.47) graphically. 
The less well-known parameters of the K M matrix can be summarised in the 
following way: using (1.36) wi th i = d,j = b leads to 
V:bVud + V;bVcd + Vt\Vid = 0, (1.46) 
which can be rewritten, to a good approximation, in the form 
Vcbsm6n = V:b + Vid, (1.47) 
using (1.45) and the reality of Vcb i n this parametrisation^ This relationship is 
represented digramatically in fig.1.1. 
1.8 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2 decribes how experimental measurements of K° — K° and B° — B° 
mixing can be used to give indirect evidence of the values of the K M matrix 
parameters (at present these give the best means of measuring S). 
Chapter 3 reviews the experimental results on B meson decays, and the prob-
lems associated with their extraction f rom the raw data. 
Chapters 4 to 6 describe theoretical studies of exclusive semileptonic meson 
decays, which can be used both to measure the moduli of the K M matrix elements 
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and to probe non-perturbative effects. The formalism is introduced in chapter 
4, the models of hadronic matrix elements are explained in chapter 5 and the 
comparison wi th experimental data is presented in chapter 6. 
Finally, chapter 7 gives a description of the inclusive study of semileptonic B 
meson decays, including comparisons with the exclusive models of the preceding 
chapters. 
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2 K°-K°, B°-B° Mixing and C P Violation 
By indirections find directions out. 
William Shakespeare, 1564-1616 
2.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we discussed briefly the determination of the K M 
matrix from 'direct' measurements, where the observed rates of processes are, to 
a good approximation, calculable from Feynman diagrams that are tree-level in 
the weak interactions. Such measurements therefore determine the square of the 
moduli of K M matrix elements. 
In this chapter we wi l l discuss some 'indirect' measurements, where the quark 
mixing effects come about f rom loop diagrams, and so the K M matrix elements 
appear in the formulae in a more complicated way. By studying such processes 
one can attempt to determine the CP-violating phase S, and also to t ry to improve 
our knowledge of other less well-known Standard Model parameters, such as the 
top-quark mass mt and | V u J | . 
2.2 Particle-Antiparticle Mixing 
I t has been known for many years that the mass eigenstates of the neutral 
Kaons exist in the form and Kg, which have unequal masses and_Ufetimes, 
rather than the strong interaction eigenstates K° and K°, which would not. This 
occurs because of AS = 2 interactions, such as the box-diagrams of fig.2.1, which 
allow K°-K° mixing. Such mixing has also been observed for neutral B mesons. 
Although theoretically possible for D mesons, the mixing is expected to be highly 
suppressed due to the internal quarks in the box diagrams being down-type rather 
than up-type, coupled wi th fact that the K M matrix is dominantly diagonal. 
Consider the general case of P°-P° mixing, where P° is a J p = o- meson, 
with CP transformation properties (in the meson rest-frame) defined to be 
CP\P°) = -IPO) 
CP\P*) = -\P°). 
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>w 
w 
(a) J 
(b) 
Figure 2.1 The box diagrams relevant to K° — K° mixing. 
This corresponds to a quark basis 
\P°) = \qLqH) and \P^) = \qHqL), (2.2) 
where qs and qL mean heavy and light quarks respectively, and has the advantage 
that all phases appearing in matrix elements arise f rom the phase eiS in the K M 
matrix (1.19). 
The time evolution of a general linear combination of the two states 
\m) = Mi)\P°) + B(t)\n (2.3) 
is described by the Schrodinger equation 
i^m)) = Heff\mh (2.4) 
where Hejf is the effective Hamiltonian for the process. This gives the following 
matrix equation for the coefficients A and B, 
H H l i 12 2.5 
H H B B 21 22 
where 
Ha = (i\Heff\j), (2.6) 
with |1) = |P°) and |2) = |P° ) , and where the state normalisation is given by 
= S{j. (2.7) 
Second-order perturbation theory enables us to express the matrix elements 
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in the form [1] 
Hi} = - i , T y . (2.8) 
The first term in (2.8) is given by 
*•„ = + MwW + E WwM<»\Ew\i)t ( 2 . 9 ) 
„ mpo - mn 
where the sum is over all possible intermediate states, and mpo is the 'strong 
interaction mass' (HS\P°) = mpo\P0)). The second term of (2.8) is 
r«-i = Y,Pf<i\Bw\f){f\nw\i), (2.10) 
/ 
where the sum is over all physical states into which the states i and j can both 
decay, and pj is the phase-space density. By considering (2.9) and(2.10) i t can be 
seen that the matrices M , j and are hermitian, on account of the hermiticity of 
the strong and weak interaction Hamiltonians [1]. Furthermore CPT invariance 
implies that 
M n = M 2 2 and T n = T 2 2 . (2.11) 
As a result can be written in the form 
\ M n - 7 a n M\\-2llnJ 
where M n and T u are real. I f CP were not violated then the off-diagonal elements 
would be equal 
M 1 2 = M 2 1 = M*n and r 1 2 = T 2 1 = T\2. (2.13) 
Diagonalising the matrix gives the eigenvalues 
*i,2 = # n ± V H n H 2 i = m 1 > 2 - ^ T 1 2 . (2.14) 
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The masses and decay rates of the two eigenstates are thus given by 
rrij 2 = m i — Am = Re \H\\ i v/H^2H2i1 
2 ^ I J ( 2 1 5 ) 
r 1 > 2 = r ± - A T = Im {J5TU ± • 
It is convenient to define the two dimensionless parameters 
Am , Ar . v 
x = — and y = 2 T ( 2 - 1 6 ) 
for later use. The eigenstates of the effective Hamilton!an are 
where 
and 
are CP eigenstates 
(2.17) 
V-"12 + V-"21 
| P ± ) = ^ { | P 0 ) T | P 0 ) } ( 2 > 1 9 ) 
C P | P £ ) = ± | P £ ) . (2.20) 
If CP were conserved then Hi2 — H2\, giving q = 0 from (2.18), and so \P®) would 
be CP odd and | P 2 ) would be CP even, using (2.17). Also the masses and decay 
widths would be given by 
m 1 2 = Mn ± Mu 
1^,2 — ± r 1 2 . 
(2.21) 
2.3 K°-K° Mixing 
In the neutral Kaon system the two strong interaction eigenstates are defined, 
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as in (2.2), to be 
\K°) = \ds) and = \sd). (2.22) 
The two observed mass eigenstates for the K°-K° system are 
l < S > = V*fl + hrP) ^ + * ( 1 " < 2 - 2 3 ) 
from (2.17), since we know that Kg is very nearly C P even (since T(Kg —• 2ir) >• 
T(KS -» 3TT)) and that K\ is very nearly CP odd (since ?{K\ 3TT) > Y{K\ -* 
2TT)). From the latter we also know, since the K\ —» 37T phase space is much smaller 
that the —+ 2ir phase space, that, in the above phase convention, <^  1 
from (2.23). 
2.3.1 Asymmetry in the Semileptonic Decay — » TT+1~U 
One experimental measurement of CP violation in the neutral Kaon system 
that has been performed is a measurement of the decay asymmetry in a beam of 
K\. From the definitions of (2.22) it can be seen that the semileptonic decay of 
K° produces / + , while that of K° produces /~, so that 
_ T(K°L -»1+) - T{Kj -> / - ) 
K - r ( K l - + i + ) + r(KQL->i-) 
= \I + V K \ 2 - \ I - V K \ 2 
|1 + ^ l 2 + |1 - 1K\2 (2-24) 
i + \VK\2 
2KeijK. 
= 2 
Experimental measurements of the asymmetry give [2] 
SK = (0.327 ± 0.012)%, (2.25) 
which yields 
Rer]K = (1.65 ± 0.06) x 1 0 - 3 . (2.26) 
2.3.2 The CP Violation Parameters t and 
The other common test of CP violation is from the experimental measurement 
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of the amplitude ratios 
_ (*°n«\Hw\Kl) 
*» ~ {****\Hw\Ki) 
_ (*+x-\Hw\Kp K ' } 
V+~ ~ (T+*-\Hw\Ki)m 
To calculate these we note that the two-pion states may be rewritten in terms of 
states of definite strong isospin 7 = 0,2 via [3] 
( * V | = -4<2*(J = 0)| + &(2*(I = 2)| 
(TT+TT-I = ^ ( 2 ^ ( 7 = 0)| + ±(2w(I = 2)1, 
using Clebsch-Gordan decomposition. We define the isospin amplitudes, Aj, using 
(2K(t)\Hw\K°) = AjeiS* 
(2 29) 
(2*(I)\Hw\K*) = -A*IeiS', 
where Sj are the strong interaction phase-shifts due to strong interactions between 
the final-state pions, and the second amplitude is derived from the first using C P T 
invariance. 
It is convenient to define the three quantities 
(2*(I = 0)\Hw\K°L) 
~ (2n(I = oyH^K*) 
(2.30) 
. _ (2^(7 = 2 ) 1 ^ 1 ^ ) 
2 -<2TT(7 = 0)\Hw\K°) 
(2.31) 
(2*(I = 2)\HW\K°S) 
- ( 2 ^ ( 7 = 0 ) 1 7 7 ^ 1 ^ ) ' 
(2.32) 
Expanding the numerators and denominators, using (2.23) for the K\ s states, 
and (2.29) for the resulting weak matrix elements, yields 
e = M+Jk. (2.33) 
2 1 + tr}Kt0 ReA0 v ' 
= 1 + R ^ e , ( ^ - i o ) ( 2 . 3 5 ) 
1 + %TjKt0 ReA0 y ' 
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where 
Experimental measurements of the itir phase-shifts give [4] 
S2 ~ 6o + 5 = ( 4 8 ± 8)°- ( 2 - 3 7 ) 
mi 
Then, using the definitions of the experimentally mea^red quantities 77 0 0 and 
TJ+_ in (2.27), the Clebsh-Gordan decomposition of the 7r°7r° and 7r+7r~ states in 
(2.28), and the definitions of (2.30)-(2.32), we find 
1 - y/2u> 1 - y/2uj 
(2.38) 
where we have defined the new parameter 
' - 1 ( \ e = — ( 6 2 - * , ) 
= uL( r,K + u2 _ nK + a 0 \ i ( , 2 _ 6 o ) 
V 2 V l + ^ 2 l + iflK*J [ } 
=
 i u (* ~ *&X*2 ~ *o) C i f o - U 
v/2 (1 + iriKi2)(l + ir)Kt0) 
Experimental measurements of the K —+ 27r-amplitudes give [4] 
|u>| « 0.045, (2.40) 
so that, anticipating that |e*| <§i \e\, we may write 
Voo « c - 2e' 
7 7 + _ « e + e'. 
(2.41) 
The experimental measurements of the ratios T]Q0 and rj+_ of (2.27) are [2] 
1^7001 = ( 2 - 2 5 3 ± ° - 0 2 4 ) X 1 0 ~ 3 
(2.42) 
= (2.268 ± 0.023) x 1 0 - 3 , 
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with phases 
<f>0Q = (48.5 ± 3.1)° 
(2.43) 
<f>+- = (46.0 ± 1.2)°. 
These give 
|e| = (2.263 ± 0.023) x 10"3 (2.44) 
Re ( ^ j = (2.2 ± 1.1) x 1 0 - 3 . (2.45) 
The result for Re(e //e) is, however, not very reliable, since the two high-precision 
measurements, by the NA31 [5] and Chicago-Fermilab [6] collaborations, give 
Re = (3.3 ± 1.1) x 1 0 - 3 (2.46) 
and 
Re ( j j = (-0.4 ± 1.5) x 10"3 (2.47) 
respectively, which differ by about 3cr. The measurement of |e| in (2.44) tells us 
that e -C 1 and hence, from (2.33), that t 0 C 1. Consideration of (2.39) then 
means that t2 also. Using these approximations we may now write (2.35) as 
* saj- (2-48) 
and (2.33) and (2.39) in the more familiar form 
^ ^ ^ + ' ^ H ( t t - i 0 ) ( 2 ' 4 9 ) 
By considering the matrix elements T 1 2 and M 1 2 for the neutral Kaon system 
we will be able to make approximations in (2.18) which we will use in the calcula-
tion of e of (2.49). In order to calculate the quantity r i 2 , it is sufficient to include 
only 2n states, since the decay rate for K°,K° —» 2ir is much larger than for any 
other decay mode available to both the strong interaction eigenstates. Also, since 
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|u>| <C 1, we can further simplify the expression by including only the 1 = 0 state. 
Thus 
T 1 2 cx (K°\HW\2*(I = 0)){2*(I = 0 ) | ^ | ^ ) 
- -A*2 
and so 
(2.50) 
ImT12 2hnAQReA0 _ -2tQ 
ReT^ W "(ReA 0 )2 + ( W 0 ) 2 " I T ^ ~ °' ( 2 " 5 1 ) 
which implies that 
Imr 1 2 < Rer i 2 . (2.52) 
Then, knowing that 1771 1, (2.18) implies that 
I m M 1 2 < R e M 1 2 . (2.53) 
Thus the mass and decay rate differences between the long- and short-lived eigen-
states are given by 
AmK = mL — ms = 2 R e ^ i f 1 2 i T 2 1 « 2ReM 1 2 
-4. (2.54) 
ATK = T L - T s = im^/HUH21 « 2 R e r 1 2 . 
A 
The experimental results for the mass difference and decay rates are [2] 
AmK = (3.522 ± 0.016) x 1 0 _ 1 2 M e y 
T s = (7.374 ± 0.017) x 1 0 - 1 2 M e V (2.55) 
TL = (1.273 ± 0.010) x 10- 1 4 MeV, 
which imply that the parameters of (2.16) are 
Arriv . , A I \ 
x = = 0.954 ± 0.006 and y = = -0.996. (2.56) 
The mixing parameter r] of (2.18) is 
V k _ VH12 ~ VH2l 
H12 ~ H21 
4 ^ / 1 1 ^ + ( y / H n - y/H21)2 ( 2 ' 5 ? ) 
(1 + 0(n2K)) 
i(ImM12 - ^Imr i 2 ) H ^ n f n 2 
Amr-UAT 
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which may be rewritten, using (2.56), in the form 
ix f I m M 1 2 1. y ImT 
= ~—77. 1TZ o* 12 x — iy \ AmK 2 x Rer 1 2 
x - i y \ AmK x °J 
) (2.58) 
Hence c may be written as 
o 
ix / I m M 1 2 | t \ (2.59) 
x - iy \ AmK °J ' 
Using the values of AmK, and TL given above 
=e»>, (2.60) tx x M 
where 
^ = t a n _ 1 ( - x / y ) = (43.8 ± 0 . 2 ) ° . (2.61) 
The angle <j> is usually approximated to 45°. Using Ree = Rer^ from (2.49), we 
can now see that the measurement of 8K given in (2.25) is in good agreement with 
the detemination of |e| given in (2.44). 
2.S.S Theoretical Calculation of TJK and e 
In order to predict e we will use a box diagram calculation for I m M 1 2 . In 
such a calculation, intermediate states such as IT, 2ir and r\ are not included in 
the second-order term of (2.9). Denoting the contribution from such intermediate 
states as 'soft', we get 
M12 « (M12)box + ( M 1 2 r " . (2.62) 
As argued by Hagelin [7], it is expected that, in a phase convention where A0 is 
real, ( I m M 1 2 ) M ^ will be negligible. On converting this back to the usual basis 
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(2.22), this means that 
( I m M 1 2 ) a o / t w -2< 0 (ReM 1 2 )" o / ' , (2.63) 
so that 
I m M 1 2 w (hnM12)box - t0AmK + 2t0(ReM12)box, (2.64) 
using (2.54). Hence we find that 
, m j ^ ( o - u n t - + a t , o ^ u ) - y ( 2 . 6 5 ) 
x — ty \ Am K Am % J 
The calculation of M 1 2 is discussed in section 2.5 below. The second term, propor-
tional to <0, is very much smaller than the first, and so, even though it is included 
in the phenomenological analysis discussed below, it will not be discussed here. 
The expressions used for t0 are from the 1/JV analysis of [8]. 
2.3.4 Status of J2e(e'/<0 
The theoretical calculation of from (2.49) requires the evaluation of tQ and 
t 2 , defined in (2.36). This is discussed in detail in ref. [8], using the 1/N expansion. 
Neither the theoretical or experimental analyses are particularly reliable. The 
evaluation of hadronic matrix elements is extremely difficult, and only in the 1/N 
expansion can all the required matrix elements be evaluated [8]. Unfortunately, the 
accuracy of the 1/iV expansion is not well known. Furthermore, even in analyses 
using other techniques, the results are highly dependent upon the strange quark 
mass, which is not accurately determined. Finally the experimental results seem^ 
to be in some confusion also (see (2.46) and (2.47)), and so we will not include 
any further analysis of Re(e'/ e)-
2.4 B°-W mixing 
The neutral B meson strong interaction eigenstates are defined, using (2.2), 
to be 
\B°) = \db) and |1°) = \bd). (2.66) 
Evaluation of the box diagrams for the B°-B° system shows [7] that the dom-
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inant terms are 
r 1 2 oc m}(V r f Vi + V ^ f = ml(VaV^)\ 
so that r i 2 / M 1 2 « 0 ( m j / m 2 ) and that T 1 2 and M 1 2 are nearly in-phase. Hence, 
from (2.12) and (2.15), we can conclude that 
ATB = 2 |r 1 2 | < AMB = 2 |M 1 2 | , (2.68) 
and from (2.18) that |1 + rjB\/\l — r)B\ fa 1 (i.e. Rer/^ <C lvaqB). 
Experimental studies of B°-B° mixing have so far concentrated on effects that 
are related not to CP violation, but just to mixing. Furthermore, the time depen-
dence of the mixing has not been studied, just the effects integrated over time. 
The time evolution of the two mass eigenstates is given by 
l*!,*(0> = e-iX^\Bl2(0)), (2.69) 
so the time evolution of states originally produced as B° or B° is 
where 
\B°(t))=g+m°) + ] - ^ - 9 - ( t W ) 
9±(t) = ^(e",Al< ± 
= I ( e - , ' m i 1 e - , ' j r i 1 ± e - , ' m ' 1 e- , ' j r » 1 ) . 
(2.70) 
(2.71) 
Given that 
I o 
00 r B / A ^ 2 1 Ar>2 
(2.72) 
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we can write the experimentally measureable quantities 
Td = 
rd = 
_ T(B° -» /") 
r(B° '+) 
r(B° - / -) 
r2 - i,2 xd Vd 
2 + x J - y J 
r2 - i,2 Xd Vd 
2 + *2-w3 2' 
(2.73) 
with 
X 5 
and 
2f B 
(2.74) 
defined in analogy with (2.16) (the subscript, which refers to the light quark in 
the meson, is to avoid confusion with the equivalent quantities that occur in the 
mixing of neutral Bs mesons). Using |1 — »7^|/|1 + »7fl| « 1 and AITg •< AmB we 
can write 
?l « rd 2 + xY 
(2.75) 
or 
xd 
2rA 
rd 
(2.76) 
The experimental quantity that is actually measured is the ratio of like-sign 
to unlike-sign lepton events 
r(/+/+) + r(/-/-) 
r(/+/-) 
(2.77) 
If the B°B° pair is produced from the T(45) resonance then the two mesons are in 
a P-wave state, which is odd under particle interchange, so the two mesons must 
remain distinct. Once the first one decays the other behaves like a single B meson 
and thus can change its form. Hence in this case 
R = rd. (2.78) 
Measurements of B°-B° mixing are available from both ARGUS [9] and C L E O 
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[10] collaborations, running at the T(45) resonance, giving 
rd = 0.21 ± 0.08 xd = 0.73 ± 0.18 ARGUS 
(2.79) 
rd = 0.18 ± 0.08 xd = 0.66 ± 0.18 C L E O , 
which give a combined result of 
xd = 0.70 ± 0.13. (2.80) 
2.5 Effective Hamiltonians and Q C D corrections 
The calculation of the quantities r f K , t j and AmB requires the use of effective 
weak interaction Hamiltonians. This section is devoted to a brief discussion of their 
origin and derivation (further details can be found in the references mentioned). 
An effective weak Hamiltonian, as calculated from lowest order Feynman dia-
grams, describes the relevant weak interactions at scales fi = 0{mw). However, 
matrix elements must be evaluated at a much lower scale, so this effective Hamil-
tonian must first be transformed into an effective low-energy Hamiltonian. The 
techniques required to do this are discussed at length in the literature [8,11,12], so 
we will give only a very brief outline here. The operators of the Hamiltonian are 
evolved down in energy scale by the use of the Renormalisation Group Equation 
(RGE) at leading log order, successively removing first the W-boson and top quark 
(together, since their masses are of the same order), followed by the bottom quark, 
and then (for Kaon physics) the charmed quark. During^Hs process newTopera-
tors, not present in the original Hamiltonian, may be introduced (for instance, in 
the evolution of the AS = 1 Hamiltonian, which is relevant for the calculation of 
<0 and <2» the operators that give rise to the penguin diagrams of fig.2.2 are able 
to mix with the original operators). Finally one obtains an effective low-energy 
Hamiltonian of the form 
Kff = KY,CMQM> (2-81) 
where K is some known constant, the Q{(fi) are the remaining operators at the 
low-energy scale fi, and C,-(/i) are known as Wilson coefficient functions, which give 
the relative strengths of the operators Q,(/i), and represent the QCD corrections. 
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Figure 2.2 The Penguin Diagrams, which occur in the analysis of the 
AS = 1 effective Hamiltonian, used in the evaluation of t 0 and t2, which 
are mainly used in the analysis of e'. 
For different processes one starts with a different Hamiltonian, so the above 
procedure must be recalculated each time. In the following discussions we will 
require 
a) The AS = 2 Hamiltonian for K°^K° mixing. 
b) The AB = 2 Hamiltonian for B°-B° mixing. 
2.5.1' Evaluation of M12 
In order to calculate the CP-violating parameters rjK and c for the K-meson 
system, and the mixing parameter xd for the B-meson system, we need to calculate 
the matrix element M 1 2 . To accomplish this we must find the AS = 2 (or A B = 2) 
effective Hamiltonian for the process. Since this requires the use of Feynman 
diagram calculations it is convenient to rewrite H12 of (2.6) in terms of states with 
relativistically covariant normalisation and an effective Hamiltonian density 'He//-
The off-diagonal elements, which are the only ones that need to be considered, 
then become 
#12 = M12 - I , T W = ^ ( P ° \ H ? f j B = 2 \ n , (2.82) 
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where the hermitian part of the Hamilton!an density gives M 1 2 , and the anti-
hermitian part gives T 1 2 . Calculations of both hermitian and anti-hermitian parts 
have been performed [7], but we only require M 1 2 , so only the hermitian part will 
actually be included in the discussion below. 
The effective Hamiltonian density is initially determined in the box-diagram 
approximation, by a calculation of the diagrams of fig.2.1, and is then evolved to 
the low energy scale required, as discussed briefly in the previous section. The 
final result is of the form 
i,i=«,c,< 
(2.83) 
where q = s or 6 for the relevant Hamiltonian, and 
A,. = ViqV?d. (2.84) 
The originate from the integral over the internal loop momentum, and the T)^ 
are QCD corrections calculated from the Wilson coefficient functions. 
The matrix element (2.82) also requires the evaluation of a hadronic matrix 
element, which is conventionally defined by 
( P ° | 3 y ( l - 7 5 ) ^ ( 1 - 75)9l^) = \ B P f W P , (2.85) 
where f P is the meson decay constant, defined by the matrix element 
(0|*y"(l - TifcFW) = i f p V , (2.86) 
and the factor of 8/3 is used so that the normalisation factor Bp — 1 in the 
'vacuum-insertion' approximation. In this case the factor 8/3 arises from the 
colour factors associated with the four different ways of contracting the quark 
operators with the meson states. Discussion of the theoretical values of Bp will 
be left until sectioi^2.6 and 2.7. 
2.6 Calculation of TJK and e for the i f -Meson System 
In order to predict e we need to calculate the box-diagram for both I m M 1 2 
and R e M 1 2 . For the Kaon system, the box-diagrams can be evaluated in the limit 
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where the masses and momenta of the external quarks are negligible compared 
to the W boson. The resulting integrals over the loop momentum (as defined in 
(2.83)) are 
where 
2.6\1 Calculation of (ImM12) for the Kaon System 
By considering the magnitude of Jm(XiXj)Aij, using (2.87) and the K M matrix 
elements given in (1.44), one can see that the terms involving an internal u-quark 
in the box-diagram are negligible in comparison to those involving c and t quarks. 
Hence we may write, using (2.83) and (2.85) 
( I m M 1 2 ) 6 - « - ^ - B K f \ m K £ M A . - A , - ) ^ , (2.89) 
i,j=c,t 
2.6.2 Calculation of (ReM12)box for the Kaon System 
Given that t0 ~_10~4, a consideration of the product 
Re(A,.A i)A i i (2.90) 
shows that we may neglect all terms in (2.83) except that involving only charmed 
quarks, and that even that will only give about a 1% correction to e. As a result 
we may write 
( R e M 1 2 ) 6 - « - J ^ f B K f K m K R e ( X l ) A c c V c c . (2.91) 
2.6.3 QCD Corrections to K° - K° Mixing 
The calculation of the QCD corrections, rj^, of (2.83), on the assumption that 
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the quark masses are all much less than the W-boson mass, has been understood 
for some time, from the formalism introduced by Gilman and Wise [12]. However, 
we now know that the top-quark mass is of the same order as the W mass and 
so the above analysis is no longer strictly valid. The calculation has be^redone 
by two groups [13], and their calculations agree well but not exactly. However, 
it turns out that using the simpler Gilman and Wise technique, but with the 
top quark integrated out at the same time as the W boson, the results are very 
similar [8]. Furthermore, over the top-quark mass range that will be considered 
(50GeV < mt < 250 GeV), the QCD corrections do not vary significantly with 
tnt. The values used will be [8] 
rjcc = 0.85 rjct = 0.36 rjti = 0.62. (2.92) 
The formulae for these corrections depend upon h-QCDi mc m 6? while 
r)ci and r}tt are almost independent of these, r}cc does vary. However, this term 
is actually about an order of magnitude smaller than the other terms, so this 
variation can be neglected. 
Evaluations of the factor BK are numerous, ranging from the MIT bag model 
calculation of BK « —0.4 [14], to the Vacuum-Insertion value B% = 1 given above. 
More consistent recent values are 
0.84 QCD sum rules [15] 
0.75 ± 0 . 1 5 1/N expansion [16] (2.93) 
0.87 ± 0.20 Lattice QCD calculation [17]. 
K 
2.7 B°-B° mixing 
For the B-meson system we need to calculate 
xd = ^ - = 2\Mn\rB, (2.94) 
where the result of (2.68) has been used. In this case the long-distance effects are 
expected to be small (unlike the if-meson system), so that both real and imaginary 
parts of M 1 2 should be calculable from the box-diagram inspired Hamiltonian. 
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Unlike the if-meson system, it is no longer automatically justifiable to neglect 
the masses and momenta of the external quarks, since they are not necessarily 
negligible compared to the W mass. Calculations including these effects have 
been done [18], but it actually turns out that, for mt > 50GeV, the difference is 
less that 3% for the dominant term, which thus gives 
xd = TB^^BBfBrnB\>Z\AuVu, (2.95) 
with Att as in (2.87). The discussion of the QCD correction factor in the presence 
of high mt is similar to that given for the if-meson system, and so we shall again 
use the value calculated using the Gilman and Wise procedure, which gives [8] 
r)tt = 0.84, (2.96) 
in this case. The main uncertainties in the calculation are in the calculation of the 
factor B B f B from the hadronic matrix element (2.85). The usual methods used 
are QCD sum rules [19] and lattice gauge theory [20]. Both methods yield values 
that range from BBf% ~ (lOOMeV) 2 to B B f \ ~ (200MeV) 2 or more. 
2.8 Phenomenological Analysis 
2.8.1 Parameter Values 
The following discussion is based upon the measurements of |e| and xd, defined 
in (2.30) and (2.74) respectively. For the analysis we use the following parameter 
values: 
i) For the less well-known K M matrix angles of (1.19) we use the values obtained 
from the exlusive B decay analysis of chapter 6 
|V c 6 | = s23 = 0.039 ± 0.005 and 
although we will also study the effects of changing them to the inclusive B 
decay values 
|V c 6 | = 0.047 ± 0.004 and \Vub/Vch\ = 0.11 ± 0.03 (2.98) 
ub _ o Q7+0.14 (2.97) 
discussed in chapter 7 (the ratio is actually taken from ref. [21]). 
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ii) For the B% parameter that occurs in the theoretical expression for |e| we use 
BK = 0.80 ± 0.15, (2.99) 
which is between the 1/N expansion and lattice values of (2.93). 
iii) For the combination Bgfg, which is probably the largest theoretical uncer-
tainty, we use two different representative ranges 
B B f l = ( 1 7 5 ± 5 0 ) 2 MeV2 and BBf% = (140 ± 25)2 MeV 2 . (2.100) 
iv) Finally we use the recent determination of the top-quark mass mt [22], from 
measurements of mz, mz/mw and sin 2 0w(mz) 
mt = (137 ± 40) GeV. (2.101) 
2.8.2 Analysis of the Measurement of \e\ 
Since the measurements of the phases <f>00 and <j>+_, (2.43), of the two K° —» 2n 
decay amplitudes ?700 and »7+_, and the theoretical prediction of the phase of e in 
(2.61) are in good agreement, the angle 8 of the KM matrix is restricted to lie in 
the range 0 < 8 < 7r. 
_Fig.2.3_shows the x 2 contours obtained by fitting to the measured values of |c| 
and to the parameters \Vcb\, \Vub/Vcb\ and BK for fixed 8 and mt. The first graph 
shows the results of Buchalla et al. [8], who use a very restricted range of K M 
angles: 
\Vch\ = 0.0501HS1 and Kb 
= O.lOOlHJ2 (2.102) 
and the 1/N expansion value of B% = 0.75 ± 0.15. This may be compared to the 
second graph, which shows the same fit, but to the exclusive B decay values of the 
KM matrix elements given in (2.97), and the BK range of (2.99). The excluded 
region in fig.2.3(a) that does not occur in (b) is caused by the large values of 
| V ^ . j | and I V ^ j I . However, fig.2.3(a) does show one interesting feature, which will 
reappear later, that for higher values of mt there are two distict regions allowed, 
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Figure 2.3 x2 contour plot for the fit to |c|, for fixed values of 6 
and m t . (a) shows the region found by Buchalla et al. [8], using the 
parameters of (2.102), while (b) shows the results for the parameter 
ranges given in (2.97) and (2.99). The contours are marked for x2 = 
1,2,4,8,16,32 and the region x 2 < 1 is shaded. 
one for 8 < 90° and the other for 8 > 90°. Although not visible in fig.2.3(b) this 
does still occur, but to a much smaller extent. 
Neither figure is able to rule out any values of 8 except very low and very high 
ones, even for m t in the range (137 ± 40) GeV. On the other hand, only very low 
values of mi axe excluded by this analysis. 
2.8.S Combined Analysis of e and xA 
Following the recent indirect estimate of the top-quark mass given in section 
2.8.1, and given the uncertainty in the determination of \Vub\, as discussed in 
section 6.7, i t is interesting to plot the \ 2 contours for 8 vs. \Vub\ instead of 8 vs. 
Fig.2.4(a) shows the x2 contours for the fit to |e|, using the |V^.6|, mt and BK 
values of (2.97), (2.99) and (2.101) in the 8-\Vuh\ parameter space. For low | 1 
and extreme values of 8 the fit requires large values of all three of the variable 
parameters. Conversely, the region an high and 8 ~ 90° requires all three 
parameters to be small. 
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Figure 2.4 x2 contour plots, for fixed values of 6 and \Vui\. Using 
the parameter ranges of (2.97)-(2.1Ql),-(a)shows the fit-to \e\, while (b) 
and (c) show the fits to xd for BBf% = (175 ± 50) MeV2 and BBf% = 
(140 ± 25) MeV2 respectively. The region x 3 < 1 is shaded. 
Figs.2.4(b) and (c) show the \ 2 contours for fits to a?rf, with the parameters 
| V c j | and mt as in (2.97) and (2.101) respectively, for the two ranges of B g f B given 
in (2.100), again as a function of 8 and I V ^ I . With the larger experimental errors 
on xd the allowed region is much larger than in the fit to |e|. Note that xd increases 
with 8, mt and Bgfg. The excluded region at the left, with small 5, thus requires 
large mt and Bgfg, while the region to the top right of (b) requires small mt and 
B B f i . 
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Figure 2.5 How the K M triangle is determined by the measurements 
of xd and The region favoured by the data is indicated by the hatch-
ing, although another region, with lower 6 and higher | V u i | is also possi-
ble. 
We now discuss the simultaneous fit to both |c| and xd. First we reconsider the 
K M triangle introduced in section 1.7. The length of the rightmost side, \Vtd\, is 
determined by xd oc \Vtd\2. Hence for given | Vcb\, mt and B B j \ the measurement of 
xd defines an annulus, centred on the lower right corner of the triangle, as shown 
in fig.2.5. Similarly the measurement of |e| essentially determines the height of 
the triangle, since the dominant term is |e| oc Im(V^ 2) + . . . Fig.2.5 also shows a 
typical allowed region from the measurement of |e|. From the diagram we see that, 
in general, for fixed values of the other parameters, there are two allowed regions, 
characterised by distinct values of 8 and | V u j | . 
Fig.2.6 shows the x2 contours for the combined |e| and xd fit, using both the 
exclusive and inclusive B decay values of \Veb\ and the two ranges of B%f\ of 
(2.100). The two-region structure discussed above is just visible in the top two 
graphs, but not in the lower two graphs, where the high-|V^6| region is off the 
top of the scale. We are thus left with the 'higher-6 - lower-|V^6|' region, which 
is indicated on the K M triangle plot of fig.2.5. The four figures also show the 
best-fits to the data as a star (all four have \ 2 < 1 0 - 1 5 ) . 
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Figure 2.6 x2 contour plots for the combined fit to |e| and xd, using 
the parameter values of (2.97)-(2.101). The exclusive B decay value of 
| V e 6 | = 0.039 ± 0.005 is used in (a) and (b), while the inclusive value 
o f l^etl = ° - 0 4 7 i ° - 0 0 4 1 8 m ( c ) ( d ) - Graphs (a) and (c) 
use BBf% = (175 ± 50) a AfeV 2 , while (b) and (d) use BBf% = (140 ± 
25) 2 A/eV 2 . The shaded area shows the x2 < 1 region, and the stars 
show the overall best-fit. 
In the end none of the contour plots put very strong constraints upon either 8 
or |V t t 6 | except to exclude extreme values of 8 and very low values of \Vub\. Values 
of | V u j | •> 0.01 are possible in the second region, off the plot, but are less likely 
from the analysis of b —• u decays. Using the value of \Veb\ extracted from exclusive 
B decays the X 2 = 1 contour for the region shown gives 
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0.0025 < \Vub\ < 0.0075 and 60° < 8 < 155° (2.103) 
for BBf% = (175 ± 50)2 MeV2, and 
0.0025 < |V„6| < 0.01 and 105° < 8 < 160° (2.104) 
for BBf% = (140 ± 25)2 MeV2. 
Finally fig.2.7 shows x2-mt profiles for the combined fit to |e| and xd, using 
the two ranges of each of |V^|, B B f B and |V t t j /V^ | given in section 2.8.1. These 
graphs demonstrate the two-region structure discussed in section 2.8.2. The best-
fit follows the high-5 branch of fig.2.3 up to a certain value of m ( and then switches 
to the low-5 branch, resulting in the sharp local maximum in the value of x2-
However, only for very tightly-constrained parameters is the mi region between 
the minima actually excluded. 
2.9 Conclusions 
The above analysis still requires both experimental and theoretical improve-
ments. Experimentally we would like more accurate determinations of mi and xd, 
and more data on 6 —• u decays for the determination of \Vub\. Theoretically we 
need to improve the analysis of the b —* u measurements, and to constrain more 
tightly the hadronic matrix element parameters BK and B B f B , particularly the 
latter. 
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Figure 2.7 x2 profiles, as functions of m ( . The solid and dashed 
lines show the fits with BB f l = (175 ± 50) J M e F 2 and = (140 ± 
25) 2 AfeV 2 respectively. The exclusive B decay value of | V e 4 | = 0.039 ± 
0.005 is used in (a) and (b), while the inclusive value of | V c 4 | = 0.047 ± 
0.004 is used in (c) and (d). Graphs (a) and (c) use \Vub/Vei\ = 0.07±g-^, 
while (b) and (d) use \Vuh/Veh\ = 0.11 ± 0.03. 
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3 Semileptonic Decays 
Thrice happy he mho, not mistook, 
Hath read in Nature's mystic book. 
Andrew Marvell, 1621-1678 
3.1 Introduction 
Nearly all hadrons are unstable and can, in general, decay via strong, weak or 
electromagnetic interactions. Since hadrons are composed of quarks (and gluons) 
there is considerable theoretical difficulty in calculating precise predictions for 
these decays, because of the non-perturbative nature of QCD at low energies, as 
discussed in section 1.2. 
In order to allow the most precise tests of the standard model it is necessary 
to reduce the non-perturbative element of the calculation to a minimum. To this 
end it is simplest to study semileptonic decays. These are a type of weak decay 
mediated by virtual W bosons and are described by the charged-current interaction 
of (1.9). At the quark level the decay is of the form 
Q - qlu, (3.1) 
involving one up-type and one down-type quark. The most well-known example 
of such a decay is nuclear /?-decay, where the ^ underlying process is d —• uev. 
Such decays are simplest from a theoretical standpoint because the decay 
W* —> Iv is well understood (since it does not involve QCD). From the exper-
imental side the emitted lepton is easy to detect, but the neutrino momentum 
must be inferred from the other particles if required, as it cannot be seen. 
Following the discussion of the K M matrix in chapter 1, we saw that it is the 
analysis of such decays that is most often used to determine the moduli of the KM 
matrix elements. 
3.2 Four-Fermion Interactions 
The semileptonic decay (3.1) involves two charged-current interactions (dis-
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cussed in section 1.3), 
Q -> qW* and W* -+ \v. (3.2) 
At energies much less than the W mass, it is possible to combine the two inter-
actions into an effective four-fermion interaction term. For the b —* civ case this 
effective interaction is 
= " ^ ^ ( l " 7 5 ) ^ 7 ^ ( 1 " 75)V>„ (3.3) 
where Gp/y/2 = g2 /fSrnyy and Gp is the Fermi coupling constant. The corrections 
to this interaction are of order m^mi/m^y. 
3.3 Quarks and Hadrons 
At the quark level the above decays (3.1) seem very simple. However, in nature 
quarks are always bound inside hadrons, and it is the description of this that causes 
problems. 
As explained in section 1.2 it is expected that simple perturbative quark-model 
calculations become more reliable as the mass of the quarks increase. For a decay 
in which both initial and final quarks are 'heavy', such as those with an underlying 
6 —* c transition, we expect reasonable results from such a calculation. 
For decays where both initial and final quarks are light, such as s —* u and 
d —• u decays, we can use the low-energy techniques that have been developed, for 
instance in the study of nuclear /?-decay. 
However, if the decay involves one heavy quark and one light quark, such as 
in b —* u and c —* a transitions, it is very hard to predict the hadronic behaviour, 
as no reliable techniques have yet been developed for this purpose. It is noticeable 
that D —* K,K*lu decays are less well understood than B —* D,D*lv decays for 
this reason. 
3.4 Methods of Studying Semileptonic Decays 
Theoretical studies of semileptonic decays can be divided into two main strate-
gies; either considering all semileptonic decays simultaneously (inclusive), or choos-
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ing particular decay channels (exclusive). Since the following chapters are pre-
dominantly concerned with B meson decays, we will use them to illustrate the 
important points. Experimental considerations are discussed in section 3.5 below. 
3.4-1 Inclusive Semileptonic Decays 
A study of inclusive semileptonic decays includes all processes of the form 
B —• Xlu, where X can be anything. By detecting the leptons emitted in the de-
cay one can measure the lepton energy spectrum, as shown by the CLEO data in 
fig.3.1. Unfortunately, the detected leptons are not all produced by semileptonic B 
decays (called 'primary decays'). Many are from 'secondary' decays, where the B 
meson decays hadronically, and one of its decay products then decays semileptoni-
cally. In order to remove the contribution from such decays, it would be necessary 
to reconstruct every decay to see how the lepton was produced, so greatly reducing 
the accuracy of the resulting spectrum. To overcome this problem two strategies 
axe adopted. Firstly, leptons from secondary decays give little contribution above 
about 1.5 GeV so predictions for the inclusive spectrum can be fitted to the data 
above this energy. The second method, attempted recently by the CLEO collab-
oration [1], is to try to predict the secondary decay spectrum by combining the 
measured D meson momentum spectrum with a theoretical prediction for the D 
meson's semileptonic decay spectrum, allowing a combined fit of both primary and 
secondary decays over the whole lepton energy range. Both methods give very sim-
ilar results. Once a fit has been made, the normalisation of the experimental data 
gives a prediction for the KM matrix element \Veb\, since the 6 —• u contribution 
is expected to be very small. 
The traditional method used to predict the primary lepton spectrum for inclu-
sive decays is the method introduced by Altarelli et al. [2], based on a perturbative 
6 quark decay calculation, discussed in detail in chapter 7. This technique suffers 
from some severe drawbacks, as emphasised by Isgur et al. [3]. Semileptonic B 
decays are dominated by the two exclusive channels B —• D and B —> D*, which 
means that a purely perturbative calculation, such as that outlined above, cannot 
possibly reproduce the correct invariant-mass spectrum dT/drrix, which should 
exhibit sharp peaks at mx = mD,mD». Furthermore, since the high lepton en-
ergy region is dominated by low-mass final states, it is actually the D and D* 
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Figure 3.1 Inclusive electron and muon energy spectra from C L E O 
[1], after continuum subtraction. The dashed and dotted lines show the 
C L E O fits for the primary and secondary lepton spectra respectively, 
while the solid line shows the combined total. 
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channels that have the greatest effect on the endpoint region where the fitting is 
performed, making the prediction unreliable. For the b —• u decay channel we do 
not expect the corresponding exclusive channels to be so dominant, so it is hoped 
that this inclusive approach would be more reasonable. 
S.4.2 Exclusive Semileptonic Decays 
Many authors choose to use an exclusive approach, whereby the specific final 
states are built into the model (see chapters 4 to 6). This immediately solves the 
main problem of the above inclusive analysis, which was is its inability to predict 
the D and D* exclusive channels. From an experimental point of view the data is 
more difficult to extract, since it is necessary to reconstruct the decay completely 
in order to detect the outgoing meson, so less data is available for the analysis. 
Theoretically there is only one significant problem, which is that we need to 
know the matrix elements of the quark charged-current of (1.10) between initial 
and final meson states. Although not directly calculable it is possible to estimate 
these hadronic matrix elements, and, more importantly, to test the hypotheses, as 
described in chapter 5 and 6. 
Theoretical predictions of B —• Dlu and B —• D*lu are nearly all in good 
agreement, both with each other and with the experimental data. Predictions for 
B —* irlu and B —• plu are considerably less consistent, for the reasons outlined in 
section 3.3. 
3.5 Experimental Data 
The most accurate experimental measurements of B meson decays are made 
by the CLEO collaboration, using the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) 
at Cornell University, New York, and by the ARGUS collaboration, using the 
DORIS I I storage ring at DESY, in Hamburg. Both experiments operate on the 
T(45) resonance, which is just above the threshold for producing BB pairs. Since 
m T ( 4 S ) w 10.58 GeV and mB « 5.28 GeV, the B mesons are produced almost, but 
not exactly at rest ( | p s | « 0.33 GeV). Data taken just below the BB threshold is 
used to remove the continuum contribution from the data. 
The data given below is restated in chapters 6 and 7, where it is compared to 
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the theoretical models. Before presenting the results, i t is worthwhile to outline 
some of the other procedures and assumptions used by the experimentalists in 
their analyses. 
8.5.1 Discussion of CLEO Experimental Data 
The most recent CLEO analysis [4] has been done on a data sample with 
integrated luminosity of 212p5 _ 1 on the T(4S) and 102 pb~l at an energy just 
below the BB threshold (the continuum data sample). This data sample contains 
about 480,000 B meson decays. The momentum resolution in the detector is given 
by (Sp/p)2 = (0.23%p)2 + (0.7%)2, which means the detector is accurate to better 
than 1% forp < 2.5 GeV. 
There are several problems with the data that will be outlined here, and which 
should be kept in mind in the following discussions. Firstly, i t has conventionally 
been assumed that the T(45) decays to BB pairs with very nearly 100% branching 
ratio. A recent analysis by the CLEO collaboration [5], however, indicates a 
significant rate for the decay T(4S) —• ij>X. The measured branching ratio is 
Br(T(45) - • j>X) = (0.22 ± 0.06 ± 0.04)% for ^'s with momenta greater than 
2.0 GeV (above the endpoint for the decay B —• i>X). Since the branching ratio to 
lower energy ^'s is unknown it is not yet possible to determine Br(T(45) —• BB). 
Furthermore, the ratio of charged to neutral BB pairs produced is also unknown, 
although the near-equality of masses, \mBo — mB± | = 0.8 ± 0.5 MeV [6], indicates 
that this ratio should be close to unity (see, for instance, the coupled channel 
analysis^of ref. [7]). The results^are quotedjbelow in terms_of-/+^ and / Q O , the-
branching fractions of T(4S) to charged and neutral BB pairs respectively, relative 
to the values 
/+_ = /oo = 0.5. (3.4) 
In order to analyse'the inclusive lepton spectrum of fig.3.1 the whole spectrum 
is fitted by combining the primary decay spectrum predicted by the ACCMM [2] 
or ISGW [3] models (discussed in more detail in chapters 7 and 5 respectively), 
with the secondary decay spectrum predicted by folding the measured D meson 
momentum spectrum with the theoretical prediction for the lepton spectrum from 
D meson decay, after correcting for other possible sources of leptons. This can be 
done for both electron and muon spectra, both of which are well measured. 
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For the analysis of the exclusive decay channels a lower lepton energy cutoff at 
Ei = 1.4 GeV is used to suppress leptons which are not primary B decay products. 
Also D+ momenta are required to be greater than 1.5 GeV, to reduce background 
contributions. The CLEO analysis uses the ISGW model to extrapolate into these 
cutoff regions when calculating branching ratios. Clearly a full analysis of any 
model requires that the model being tested should be used in the extrapolation, but 
the different models have very similar spectra shapes, so the above extrapolation 
can be used reliably for all the models. 
Finally, we must remember that the spectra of fig.3.1 are for leptons in the 
laboratory frame. Since the exact direction of the B mesons in this frame is 
unknown, a full analysis should include an isotropic boost from the B rest-frame 
to the laboratory frame. Although the effect of this boost is small, it is noticeable 
at high lepton momenta. For the exclusive analysis it is safe to neglect this effect at 
present, due to the lack of precision in the data, but the more accurately measured 
inclusive lepton spectrum requires its inclusion. 
3.5.2 CLEO Results 
(i) The inclusive semileptonic lepton energy spectra [1] for electrons and muons 
are shown in fig.3.1. 
(ii) The total semileptonic branching ratio, averaged over electrons and muons, 
and using the models described above, is [1] 
BT(B-+ Xlv) = (10.4 ±0 .1 ± 0.2)% ACCMM 
(3.5) 
BT(B -» Xlv) = (10.0 ± 0.1 ± 0.2)% ISGW 
(iii) The exclusive branching ratios, using the ISGW model, are [4] 
Br(£~ - D°l~u) = (1.6 ± 0.6 ± 0.3) ( j ^ j % 
BT(W> -> D+l~u) = (1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3) ( ^ J % 
\/oo/ 
Br(B" - D*°l-v) = (4.1 ± O.SlJj) ( j ^ j % 
Br(I° -> D*+l~u) = (4.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.7) ( ^ ) % 
\/oo/ 
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(3.6) 
(iv) The vector to pseudoscalax (V/PS) ratio is 
_ Br(B~ -> D*»l-V) Br(W ^ D*+l-u) 
~ Br(S- UO/-^) B r ( 1 o _ ' V-1* 
where the latter equality follows from isospin symmetry, which predicts that 
T(B~ -+ D°ru) = T(B* i>+ri7) 
_ (3.8) 
r(J5- -> D*°ri7) = r ( s ° -» z>*+/-i7). 
Note that R is independent of the T(45) branching fractions / + _ and / 0 0 . 
Averaging over the different meson charges, gives [4] 
R = 2.6±J;J±J;g (3.9) 
(v) CLEO has not published any exclusive Et or g 2 spectra. 
(vi) The angular distribution of the D* —* Dir decay products is proportional to 
1+a cos2 8*, where 9* is the angle betwwen the pion and the decaying B meson 
in the D* rest-frame (see chapter 4 for further details). The most recent CLEO 
measurement is [8] 
a = 0.65 ± 0.66 ± 0.25 (3.10) 
(vii) The ratio of charged to neutral B lifetimes is calculated from the exclusive 
rates given above using 
= Br(i?- -» A 0 **) = B r ( g - -+ D*°lv) 
rBo Br(B° —• D+lv) Br(B° —• D*+/F)' 
again assuming isospin symmetry (3.8). Combining the branching ratios of 
(3.6) gives [4] 
T-^- = (0.89 ± 0.19 ± 0.13) ( - ^ ) . (3.12) 
TB° \ f + - / 
3.5.3 Discussion of ARGUS Experimental Data 
In general the ARGUS and CLEO experiments and problems are similar, so 
only the differences are outlined here. 
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ARGUS has now analysed data from about 150,000 BB pairs [9], correspond-
ing to an integrated luminosity of 172 p 6 - 1 at the T(45) resonance, with another 
63 from below the BB threshold. The momentum resolution of the detector 
is Sp/p « 0.012^/1 +P2, where p is measured in GeV, which is just over 3% at 
p = 2.5 GeV. 
As above the results are quoted here relative to the charged and neutral branch-
ing ratios / + _ = / 0 0 = 0.5, although early ARGUS results used / + _ = 0.55 and 
/oo = 0-45. A lepton energy cutoff of Et > 1.0 GeV, and a momentum cut of 
PD+ > 1.5 GeV are included, as above. The ARGUS collaboration use the WSB 
model to extrapolate their results into the cutoff region, but again this model has 
very similar spectrum shapes to the other models. 
3.5.4 ARGUS Results 
(i) The inclusive lepton energy spectra for electrons and muons [10] are shown in 
fig.3.2. 
(ii) The total semileptonic branching ratio, averaged over electrons and muons, 
and using the models described above, is [10] 
Bi(B -> Xlv) = (10.2 ± 0.5 ± 0.2)% ACCMM 
(3.13) 
BT(B -* Xlv) = (9.8 ± 0.5)% ISGW 
(iii) The exclusive branching ratios [9], corrected by a more recently measured value 
of Br(D— £>°7r-) [11] are 
Br(B° ^ D+1-J7) = (1.7 ± 0.6 ± 0.4) ( ^ ) % 
V / o o / 
Bi(W -> D*+rv) = (5.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.3) ( ^ ) %. 
\ /oo / 
(3.14) 
No results are yet published for B^ decays. 
(iv) The vector to pseudoscalar ratio [9] of (3.7) is 
R = 3.3±JJ. (3.15) 
(v) Tha ARGUS El and q2 spectra [12] for the decay B -+ D*W are shown later 
in figs.6.10(d) and 6.11(d) respectively. 
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Figure 3.2 Inclusive electron and muon energy spectra from ARGUS, 
after continuum subtraction, for the region E{ > 1.4 GeV, where the 
secondary spectrum is expected to be small. 
(vi) The D* decay angular distribution parameter a is measured to be [12] 
a = 0.7 ±0 .9 . (3.16) 
(vii) The ratio of charged to neutral lifetimes, calculated by the same method as 
the CLEO collaboration above, is [11] 
^ = (1.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.14) ( - 7 ^ ) (3.17) 
TB° \ f + - / 
o e lectrons 
muons 
e f i t 
u f i t 
3.5.5 Charmless Semilepionic B Decays 
The above experimental results are all concerned with 6 —• civ decays. The 
detection of charmless decays is also of great theoretical importance. In order for 
the standard model to be able to describe CP violation it is vital that the KM 
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matrix element |V u 6 | be non-zero, as discussed in section 1.5, and discovery of 
such decays would prove this. While CLEO has not yet reported any completely 
reconstructed exclusive decays, the ARGUS collaboration has recently done so [13]. 
They have found two such events, one B° —* ir+n~u and the other B~ —• u°fi~17. 
Although the detection of these two events proves that |V^6| ^ 0, it does not 
yet allow a precise determination of the magnitude of the KM matrix element. 
Eventually, when many more such decays are analysed, this will be possible. At 
the present time the best method to calculate \Vub\ is by considering the inclusive 
lepton spectra of fig.3.1. The maximum lepton energy emitted by the charmed 
decay of a B meson is 2.31 GeV in the B rest-frame (see chapter 4). After boosting 
to the laboratory frame, as discussed briefly in section 3.5.1, and in more detail 
in section 7.4, this becomes 2.47 GeV. For a charmless decay these become 2.64 
and 2.82 GeV respectively. After subtracting the continuum contribution and all 
known backgrounds from the observed lepton spectrum, any signal in the region 
Ej > 2.47 GeV is thus expected to be from charmless decays. 
The analysis of b —* u decays is carried out both by fitting to the measured 
lepton energy spectrum [10] and by comparing to the partial decay rate in par-
ticular energy ranges [14,15]. The second method gives smaller errors than the 
first, but cannot test the models, while the first method can. The measurements 
relevant to the second method are discussed below, while the results of the fit to 
the spectrum will be given in chapter 7. 
UnfortunatelyJCLEO has again performed a model-dependent analysis on their 
data [14], making the phenomenologist's job more difficult. They measure the 
number of events in two lepton anergy ranges, 
A j = (2.2 - 2.4) GeV 
(3.18) 
A 2 = (2.4 - 2.6) GeV. 
Events in the second region are expected to be almost entirely from 6 —• xt decays, 
as the tail produced by the above boost is very small. In order to calculate the 
6 —+ u yield in the first region the b —• c contribution is removed by fitting 
ACCMM and ISGW models to the spectrum in the region 1.5 GeV < E{ < 2.2 GeV 
and extrapolating up to 2.4 GeV. Combining their measurements with the total 
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semileptonic branching ratio (3.5) they obtain the partial branching fractions 
Br,,(6 -> u, A j ) = (1.5 ± 0.7 ± 0.7)% 
(3.19) 
Bral(b -» u, A 2 ) = (1.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.3)%. 
ARGUS considers the two lepton energy regions [15] 
A 0 = (2.0 - 2.3) GeV 
(3.20) 
A t = (2.3-2.6) GeV, 
where the first region is expected to be dominated by b —• c decays. The result is 
quoted in the form 
= (4-7 ±1.2)%. (3.21) 
By using models for b —• c and b —* u together in the above two regions it is 
possible to extract a prediction for the ratio |V^&[/|V^.&]. 
The analysis of these measurements is given in chapters 6 and 7. 
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4 Form-Factor Description of Semileptonic B Decays 
A beauty masked, like the sun in eclipse, 
Gathers together more gazers than if it shined out. 
William Wycherley, 16407-1716 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the derivation of the formalism for exclusive semilep-
tonic B —• Mlv decays, where M = D,D*. The changes required to extend the 
formalism to other decays will be discussed briefly in section 4.10. 
4.2 Kinematics 
The schematic diagram, fig.4.1, shows the decay B —• MW* —• Mlv. The 
four-momentum of the virtual W boson is 
1 = PB-PM = Pl+P„- (4.1) 
All distributions can be calculated as functions of two variables, which will be 
taken to be either q2 and x = P/.p^/m^, or g 2 and cosfy, the lepton angle in the 
W* rest-frame. 
The virtual W can be either spin-1, with helicities \yy = ±1,0, or spin-0, with 
helicity A^r = s (here _a scalar W* is given a helicity s to distinguish it-from the 
other zero-helicity state). The M-meson is taken to be either a spin-0 Z>-meson, 
with \ M = s, or a spin-1 JD*-meson, with AJJ^  = ±1,0. By conservation of angular 
momentum Aj^ = Aj^ , since the initial B-meson is spin-0 (note that 's=0' is of 
course included here). Finally, the massless antineutrino has A„ = and the 
charged lepton has Aj = ±^- (or A/ = — j only, if it is massless). For decays to 
electrons and muons we can safely neglect the effect of the lepton mass, but for 
de^cjys to r leptons the mass must be included. 
Although most of the results will be expressed in a frame-independent manner 
it is convenient to choose a frame for calculational purposes. The two frames 
that will be used to evaluate the matrix elements are the W* and B rest-frames. 
In both cases the M-meson is taken to move along the positive z-axis, with the 
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Figure 4.1 The exclusive semileptonic decay B —» MW. 
chaxged lepton in the x-z plane with positive momentum in the x-direction, as 
shown in fig.4.2. The two frames are related by a simple boost along the z-axis. 
Note that the helicity of the W* can be chosen to be unaffected by this boost, as 
the direction of the W* is not reversed. 
4.2.1 The W* Rest-Frame 
The 4-momenta required in the W* rest-frame of fig.4.2(a) are 
(EB,0,0,pB), 
(V?,0 ,0 ,0) , 
q2 — mj q2 + m] 
sin^;,0,cos^i) (4.2) 
m 
2 
(1, — sin $i, 0, — cos 
where 0 < 8j < 7r, and, using (4.1), 
B M B - M M + 92, 
V^PB^JQ+Q 
(4.3) 
with 
Q± = {mB±mMf - q2. (4.4) 
Note that 
Q+Q- = \(mB,m2M,q2), (4.5) 
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(a) W* rest frame (b) B rest frame 
D B 6 
8 W 
Figure 4.2 The W* and B rest-frames used for the calculation of the 
matrix elements and the phase-space factor. 
the well-known triangle function A(a, 6, c) = a2 + 62 + c2 — 2(a6 + be + ca). 
In this frame we can write, using (4.2), the invariant variable, 
= PI-PB _ ( M B ~mM + g 2)(g 2 + m l ) - VQ+QM2 ~ ™p cos h 
4.2.2 The B Rest-Frame 
The 4^momenta required in the-S rest-frame of fig.4T2(b) are 
pB = (mB,0,0,0), 
PM = (EMW,PM), 
<z" = (<Z°, 0,0, -pM), (4 
pf = ( E h P l s i n V>/> 0,P/ cos if>{), 
Pv = (P v ) -^sinV' l „0,p I ,cosV'„) , 
where, again using (4.1), 
2mBEM = m2B + m2M -q2, 
2mBPM = yjQ+Q-, (4 
2mgq° = m2B - m2M + q2. 
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In this frame the variable x is proportional to the lepton energy, 
X = EM*L = A . (4.9) 
Finally, the leptonic variables are given by 
Vv = 9° - Eh 
. q2 + m2- 2q°El 
0 0 8 2Ml ' (4-10) 
2PMPu 
which can be expressed in terms of invariants by using (4.8) and (4.9). 
4.3 Allowed Kinematic Region 
The available phase-space is given simply in the W* rest-frame by 
m] < q2 < (mB - mM)2, 
- 1 < cos^ < i . 
(4.11) 
These constraints can be rewritten in terms of the invariants q2 and x using (4.6), 
and the boundary of the physical region is 
(1 + b2 - 2x) f - 4 ) -2(a2b2 - a2x + b2x + x -2x2)-^-
\m*BJ mB 
+ 6 2(-2a 2 + 2a?x + a 4 + 1 - 2x + b2) = 0, 
(4.12) 
where the constants a and b are 
a^UlK ( 4 > 1 3 ) 
mB mB 
The formula simplifies considerably in the case of massless leptons, reducing to 
(1 - 2x)q2 + 2x(a2 - 1 + 2z) = 0 or q2 = 0. (4.14) 
The regions are shown in fig.4.3 for M = D and / = e, /z, r (the results for M = D* 
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Figure 4.3 The boundaries of the physical region (Dalitz plot) in the 
(x, q2) plane for the decay B —» Dtv for the three lepton types. The 
coordinates of the points A, B and C are given hvthe text." 
are very similar). The coordinates (s,<72) of the three 'corners', A, B & C, are 
C : ( i ( l - a J + t 2 ) , 6 W B ) . 
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4.4 Mat r ix Elements for the Decay B —• Mlv 
The effective Lagrangian for the decay B —* Mlv is given by the four-fermion 
interaction term 
as discussed in section 3.2. The two charged currents are defined by (see (1.10)) 
Kl = ^ 7 " ( l - 7 sM and J* = ^ c 7 " ( l - 7 s ) V v (4.17) 
The matrix element for the decay to a meson of helicity A M and a charged lepton 
of helicity Aj is thus 
MXx'Jx,q2) = - ^ V c b (l~(p{, \)v{pv)\Jl\\Q) (M(pM,\M)\Jcb„\B(pB)). (4.18) 
The matrix element can be written in terms of helicity amplitudes by rewriting 
the metric tensor in terms of the polarisation vectors of the W*, ew = e(q,Xw), 
-9""= £ v k < ^ (4-19) 
xw 
where the summation is over the helicity of the virtual W, \ w = ±1,0, s with the 
metric rj± = rj0 = -r\8 = 1. 
The matrix element can now be written as 
G 
Vcb 1*w LXW H 
Au7 
2 M J2 w 
(4.20) 
where the hadronic amplitude 
HX£(q*) = e*w,{M(PM,\M)\J?b\B(PB)) (4.21) 
and the leptonic amplitude 
L ^ ( x , g 2 ) = ^ ( l - i ^ X ^ p ^ j l f l O ) , (4.22) 
describe the decays B —> MW* and W* —• Iv respectively. Because H and L are 
Lorentz scalars they can be evaluated in different frames, provided that the W* 
helicity is defined to be the same in both frames. 
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4.5 Differential Decay Distributions 
The rate for the decay B —• M(\M)l(\i)u is 
<f$3. (4.23) 
Af 2mB 
The Lorentz-invariant three-body phase-space factor is most conveniently eval-
uated in the B rest-frame of section 4.2.2. In general it is given by 
<**3 = dP~M dPl dPu (2T) 4 * 4 (PB - P M - P I - PV), (4-24) 
where the invariant measure is defined to be 
1 d3P , * 
d p = W ™ ( 4 ' 2 5 ) 
1 P2 
y ,dpd cos 6d<t> (4.26) (2TT)3 2E 
= ^ d l P ^ P 2 - m 2 ) e ( p ° ) . (4.27) 
To evaluate (4.24), (4.26) is used for the M and / integrals, and (4.27) for the V 
integral. Noting that 0(p®) = 1, and that the argument of the remaining 6-function 
is 
Pi = (9 ~ Pi? = q2 + mj- 2xm2B + 2(EMEt - pMp, cos ^ ) , (4.28) 
the phase space factor can be written 
Now, using (4.8) and (4.9), this can be re-expressed in terms of the invariants q2 
and x as 
d$3 = -^dq2dx, (4.30) 
or, using (4.6), as 
25oit6mBqi 
in terms of the lepton angle in the virtual W rest-frame. The latter expression is 
convenient in Monte-Carlo generation of events. 
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4.6 Polarisation Vectors 
For a spin-1 particle with 4-momentum p** = (E,px,py,pz) the polarisation 
vectors can be chosen to be [1] 
«(j>.iy = Jj^(°,PzPz,PvPz,-PT), 
e(j>,2)" = — (0 , -p„,p z ,0) , 
PT 
(4.32) 
where 
Pr = JPI+PI- (4.33) 
The transverse polarisation vectors are 
e(p,±)» = - L ( T e ( p , l ) " - ie(p,2)"). (4.34) 
Note that these satisfy (4.19), as any definition of polarisation vectors must. For 
particles moving along the z-axis, we need to consider the limit px,py—• 0, which 
is not unique. In order to recover the usual forms for a particle moving in the 
positive z-direction, 
e(p,±y = T - ^ ( 0 , 1 , ± ; , 0 ) , > (4.35) 
one takes the limit py = 0 and px —• 0~, and hence for a particle moving in the 
opposite direction one must use py = 0 and pz —• 0 + . 
4-6.1 Polarisation Vectors in the W* Rest-Frame 
Since only the leptonic matrix elements will be evaluated in this frame the 
only polarisation vectors needed are those of the W*, which, using the definitions 
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of (4.32)-(4.34), are simply 
0)" = (0,0,0,-1), (4.36) 
e(q,*r = - ^ 9 " = (1,0,0,0). 
4.6.2 Polarisation Vectors in the B Rest-Frame 
Using the four-momenta defined in (4.7) and (4.32)-(4.34), the polarisation 
vectors for the W*, moving along the negative z-axis, are 
6 ( G , ± ) " = T ^ ( 0 , l , T i , 0 ) , 
€(9,0)" = - 1 = ^ , 0 , 0 , - g ° ) , (4.37) 
e(q,s)» = 4 f 9 " = -^=(q°M-pM), 
and for the D* meson, moving along the positive z-axis, are 
e ( p M , ± ) " = T ^ ( 0 , l , ± i , 0 ) , 
<PM,0r = -^-(PM,0,0,EM). 
(4.38) 
The polarisation vector for the D meson (helicity A^ = s) is proportional to its 
4-momentum (see (4.32)), and so is not explicitly required. 
4.7 Two-Component Spinor Notation 
It is most convenient to evaluate the Leptonic and Hadronic matrix elements 
of (4.20) using the chiral representation of the Dirac 7-matrices [2]: 
7 " = ( " u 7 5 = ( ^ J l , (4.39) 
where 
<r£s ( l ,±* , . ) , (4.40) 
and a-x are the usual Pauli matrices. For the Dirac spinors we use a convention 
based on that of ref. [2], but adapted so that the spinors satisfy the usual parity 
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transformation properties [3], 
7°«(p,A) = «(p,-A) 
(4.41) 
7°t?(p,A) = -t>(p,-A), 
where 
p*4 = (E, p sin 0 cos <j>, p sin 0 sin tj>, p cos 0) = p^ (4.42) 
(with 0 < 6 < 7r and 0 < <}> < 2w), and A is the sign of the particle's helicity. The 
four-component spinors are written 
fu(p,\)_\ ( v ( p , \ ) \ 
u ( f ' A ) = / ^ ' V (P ,A)= , (4.43) 
where the two-component spinors are 
u(p, A ) ± == u(p)±xx(p)\, v(p, A ) ± = ± w ( p ) T A # p ) A , (4.44) 
in terms of the chirality conserving/flipping factors 
w(p) ± = y/E±p, (4.45) 
and the helicity eigenspinors 
, c o s ^ e - » > \ / sinU 
X(P)+ = * ^(P) + - - - i ' 
\ s u i j f / \ — cos \vz 9 
, - s i n ^ e - ^ X / cosifl 
cos | 0 y y sin f^le'*' 
(4.46) 
for particles ( \ ) and antiparticles (^). 
The reason for defining spinors that satisfy the properties (4.41) is that the 
fermion annihilation and creation operators then obey simple parity transforma-
tion laws [3], such as 
PaA(p)pt = *?Pa_A(p), (4.47) 
with rfp the particle's parity. Under the original spinor conventions of ref. [2], 
there would be an additional phase factor, depending upon the azimuthal angle <f> 
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of (4.42). When defining mesons of definite parity in the quark model, as will be 
required for B, D and D* states, the simple properties of (4.41) are much easier 
to work with. This mainly results from the fact that, with these conventions, 
X{p)x = x ( P ) - x <KP)X = <KP)-X, (4-48) 
and so, in the |p| —• 0 limit, fermions with opposite directions of motion and 
opposite helicities have equal spinors, which is not the case for the spinors of ref. 
[2] which were originally used in ref. [4]. 
4.8 Leptonic Amplitudes 
The leptonic amplitudes for W —• W decays, (4.22), 
Ll'w(x,q2) = ew^XwM^XtPMlJ^O), (4.49) 
can be calculated in any frame, provided that is defined to be the same as it 
is in the hadronic amplitudes discussed below. Using the two-component spinor 
notation (4.39)-(4.44) the matrix element can be written 
(KPI^IPMWM = s f a , W t t -75HPV,+) 
= 2u(p„Xl)latLv(pl/,+)_ (4.50) 
= -2u(Pl)-\u(P»)+x(Pi)xl<r-(f>M+' 
4.8.1 Leptonic Amplitudes in the W* Rest-Frame 
The leptonic amplitudes take a particularly simple form in the W* rest-frame, 
because the lepton and neutrino angles are 
6, = ir-ev ^ = 0 <f>v = ir. (4.51) 
As a result the two-component eigenspinors of (4.46) become [4] 
/cositfA / - s i n i f l A 
X(P|)+= * P „ ) + = . ' x(P,)- = , , (4.52) 
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and hence 
x ( P i ) l < r - < l > ( p v ) + = (0, - cos0„ - i ,s in0,) , 
(4.53) 
x ( P i ) + ^ t < f > M + = (1, ~ sin 0h 0, - cos 
Using the polarisation vectors of the W* in its rest-frame given in (4.36), the lep-
tonic matrix elements of (4.50) and the definitions of (4.7), the leptonic amplitudes 
(4.49) become (only the sign of A/ is shown in the superscripts) 
L^(x,q2) = 2 ^ v d ± 
Lo(x,q2) = -2y/q*vd0 (4.54) 
Lj(x,q2) = 0 
and 
£±(x ,g 2 ) = ±V2mivd0 
Lt(x,q2) = \/2mlv(d+ - d_) (4.55) 
with 
v = 
l ± c o s 0 , (4-56) 
d0 = sinfy. 
Note that the L+ amplitudes with Aj = ^ are suppressed by a factor of mj , due to 
the V-A form of "the charged current. The amplitude L~ vanishes due to angular 
momentum conservation (since the lepton and antineutrino helicities are parallel 
in the W rest-frame, so the W must be spin-1). The lepton decay angle 9{ in the 
virtual W rest-frame is expressed in terms of the invariants q2 and x = Pf-Ps/rag, 
using (4.6), as 
— * _ (g 2 + m / )(™B -™M + 9 2) ~ ^n\q2x cos&t = — . (4.57) 
(q2 -mf)y/Q+Q-
4-8.2 Leptonic Amplitudes in the B Rest-Frame 
In the B rest-frame, with the lepton azimuthal angles <f>i, ( j ) v as in (4.51), the 
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required two-component eigenspinors are 
= / cos \i>t \ 
\ cos i ^ ; / ' 
X(P/)H 
X(P,)-=| " V ) , (4.58) 
and so 
' COS* 
= (cosV'+,sin^_,-isinV'+,cos^_), 
X(P/)+°'-<KJV)+ = (sin^+,-cosV>_,*'cos^+,sinV>_), 
where 
(4.59) 
^ ± s ^ i ± W . (4.60) 
The leptonic amplitudes now become [5] 
L±{x,q2) = 2u}+y/p^(sinrf)+ T sin^_), 
^o!f(a!»9a) = - ^ 7 = V ^ ( P j l f « M ^ + , - + 9° cos V>_+), ^ 4 ' 6 1 ^ 
and 
£±(*>9 2) = - 2 w - ^ " ( « » ^ + Tcos^_), 
_ . , , N 2^- —, . . n . , (4.62) 
= 7=tV2Pi>(PM + 9 «m0 + ) , 
V9 
where (see (4.45)) 
u±=u(Pl)±. (4.63) 
The variables given here can be written in terms of q2 and x using (4.7) and (4.10). 
Note that in the raj = 0 limit these amplitudes are the same as those calculated 
in the W* rest-frame, since the lepton helicity is then unaffected by the frame 
chosen, and so all the amplitudes L+ vanish in this limit, as can also be seen from 
the fact that UJ_ = 0. 
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4.9 Hadronic Amplitudes 
The hadronic amplitude for the B —» MW* decay, (4.21), is 
Ht(q2) = fr,{M(pMt\M)\J&\B(pB)). (4.64) 
We may write the weak current for the B —• M transition in the form J£b = 
V£ — A^b, in terms of vector and axial-vector currents. The most general forms of 
the matrix elements of interest here are [4,6-8] 
(D(PM)\V&\B(PB)) S f+tf)(PB + PMY + f M 2 ) ( p B - PMY , . 
(4.65) 
P(PM)K 6 |S(P B )) = O 
for B —» D, and 
(D*(pM,*M)Kb\B(PB)) = i f l t f y P t , t M , ( P B +PM)P(PB-PM)FF 
{D\PM,*M)\KMPB))=f2{<l2Y£ 
+ (h(q2)(pB + PMY + h t f ) { p B - PMY)(*M-PB), 
(4.66) 
for B —• D*. Here eM = e(pM,XM) is the polarisation vector of the D* meson, 
as defined in (4.38) for the B rest-frame, and the form-factors / ,(g 2) are real 
(neglecting very small CP-violation effects). Thus the hadronic matrix elements 
of the charged current, 
(D\J>\B) = (D\V'\B) 
(D*\J?b\B) = (D*\V'\B) - (D*\A*b\B), 
are given in terms of six form-factors f±(q2) and /,-(g2) with i = 1,2,3,4. In the 
m/ = 0 limit the form-factors /_(<72) and f^iq2) do not contribute, because 
(PB ~ PMUKPI,\)HP,)\J!:}\0) = 0, (4.68) 
as shown by the fact that L~ = 0 in the W* and B rest-frames. 
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On substituting (4.65) and (4.66) into (4.21) and using (4.7), (4.8) and (4.37), 
we find that the only non-zero B —* D amplitudes are [4] 
(4.69) 
whereas for B —• D* we have four amplitudes [4] 
^ ( ? 2 ) = / 2 ( ? 2 ) T / 1 ( g 2 ) v / ^ Q l 
Hl(q2) = ~ 2 m ^ ttm* - m v - q ^ f ^ + Q+Q-h(q2)} ( 4 . 7 0 ) 
H°atf) = {/ 2 (? 2 ) + (*4 - m } , ) / , ^ ) + 9 2 / 4 ( 9 2 ) } • 
2 m J t / V r 
In the ra/ = 0 limit fT* and may be ignored, since Lf = 0, showing again that 
/ + and / 4 do not contribute, leaving one hadronic amplitude describing B —» D/i7 
decay and three for B —> D*lv. 
4.10 Mat r ix Elements of Related Decays 
There are other related decays to which the above formalism may be applied, 
such as B —*• Ml+v, D —• Ml+u and D —> MW, which require slightly different 
matrix elements (note that the definitions of B and D mesons are slightly: confusing 
- a, B meson is denned to contain a b quark, while a D meson contains a c quark). 
In the leptonic sector one must consider the two decays 
W~ l~u & W+-+l+v. (4.71) 
In the latter case the matrix element is given by 
</+(P„ Aj)i/(p„, - ) | J » = -Mpdx^M+xMl^-tiPih, 
= -(/"(P/,-A,MP1/,+)|^,JO). 
The last equality can be deduced either from the definitions of the two-component 
eigenspinors or from the CP transformation properties of the matrix element. By 
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comparing (4.72) with (4.50) it can be seen that, in the massless lepton limit, the 
lepton spectra for the two processes of (4.71) may be obtained from each other by 
interchanging lepton and neutrino, as expected. 
The hadronic matrix elements are similarly related, with the result that the 
distributions for B —• Mlv and B —» Ml+v are exactly the same, provided helici-
ties are all reversed. 
However, matrix elements for D decays are different, because they combine 
hadronic amplitudes similar to those for B decays with leptonic amplitudes for 
W+ decays. 
4.11 Experimental Determination of the Form-Factors and \Vch\ 
The six hadronic form-factors of (4.65) and (4.66) are difficult to calculate 
accurately, on account of the non-perturbative nature of low-energy QCD. Chapter 
5 describes some attempts to predict the g2-dependence and normalisation of these 
functions. However, much can be learnt about them directly from experimental 
observations. 
For this section we will be concerned with the g2-dependence of the B —• Mlv 
decays, and so will integrate the decay rates of (4.23) over the leptonic variable 
x (actually the integration can be accomplished more simply by first changing 
variables to cosfy, the lepton angle in the W* rest-frame). Accordingly we define 
the theoretically calculable function 
' ^ ( ^ s J ' d x L ^ x ^ L ^ x ^ ) . (4.73) 
The integration in (4.73) is over the allowed kinematic region (shown in fig.4.2), 
but subject to any required experimental acceptance cuts. 
4-11.1 q2-Dependence of B —* Dlv Decays 
In the massless lepton limit the differential decay rate for the process B —• Dlv 
is 
£ = 2 ^ S | V r f p W W ( , 2 ) 2 ' <4-74) 
after integration over the observable lepton energies, where L0Q(q2) is given by 
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(4.73) and H$(q2) by (4.69). Hence measuring dT/dq2 determines |V^j,|.Ho(g2), or 
equivalently | V c j | / + ( g 2 ) , up to a sign. I f f+(q2) is known at any value of q2 then 
we can determine \VCB\, as well as the full functional dependence of / + . As will 
be discussed in section 5.1 this normalisation can be predicted fairly reliably for 
B —• D,D* decays. Conversely, if \VEB\ is known, then the normalisation of f+(q2) 
can be measured. 
Once accomplished the same can then be done for /_(g 2 ) , by measuring dT/dq2 
for the decay B —• DTV. 
4.11.2 Angular Correlations for Decay B —• D*W —> (Dir)W 
As above we will initially concentrate on the / = e,/i decay modes and hence 
neglect the lepton mass. As emphasised in refs. [4,9], the angular correlation of 
the decay products in the decay B —> D*lu —* (Dn)W measures the individual 
helicity amplitudes. Other analyses of the angular correlation [10] do not use an 
amplitude analysis, which we find particularly illuminating. 
The two-stage decay is described by an amplitude of the form 
where A = Aj^ = Xw = 0,±1 is the helicity of the D*, and also that of the 
virtual W~. The scalar component Xw = s does not contribute in the limit 
of massless leptons. The amplitudes H^, and describe the decays B —* 
D^W£~, W%~ —» /"F and D\ —• Dw respectivelyT The Feynman rules for the 
decay of a spin-1 particle to two spin-0 particles give an amplitude of the form 
Y} = e ' fo j , , A) (apTlt + bpDfl) (4.76) 
for some a, b. For the decay of the D* it is simplest to evaluate the amplitude in 
the D* rest-frame, as shown in fig.4.4, which can be obtained from the two frames 
of fig.4.3 by a boost along the z-axis, and where the decay amplitudes are easily 
seen to be the J = 1 spherical harmonics 
n ( * V ) = T ^ s m * * ^ - , Y l ( d \ f ) = ^ c o s ^ . (4.77) 
The angles 0 < 8* < ir and 0 < <f>* < 2ir are denned in fig.4.4. The azimuthal 
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D rest frame 
i f 
i N x 0 B / 6 
Figure 4.4 The D* rest-frame, which defines the angular variables 
used in the D* —» Dir decay analysis. 
angle <f>* is the opening angle between the W* —• Iv decay plane and the D* —• Die 
decay plane. 
In (4.75) we have omitted the D* propagator factor and its coupling to Dir. 
These are effectively taken into account by including the branching-ratio factor 
BT(D* —• Dir) in the formula for the B —* (DK)W differential decay rate 
dT = -^\Vcb\*BT(D* 4 m 5 
Dir) d$3d cos 6* d<j>*. (4.78) 
The explicit Dir angular dependence is of the form 
8TT 
T -- {(L+H+)
2 + {LZHzf } sin2 0* + 2(L„ # 0 0 ) 2 cos2 6* 
(4-79) 
+ ^(LQH^LZHZ - L1H%) sin 20* cos <f>* 
- 2(LZHZ)(LZHX) sin2 0* cos 2<j>\ 
where the hadronic amplitudes are functions only of q2. Note that the leptonic 
decay amplitudes are all real in our conventions, and we assume that a basis 
can be chosen in which the hadronic amplitudes are also all real (neglecting 
possible very small CP-violating effects). Since the objective is to measure their q2 
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dependence we integrate (4.78) over the experimentally detectable lepton energies 
and obtain 
— " - ^ - ^ | 2 B r ( 2 > * - Dir) 
dq2 d cos 6* d<j>* 1024TT4 mB 1 
x L00(q2)H°0(q2)2 { 1 + M ? 2 ) sin2 0* (4'8°) 
+ &(9 2 ) s*1120* c o s <l>* + 0Z(Q2) S I N 2 E* C O S 2^*} > 
where the angular coefficients are 
^0/ ""00 \ " 0 
«« j '=^(S-^( f ) <«•> 
" r t - f e (©(§)• 
in terms of the hadronic decay amplitudes H*(q2) and the known leptonic functions 
•^ ,ALAJ(92) °f (4.73). We choose to normalise relative to H00 rather than the H++ 
or H , because the the latter two both vanish at q2 = 0. Note that integrating 
over the full ranges of cos 8* and <f>* reproduces the differential decay rate 
3? = £ W v r i t f )*, (4-82) 
* * A=±,0 
(except for the branching ratio factor), as expected. 
Note that only two of the three /?,-(g2) are actually independent. Measurements 
of the angular distibutions would determine ^ 2 3 (5 2 ) , and hence H±(q2)/'Hf^q2). 
If \Vcb\ is known then H^q2) can be determined (up to a sign) from (4.80) and 
hence so can H±(q2). I f \Vcb\ is not known then the overall normalisation is not 
fixed, but the relative normalisations are. From these three helicity amplitudes the 
three form-factors fi ^^io2) c a n o e determined, using (4.69), again up to an overall 
normalisation. Conversely, a theoretical understanding of the normalisation of the 
form-factors allows a determination of \Vcb\ to be made. 
In the absence of a huge amount of precisely analysed data it is not possible 
to measure the decay distribution of (4.80). This means that we must integrate 
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over some of the independent variables, and so lose the ability to determine the 
form-factors individually. Current experimental measurements are of dT/dq2 and 
dT/dcosQ*, which can both be used to test the models of hadronic form-factors 
described in chapter 5. 
In analysing the cos 6* distribution it is convenient to introduce the integrated 
asymmetry parameters 
a _ / V W ) g o V ) W ) 
P i f dq> L00(q*)H«(q2)> ' 
which give the angular distribution 
oc {1 + 0, sin2 0* + P 2 sin 20* cos <f>* + P 3 sin2 0* cos 2<j>* } . (4.84) 
a cos 0* d<p* 
Integrating again, over yields 
dT1 
— oc (1 + a cos2 0*), (4.85) 
acostr v ' 
where 
° = - £ T T - < 4- 8 6> 
This is the experimentally measured parameter introduced in section 3.5. 
The fourth form-factor, / 4 (g 2 ) , can be determined from the q2 dependence of 
the decay B —* D*TU once f i j j i q 2 ) are known. 
4.12 r Polarisation 
The differential decay-rate for B —• MTV (with M = D or D*) is 
E n L^' H^M dq2 dx, (4.87) 
where A/ = ± | is the helicity of the T , and A ^ = ±1,0,a is the helicity of the 
virtual W. Here A ^ = s denotes the scalar polarisation of the virtual W, and the 
metric factor T/ ± = T/0 = —n8 = 1. For the D* meson A^ = ±1,0, whereas for the 
(zero helicity) D meson we again use the notation Aj^ = s. 
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The longitudinal polarisation of the r is [5] 
^ ' g ' t g . 1 ( 4 - 8 8 ) 
with d l \ given by (4.87). For massless leptons Aj = — ^  and so PL = —1 always, 
on account of the standard V—A form of the charged current. For a massive lepton 
the helicity Aj, and therefore also the polarisation P £ , are frame-dependent. 
To calculate the polarisation in a given frame we must evaluate the leptonic 
amplitudes in the same frame. Using the leptonic amplitudes calculated in section 
4.8 above, we can thus calculate the r polarisation in either the W or B rest-frames. 
4.13 Conclusion 
The above chapter describes the formalism we use for the analysis of semilep-
tonic B decays, as far is it can be taken without detailed models of the hadronic 
form-factors. Such models are described next, in chapter 5, and their predictions 
are given in chapter 6. 
However, with sufficiently accurate experimental measurements of the g 2 spec-
tra and angular decay distributions, it should be possible to determine the q2 
dependence of all the form-factors, up to an overall normalisation, making form-
factor models unnecesary, except to test our understanding of the underlying 
hadronic transition. Thus, eventually, it is only the accuracy of our predictions of 
this normalisation that will limit the accuracy of our determination of j y ^ j . 
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5 Models of Hadronic Form-Factors 
Heaven is for thee too high 
To know what passes there; be lowly wise: 
Think only what concerns thee and thy being. 
John Milton, 1608-1674 
5.1 Introduction 
In order to predict the semileptonic decay distributions one must have a model 
for the hadronic matrix elements, or equivalently for the form-factors. As more 
data becomes available one should be able to distinguish between the models and 
thus test the ideas upon which they are based. 
In this chapter several models for the form-factors are described and com-
pared. There are some significant differences in theoretical input, but in the end 
surprisingly little difference in their predictions for 6 —* c decays. For other decays, 
involving light quarks, there are significant discrepancies, as might be expected, 
since light quarks are less easy to quantify. 
Most models begin with a quark-model calculation, in which the helicity struc-
ture of the B —• M transition is matched to that of the fundamental b —» c quark 
process (usually this is done at either maximum or minimum momentum trans-
fer, though it is unclear why the momentum-dependence of the helicity overlap 
is not used). The momentum transfer, or g 2 , dependence is then estimated_by 
multiplying the quark-model predictions by some function F(q2) [1] to simulate 
the non-perturbative QCD effects. 
The most frequent choice for F(q2) is a single-pole-dominance form [2,3,4] 
™ « d f e ' <5-'> 
where the effective pole position mp is often chosen to correspond to the lowest-
lying vector-meson state in the t = — q2 channel, which is m2B. in our example 
(see fig.5.1(a)). This pole form-factor represents a non-perturbative transition of 
the B meson to an on-shell M and a virtual vector-meson 'P', which then decays 
to a lepton and neutrino, via a virtual W. In the determ^gjtion of \Vcb\ it is 
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Figure 5.1 Schematic diagrams showing the conceptual difference be-
tween (a) nearest pole dominance and (b) spatial wave-function overlap. 
vital to know reliably the normalisation of the form-factor in (5.1), as discussed 
in section 4.11. The normalisation of F(q2) is unclear in this picture, though the 
conventional choice is 
Calculations of the matrix element by Wirbel et al. [4] (see section 5.3.5 below), 
using infinite-momentum-frame techniques, indicate this to be the case. However, 
the B* —> W transition coupling (vector meson decay constant) can be estimated 
in the non-relativistic potential model, and the constraint (5.2) would lead to a 
very large value of the effective B*c—B — (D, D*) coupling, g, of order g2/4ir ~ 40 
[5]i- Furthermorej the level-spadng of the B* states is tiny on the scale _m 5, so~ 
there is no reason why a single resonance should dominate the form-factor, and it is 
probably better to regard mp as a free parameter to be determined by experiment. 
A second model of the hadronic part of the decay is that the underlying 6 —» 
cW* transition is perturbative, and that F(q2) corresponds to the spatial overlap 
of the initial and final meson wave functions [1] (see fig.5.1(b)). In this case 
one would expect (5.2) to hold, since the mesons are expected to have the same 
spatial dimensions, up to corrections from the difference in reduced masses fib = 
T n b m q / ( m b + m q ) Mc = m c m o / ( m c + m o ) > a difference which is of the order of 
F(q2max)^l. (5.2) 
V m b ) 
m 
2m 
(5.3) 
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relative to unity. If we take mq = 0.3 GeV, m c = 1.6 GeV and mb = 5.0 GeV 
this is about a 6% effect. Isgur et al. [6] have used variational methods, based on 
solutions of the non-relativistic harmonic oscillator equation to get 
F(q2) = «p{-/*(«L. " 9 2)/2m 2a}, (5.4) 
near q2 = qmax, with /? = 1.65, although for lack of any better alternative they 
choose to use this form at all q2. The value of /3 extracted from the analysis is 
actually 0.82, but the authors include a 'relativistic correction' after a comparison 
with the pion form-factor [6]. 
Fortunately, as pointed out by Altomari and Wolfenstein [7], the two form-
factors of (5.1) and (5.4) do not differ significantly in the case of 6 —• c transitions. 
In fact, by expanding the form-factors about q2 = q^j. one finds 
F(q2) = 1 - ~ ^ + • • • (5-5) 
m P ~ Tmax 
for the pole form-factor, and 
^(? 2 ) = i - ^ r ( ? L x - 9 2 ) + --- (5.6) 
for the exponential form-factor. On comparing (5.5) and (5.6) we see that the two 
parametrisations approximately~coincide when 
2 
m P = Qmax + pmB- (5-7) 
The slope /3 = 1.65 hence corresponds, at q2 = g£, a x , to a pole oX trip = 6.74 GeV 
for B —* D and nip = 6.67 GeV for B —* D*. In fact this correspondence between 
the two form-factors is true, to a good approximation, over the entire physical 
range of q2, and at q2 = 0 the two form-factors differ by at most only 4% in the 
above case. If the pole mass is chosen to be mP = 6.34 GeV, as is the case with 
several of the models discussed below, then the agreement between the exponential 
and pole form-factors is even closer over the whole q2 range (see fig.5.2). 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of the q2 dependence of the pole and expo-
nential wave-function overlaps F(q2) of (5.1) and (5.4), for some of the 
parameter values discussed in the text. 
5.2 Validity of the Spectator Quark Approach 
The hadronic form-factor models described in section 5.3 below are all based 
on the spectator quark approach, whereby the light quark in the meson has no 
effect on the decay, other than through its spin. Before detailing the models it 
is therefore necessary to discuss the validity of such an approach, which will be 
illustrated using D and B meson decays. 
Firstly, we must consider the ratio of charged to neutral meson lifetimes. In 
the case of D mesons we have [8] 
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Figure 5.3 Annihilation and exchange diagrams contributing to (a) 
D+ and (b) D° meson decays. 
TD+ _ o co+0.13 (5.8) 
The conventional qualitative explanation for the lifetimes being so unequal is that 
non-spectator annihilation and particle exchange diagrams, such as those shown 
in fig.5.3, are important. Such diagrams may contribute both constructively or 
destructively with other mechanisms to produce the above lifetime ratio, showing 
that not all D decays are well described by the spectator model. However, neither 
of the diagrams of fig.5.3 can contribute to semileptonic D decay, so one might 
still expect spectator models to be valid in that case. 
Recent measurements of the K* —* Kir angular distribution, from K* mesons 
produced in the semileptonic decay D —* K*l+u, are in disagreement with the pre-
dictionsof spectator models [9]. We believe, however, that"this"is_a problem more 
wi th the fact that the c —• s decay does not involve heavy quarks in both init ial 
and final states (as discussed in section 3.3), than with the spectator approach 
itself. 
In the case of B meson decays the current lifetime ratios, given in section 3.5, 
are [10,11] 
^ = (0.89 ± 0.19 ± 0.13) ( ^ ] 
TB° \f+-J 
= (1.00 ± 0.23 ± 0.14) (J^j 
CLEO 
ARGUS, 
(5.9) 
both compatible with a naive spectator approximation, which predicts roughly 
equal lifetimes. The annihilation and exchange diagrams of fig.5.3 are now less 
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important, because the relevant K M matrix elements are much smaller i n the 
6-quark case than the c-quark case above. 
Secondly, as discussed i n chapter 6, predictions of the D* —> Dir angular 
distribution, f rom D*s produced in semileptonic B decay, are in good agreement 
with theoretical predictions (although the experimental errors are very large), 
consistent with the belief that b —» c decays, involving heavy quarks in both initial 
and final states, are well described by perturbatively-based calculations. 
5.3 Models of hadronic form-factors. 
5.S.1 Spectator Quark model 
The meson states that occur in the hadronic amplitudes 
HXC = *w>(M{pMt\M)\Jtfp{pB)) (5.10) 
are parity eigenstates, wi th quark spins, quantised in the z-direction, given by the 
usual non-relativistic combinations 
- ^ ( U - i t ) for spin 0 (5.11) 
and 
(TT) 
^ ( T i + i t ) for spin 1, (5.12) 
( U ) 
where the first spin is chosen to be that of the b quark and the second that of the 
q antiquark. 
The spectator antiquark is taken to be unaffected by the decay of the heavy 
quark, and the matrix element (5.10) is then evaluated by boosting to a frame 
where the b quark is at rest and the c quark is moving in the positive z-direction, 
so that 
Pb = (™&>0>0>0)> 
(5.13) 
p c = ( £ c , 0 , 0 , p c ) . 
We can now choose the quark states to be helicity eigenstates, with spin | (J.) corre-
sponding to helicity + (—), by choosing the 6 quark to be the zero three-momentum 
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l imit of a quark moving in the positive 2-direction (although, as explained in sec-
tion 4.7, we could equally well reverse its 3-momentum and helicity and get exactly 
the same results). The reason for choosing the spinors as in (4.41) is so that no ex-
tra phase factors appear in the definitions of the meson spin wave-functions (5.11) 
and (5.12). 
The two-component eigenspinors in the frame above are 
)+ = x(Pc)+ = X(P&  X(PC)+  I ; ) , x ( f t ) - = x(Pc)- = I J ) , (5-14) 
so that the four possible quark matrix elements (A j , A c = ± ) are 
« P c K W K p b , \ ) ) = «(PO W ( i - 7 5 ) « ( P 6 , A 6 ) 
= 2u(pe, Xe)Ktu(pb, \b)_ (5.15) 
= 2u(Pb)-\u(Pc)-\cX(Pc)\c<r-X(pb)\b-
In the spectator quark model the light quark is assumed to have no effect upon 
the heavy quark decay, and its spin is assumed unchanged. Using the notation 
" " to indicate that here D and D* are free quark-antiquark systems with the 
correct spin wave-functions, but unconstrained invariant masses, we can form the 
B —• UD" matrix elements 
(«D(PMy\j?b\B(pB)) = l((c(Pc,+)\J!b\b(pb^ 
= ^ ^ _ ( E c + m c , 0 , 0 , P c ) 
V E c + m c 
to 
=(™6J>£ + ™CP$)> y/Pb-Pc + mbmc 
(5.16) 
where we have assumed non-relativistic S-wave spin-singlet wave-functions of of 
(5.11) for both the B(bq) and "D(cq)" states. We form the ~B —• "£>*" matrix 
elements in a similar way and find 
(«D*(pM,±r\J?b\B(pB)) = ± V ^ ^ ( P c ) T ( 0 , l , T i , 0 ) 
{«D*(PM,or\J?b\B(PB)) = --f0^L(Pc,O,O,Ec + m c ) , ^ 
V Ec + m c 
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which can be combined and rewritten covariantly as 
imir(pM,\Mr\j2[B(pB)) 
^ ( j V e ' t f - ( P b . P e + mbmey<* - i ? v p a <?vpbQpca), ( 5 ' 1 8 ) 
VPb-Pc + mb™ 
where the e = c(p c, Xy) are explicitly given by 
e ( p c , ± r = T ^ ( 0 , l , ± » , 0 ) 
and so become the polarisation vectors of the D* meson when P c = pD.. 
By comparing equations (5.16) and (4.65) we find, in the l imit P b = pB and 
VC~VMI *h a * * n e spectator quark model gives B —> D form-factors 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
and by comparing (5.18) and (4.66) that the B —•* D* form-factors are 
/ f V ) = -fi%2) = / f V ) = /?V) = v/5;, (5.2i) 
with Q+ = {mB + mM)2 — q2. As emphasized by Suzuki [12] these form-factors 
are intrinsic to the quark-model description of the spin wave-functions, and have 
nothing to do with the form-factor F(q2) that arises f rom the mismatch of the 
meson wavefunctions in coordinate space. 
Many authors have ignored these spectator quark model 'form-factors', which 
are intrinsic to the description of heavy mesons in terms of non-relativistic quarks, 
since the non-relativistic quark model wi th weak binding is only applicable in the 
vicinity of q2 = 9^,oa.- However, i t is natural to include the form-factors at all q2 
under the parton-like assumption that the binding has a negligible effect on the 
spin properties of the quark-antiquark system. 
The expressions of (5.20) and (5.21) have been used to check the formalism 
described in chapter 4, by comparing the predictions for the total decay rate 
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against the well-known formula for the lowest order total free-quark decay rate [1] 
T 0 EE T(6 -» clu) = ^ H . | V c 6 | 2 { 1 - 8, 2 + 8e* - C 8 - 24e4 lne} , (5.22) 
with e = mjmb, by choosing mb = mB and m c = mD = mD.. Agreement is 
expected in this l imi t , since summing over the helicity states of the D and D* 
mesons is equivalent to spin-averaging in the free-quark decay. 
Perturbative QCD corrections to the V£ and A*b currents of (4.65) and (4.66) 
have been calculated in ref. [13]. These introduce multiplicative factors 
1 + ^ . ( e ) , (5.23) 
wi th 
FvM = (TTT) L N € " 2 ' = Fv(*) ~ §• (5-24) 
For e = mc/mb « 0.3 we have Fv « 0.24 and FA « —0.43 and so the corrections 
are less than 3%. Although small, these calculable short-distance contributions 
should be included in a precise determination of |V^.6|. However, since they are 
much smaller than the other uncertainties, we have not actually done so. 
5.S.2 KS model 
The model of Korner and Schuler [2] is based on matching at q2 = 0. They 
argue that this is the best region to perform the matching because of threshold 
effects at g ^ o x . The results are then continued to q2 ^ 0 by assuming nearest-
meson dominance, wi th a "common pole position since the level spacing of the 
crossed-channel be states is so small. Thus the form-factors are given by 
/ / " V ) = / ? 9 ( 0 ) x / x { - ^ - X ' , i = ( + , - , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) (5.25) 
where 
7 = 0.7 
mP = 6.34 GeV 
(5.26) 
rii = 1 for i = ( + , - , 2 ) 
n{ = 2 for t = (1,3,4). 
The factor I is included to take account of the wave-function overlap at g 2 = 0, 
and the powers n ; are taken f rom the power counting rules of QCD. In fact KS 
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use slightly different conventions for the definitions of the form-factors, but their 
formulae can be rewritten in the above form using our conventions. 
Previously we noted [1] that choosing different powers of q2 for different form-
factors effectively accounts for the power of Q+ difference between / 1 ? / 3 and f 2 in 
(5.21). The KS approach, however, leads to disagreement for the B —» D transition 
form-factor / + , which scales as jx and f 3 in the free quark model (cf. (5.21)), 
whereas they assigned the same power n = 1 for / + and / 2 . Such a difference 
in the relative behaviour of the form-factors leads to different predictions, e.g. of 
Bi(B -> DW)/BT(B -+ D*W). 
5.S.S AW model 
The Altomari and Wolfenstein model [7] consists of a calculation of the matrix 
elements at zero recoil (g 2 = </jj, a x) in the non-relativistic quark model, again 
assuming that the light quark is just a spectator. By neglecting reduced mass 
effects they are able to calculate the form-factors without needing to choose a 
specific form for the meson wave-functions. Their results can be summarised as 
/ /"V) = //""(£«•) >< n?2), i = ( + , - , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) (5.27) 
where 
( l ± m B J F m D \ 
V 2m c J 
fAWtJl \ _ 1 lmD' 
h l q m a x ) ~ 2 m c y ~ m B 
fiW{<lLz) = V4mB™D> (5.28) 
y/4mD.mB V mB V me J J 
/ru*.)=-73-1— ( i - ^ ( i - ^ ) ) , 
where they take mc = 1.8 GeV. In their calculation AW find the derivation of 
/ 3 4 to be doubtful, because they expect relativistic effects to be significant. They 
suggest that these form-factors should be taken to be free parameters of the model, 
to be fixed by experiment, but for the purposes of the discussion the form-factors 
are taken as given above. They take a pole-dominance form for F(q2), wi th pole 
mass trip = 6.8 GeV, corresponding to their estimate of the B* resonance mass. 
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tAW ( n l \_ "lD 
Note that in the l imit m c = mM one finds that f ^ W { q 2 m a x ) = / f Q ( ^ a a : ) , a 
correction of order 8% or less. 
5.3.4 ISGW model 
The model of Isgur, Scora, Grinstein and Wise [6,14,15] is based upon simi-
lar assumptions to the AW model, but wi th two main differences. Firstly, ISGW 
choose a particular form for the meson wave-functions (they use variational tech-
nique wi th the solutions of the harmonic oscillator), which can be used to estimate 
the reduced mass effects. Secondly, they use 'weak-binding' masses, rhB = mb+mq 
instead of meson masses, which introduces some uncertainty, since the quark 
masses are much less well constrained than the meson masses. 
The ISGW calculation actually includes matrix elements for decays to all the 
low-lying (cq) mesons, rather than just D and D*, in an attempt to reproduce the 
inclusive spectrum near the lepton energy endpoint. Their results for decays to D 
and D* can be written in the form 
f ! S G W ( q 2 ) = f ! S G W ( l L x ) x i V ) , i = ( + , - , 1 , 2 , 3 ) (5.29) 
where 
F(q2) = exV{-/3(qlax - q2)/2mB}. (5.30) 
Using the parameters given in [6], we find 
fiSGW(<LaX) = U S 
fLSOW{A») = -0-539 
flSGW(<lLx)= 0.163 GeV~l (5.31) 
f l S G W = 6.83 GeV 
f!SGW(<lLx) = -0-146 GeV~\ 
(unfortunately, the form-factor / 4 is not given). As discussed in section 5.1 the 
result of the variational calculation is the exponential form (5.30), with the pre-
diction of (i = 1.65, after including a 'relativistic correction' factor. 
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We can compare the naive SQ form-factors of (5.20) and (5.21) wi th the more 
careful estimates of the overlap integrals of (5.31). A t q2 = q^az w e 
fISGW 
J %
 S Q = 1.00,1.06,1.05,0.95 (5.32) 
for the four form-factors which contribute to the ev and fxv decay modes (that is 
i = + for B —• Dlv and t = 1,2,3 for B —• D*lv respectively), which gives a 5% 
change in dT/dq2. 
5.S.5 WSB model 
The model of Wirbel, Stech and Bauer [4] is based on nearest meson dominace 
in the appropriate J p crossed channel, matched at q2 = 0. Unlike the KS model, 
WSB choose different pole masses for the different possible J p values of the ex-
changed mesons. When decomposing the hadronic matrix elements of (4.65) and 
(4.66) the polarisation vectors corresponding to the different mesons are taken into 
account. For instance, in the B —* D transition this results in 
(5.33) 
with F^-iQ) = JP 0 + (0). The second term, corresponding to the emission of a 0 + 
meson, is thus proportional, to -the meson's momentum g'* , while the 1~ meson 
term is orthogonal to gM (angular momentum and parity conservation imply that 
only 0 + and 1~ mesons are possible in this case). The form-factors F^q2) are 
chosen to have the form 
where the pole masses, determined by numerical estimates, are 
m j . = 6.34 GeV m 0 _ = 6.80 GeV. (5.35) 
The values of the form-factors at q2 = 0 are obtained by describing the mesons as 
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relativistic bound-states in the infinite-momentum frame, which yields 
0.690. (5.36) 
In terms of the form-factors f± we may write 
WSBt .2 
2 m WSBrJi B [ft) 2 
(5.37) 
Since the pole positions of the two WSB form-factors are close, there is rough 
cancellation in f ^ S B , wi th the result that i t is much smaller than predicted in 
- other models. However, matching at q2 = 0 when there is a 1/q2 term in the 
hadronic matrix element of (5.33) may well result is the omission of important 
terms in the form-factors, making / _ and / 4 artificially small. 
A similar matrix element decomposition for the B —* D* matrix element can 
also be made [4], wi th terms corresponding to 1~, 1 + and 0 - spin-parities in the 
be channel. The pole masses and h^s are tabulated in ref. [16]. As wi th f™SB, 
the form-factor f ^ S B also turns out to be much smaller than in other models. 
5.S.6 SP model 
The final model we wil l take f rom the literature is that of Schoberl and Pietsch-
mann [17]. This model, based on a quark model calculation^gives, without detailed 
reasoning, the following form-factors 
with no correction for the wave-function overlap. The basis of this model is unclear 
and i t is only really included for completeness, and to show that not all models 
are in perfect agreement wi th experiment. 
TnB + m f ) - q SPf.2 
2m2. B 
0 (5.38) 
/ 2 5 i V ) 
/ a 5 J V ) 
? 2 mi, + m B 
0 
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5.8.7 FAC, MAX and MIN models 
Except for SP the above models all extrapolate the hadronic form-factors from 
the quark model form-factors fixed at one particular value of q2. However, the 
explicit forms for general q2 given i n (5.21) show that the form-factor has a 
different behaviour to the other five form-factors and so i t cannot be correct to 
assume exactly the same g2-dependence for all of them. 
There seems no reason to completely ignore this spin-overlap g2-dependence, 
so we introduced the following factorisation ansatz [1,18,19] : 
f ? A C t f ) = / f V ) x F(q2). (5.39) 
Such a factorisation of form-factors is motivated by the 'parton model' assumption 
that the binding force does not affect the spin-structure of the valence quark-
antiquark pair; within the non-relativistic quark model this may be justified in 
the vicinity of q2 = q^^, where the correlation between the spin and spatial 
wave-functions can be neglected and where the factor F(q2) can be interpreted as 
the overlap of the B and D (or D*) spatial wave-functions. Of course, as a non-
relativistic treatment may be questionable when dealing with mesons containing 
a light quark there is no guarantee that the ansatz of (5.39) wil l work, even in the 
vicinity of q2 = q2max. 
For the spatial wave-function overlap factor F(q2) we may use either the ex-
ponential form (5.4) or the pole-dominated form (5.1), as there is no clear reason 
to show: one is^superior, as explained above; I n fact we use the pole^ommance 
form, wi th the same pole mass as KS, mp — 6.34 GeV. 
Two other variations of the FAC model are also of interest: 
frX(l2) = ff%LX) X F(q2) 
fMIV) = / f « ( 0 ) X F(q2). 
These incorporate the two philosophies of matching at q2 = 0 and q2 = q^ax 
respectively. Comparison of (5.40) and (5.39) shows that FAC agrees wi th M A X 
at q2 = q^ag and with M I N at q2 = 0 (hence the names). The predictions of M A X 
are thus similar to those of AW and ISGW, while those of M I N are similar to 
those of KS and WSB. By comparing the predictions within these two groups i t 
is possible to see the effect of slight changes in normalisation of the form-factors. 
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5.4 Comparison of models 
The above discussions include the most commonly used form-factor models 
(BSW, ISGW and KS), although one could be forgiven for thinking that their use 
by CLEO and ARGUS stems f rom the geographical locations of the various insti-
tutions. We introduced the FAC model i n order to include the f u l l g2-dependence 
predicted by the meson spins, and the M A X and M I N models to see the effect 
of ignoring this dependence. The 9 models (SQ, FAC, M A X , M I N , KS, ISGW, 
WSB, AW and SP) are derived f rom various different physical pictures, which we 
wi l l now compare. Firstly, the SP model is very different f rom any of the others. 
Its physical basis is unclear, and i t turns out to be incompatible with most of the 
experimental data for b —• c decays (see chapter 6). 
The WSB and KS models both use pole-dominance for calculating the (in-
dependence. The KS model also uses the spectator quark approach to calculate 
the spin wave-function overlap at q2 = 0, which seems to be self-contradictory, 
as the two pictures, shown in fig.5.1, are very different views of the hadronic 
transition. The WSB model is entirely based upon the vector-meson dominance 
hypothesis of fig.5.1(a) but does seem to be unreliable in its prediction of the 
two extra form-factors relevant to decays to T leptons, because of its matching at 
q2 = 0, as discussed above. 
The remaining six models are all based upon the spectator quark approach, as 
depicted in fig.5.1(b). The g2-dependence of the form-factors is derived by assum-
ing _that Jhe spin^and spatial wave-function-overlaps factorise when the out going 
meson is at rest in the B rest-frame (i.e. at q2 = q^^)- Since the non-relativistic 
quark model is only valid in this region, many models (ISGW, AW, M A X ) ignore 
the g2-dependence of the spectator quark model form-factors of (5.20) and (5.21), 
and use a common q2 variation for all of them. However, under the 'parton-model' 
assumption that the binding force does not affect the spin-structure of the valence 
quark-antiquark pair, i t seems reasonable to use the fu l l ^-dependence of the f f ® . 
Furthermore, as stated in section 5.3.7, in the vicinity of q^^, the form-factor 
behaves differently to the other form-factors, so making the assumption of equal 
<72-dependence for all form-factors dubious. Both SQ and FAC models do include 
this ' f u l l ' dependence. The M I N model, which uses matching at q2 = 0 does not 
really have a firm basis in this approach, which is only justifiable at gjJ, 0 X. However, 
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i t is included as a simplified version of KS (it does not have dipole form-factors). 
The spatial overlap F(q2) for these spectator models is harder to determine. 
Only the ISGW approach actually predicts i t (the exponential form of (5.4)), 
but the naive calculation is again only valid at g*, a x . However, by including the 
'relativistic correction factor' as explained i n section 5.1, and using the exponential 
form-factor at all q2, good agreement with experiment is obtained. Since there is 
l i t t le variation between the pole and exponential overlap functions, as shown in 
fig.5.2, we choose to use the pole form in FAC, M A X and M I N , even though we 
actually believe the hadronic transition does not involve an intermediate be state. 
Comparison of SQ and FAC allows us to see the overall effect of the spatial overlap 
function F(q2). 
In section 4.11 i t was shown how precise measurements of the q2 spectra and 
angular correlations of decay products could be used to determine the form-factors. 
I f we assume a particular model, we can use the measurements to determine F(q2) 
instead, up to an overall normalisation. Since most of the models use a common 
overlap there is no need to do the fu l l angular analysis, as then dT/dq2 oc | F ( g 2 ) | 2 , 
for decays to both D and D*. 
A final point to note is that the models ISGW and SP do not give predictions 
for the form-factor f±(q2) and so cannot be used to predict the decay B —> D*TV. 
The most basic comparison of the models is given by their predictions of the six 
form-factors, as shown in fig.5.4 (for B —* D) and fig.5.5 (for B —* D*). The most 
striking feature of the graphs is that the SP model is_yery different .from_all_the 
others, due to / j and / 3 being zero, and the lack of any wave-function overlap. The 
WSB model is only significantly different in its predictions for / _ and / 4 , which 
are both much smaller than those of the other models. Clearly this can only affect 
the predictions for decays involving r leptons. The wave-function overlap F(q2) 
has a large effect, as can be seen by comparing the SQ and FAC models, which 
are otherwise identical. For / + , / _ and / 2 the gradients of the ISGW and KS 
predictions are very similar, as expected from the similarity of the exponential 
and pole form-factors. However, this is clearly not true for / j and / 3 , where the 
KS model uses dipole form-factors. A comparison of the slopes of the FAC and 
ISGW predictions shows the effect of including the spin-overlap g2-dependence. 
Comparison of the hadronic matrix elements shown in fig.5.6, which are just 
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Figure 5.4 The hadronic form-factors f±(q2), of (4.65), which are 
relevant for the decay B —* Dtv, for six of the models discussed in the 
text. 
linear combinations of the six form-factors, as given by (4.69) and (4.70), show lit t le 
variation for the case B —* J5, in spite of the very low prediction for / _ ( g 2 ) given 
by WSB. The B —> D* matrix elements show much greater spread, particularly in 
the case of SP. Note that some of the scales have a suppressed zero. 
Predictions for x and q2 spectra, as given by five representative models, are 
given in figs.5.7 and 5.8 respectively. These figures include the rates to the three 
helicity states of the D* meson (even though not directly observable). Simple 
kinematical arguments can be used to check some of the features of the graphs, 
wi th reference to the Dalitz plot of fig.4.3, by considering the B meson rest-frame 
of fig.4.2. Firstly, at high x (high lepton energy) we have q2 w 0, which means, 
f rom (4.8), that the outgoing meson is also highly energetic, and therefore moving 
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Figure 5.5 The hadtonic form-factors f{(q2) for i = 1,2,3,4, of (4.66), 
which are required for the prediction of the decay B —» D* Wr The key 
is given in fig.5.4. 
i n the opposite direction to the lepton, while the antineutrino has very low energy. 
Since the decaying B meson was spin-0, and the lepton has negative helicity, 
conservation of angular momentum tells us that the produced meson cannot be 
right-handed, as demonstrated by the spectra of fig.5.7. Similarly, at low x we 
again have q2 » 0, so the antineutrino and meson are back-to-back and the meson 
cannot be left-handed, as again shown by fig.5.7. Finally, at q2 = 0, where again 
the outgoing meson has maximum energy, we expect both lepton and antineutrino 
to be moving along the negative z-axis, so that the meson must have helicity zero 
i n the z-direction, as shown by fig.5.8. This also demonstrates the point raised in 
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section 4.11, that while H±(q2) -+ 0 as q2 -» 0, H§(q2) does not. 
The prediction of SP for the decay to the helicity zero D* is huge. This is 
because in all other models there is a rough cancellation i n Hq of (4.70) since / 2 and 
/ 3 are of opposite sign. Since / 3 = 0 i n SP this cancellation does not occur, leading 
to the large contribution from such decays. The effect is also noticeable in the 
decay to positive helicity D*, although the effect is smaller since the cancellation 
in J?+ is less complete. Apart f rom this model all spectra are similar in shape and 
relative size, and differ significantly only in overall normalisation. 
Finally fig.5.9 shows the predictions for the angular distribution parameters 
fli(q2)- Ideally the above figures would include the experimental cut on the lepton 
momentum, but since the CLEO and ARGUS collaboration both insist on extrap-
olating to the whole momentum range this does not seem worthwhile. Note again 
that the model predictions are very similar (with the exception of SP), which un-
fortunately means that distinguishing between models wi l l be very difficult. The 
predictions for FAC and SQ are identical, since the wave-function overlap factor 
F(q2) cancels in the ratios of (4.81). 
5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter describes several models of the hadronic form-factors currently 
in use. In general they are all in close agreement with each other numerically, 
in spite of their different physical bases. This wi l l unfortunately make i t difficult 
to test the physical ideas behind the models without very precise experimental 
measurements, which are not yet available. 
The determination of the form-factor normalisation at q2max is vital to the 
accurate determination of the K M matrix element | V c j | . The comparison between 
models seems to indicate that this is known to within a few percent, but the 
problem deserves more careful study. 
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6 Comparison of Exclusive Models with Experiment 
and Determination of |V .^6| and |V^J 
Our best is bad, nor bears Thy test; 
Still, it should be our very best. 
Robert Browning, 1812-1889 
6.1 Introduction 
Ideally we would like to perform the model-independent analysis described in 
section 4.11, in order to extract the g2-dependence of the B —• D and B —• D* 
form-factors. Unfortunately, the semileptonic B decay data is not yet anywhere 
near precise enough for this, or even to t ry to extract the g2-dependence of the 
spatial overlap of the initial and final meson wave-functions, as described in section 
5.4. A l l we can do at present is t ry to determine which of the models are compat-
ible with experiment, and then extract the model predictions for the K M matrix 
elements \Vcb\ and \Vub\. Of course, many of the models have variable parameters 
in them, so disagreement with experiment wi l l not immediately rule them out. As 
wi l l be seen below, the models are all in good agreement with experiment, except 
for SP, so no adjustment of parameters is yet necessary. Further data is required 
before the models can be seriously tested. 
I n the analysis below it wi l l be assumed, for convenience, that the T(4S) 
branching fractions to B+B~ and B°B° pairs, introduced in section 3.5.1, are 
/ + _ = /„<, = 0.5. (6.1) 
However, any changes to this assumption can easily be incorporated, since the 
branching ratios are inversely proportional to the relevant branching fraction / . 
6.2 Testing the Models 
Before trying to predict the K M matrix elements, we wil l first compare the 
models with the data given in chapter 3. For this purpose we can use the ratio R 
of semileptonic B decays to vector (D*) and pseudoscalar (D) states, the E[ and 
q2 spectra, and the angular asymmetry parameter a for B —• D* —• Dn decay (as 
defined in (4.85)). 
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6.2.1 The Vector to Paeudoscalar Ratio R 
The vector to pseudoscalar (V/PS) ratio R of (3.7), which is independent of 
the T(45) branching fractions, is measured to be [1,2] 
D * l v ) _ o 6+1.1+1.0 
T(B - DW) ~ 2 - 6 - ° - « - ° - 8 
= 3.3+*;} 
(CLEO) 
(ARGUS) 
(6.2) 
Table 6.1 shows the model predictions for the total rates to D and D* mesons, 
along with the V/PS ratio. 
Model B-+DW B -* D*W R 
FAC 6.1 17.2 2.8 
SQ 10.1 24.2 2.4 
M A X 7.4 14.3 1.9 
M I N 5.7 19.6 3.4 
KS 5.5 17.3 3.1 
ISGW 7.4 16.7 2.3 
WSB 5.4 14.6 2.7 
AW 8.3 15.6 1.9 
SP 4.8 46.0 9.6 
Table 6.1. Exclusive decay rates (to / = e,/i) and the vector 
to pseudoscalar ratio R of (6.2), as predicted by the,models de-
fined in section 5.3. Al l the decay rates are given in units of 
1 0 - u | V j a G e V . 
Comparison of the predictions of R with the experimental values of (6.2) shows 
that all models except SP are in good agreement with the data. However, the 
predictions are far enough apart to give encouragement to the hope that they 
might be distinguishable in time. I t must be noted here that changing any of the 
variable parameters of the models, such as mp of (5.1) or /? of (5.4), wil l affect 
the V/PS ratio R. The total rates all show reasonable agreement between models, 
except for the spectator quark model (SQ), which is slightly high due to lack of 
suppression by the spatial overlap, and the unmotivated SP model, which predicts 
an enormous rate for decays to D* mesons. 
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6.2.2 Ex and q2 Spectra 
Unfortunately the only available spectra for exclusive B decays are the AR-
GUS Ei and q2 spectra for the decay B —> D*tv, which are shown in figs.6.1(d) 
and 6.2(d) respectively. Since we are trying to determine \Vcb\ we do not know 
the normalisation of the predictions, and can thus only test their shapes. Wi th 
enough data we wil l be able to determine the spatial wave-function overlap F(q2) 
as discussed in section 5.4, i f the data is made available without using the model-
dependent extrapolations currently employed. Figs.6.1 and 6.2 are organised as 
follows: (a) and (b) show the spectra for B —* DW, while (c) and (d) show those 
for B —» D*W. The curves of (b) and (d) are normalised by the total rate, to allow 
comparison of the predicted shapes with the experimental data. 
For the lepton energy spectra the predictions all have very similar shapes 
(except for SP), and i t is only the normalisations that differentiate between them 
at present. For the q2 spectra the predictions are again very similar in shape, 
the only significant differences being the SQ and SP models. The great similarity 
between most of the q2 spectra demonstrates how difficult i t wi l l be to distinguish 
between models, except by extremely precise measurements. Comparison wi th the 
ARGUS data shown in figs.6.1(d) and 6.2(d) shows that only SP is incompatible. 
6.2.S The D* Decay Angular Distribution Parameter a 
The D* —• Dir decay angular distribution parameter a, discussed in section 
4.11, is measured to be [3,4] 
a = 0.65 ± 0.66 ± 0.25. CLEO (E, > 1.0 GeV) 
(6.3) 
a = 0.7 ± 0.9 ARGUS (Et > 1.4 GeV). 
The decay angular spectra are given in refs. [3,4], but there is l i t t le point in 
reproducing them here. Because the lepton energy cuts are not the same i t is not 
possible to combine the two measurements. 
The predictions for the decay angular distribution parameter a are shown in 
table 6.2, for the values of the lepton energy cut used in the experiments, and also 
for no cut, for comparison. 
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Figure 6.1 Lepton spectra for 6 —» c decays, for the six models shown 
in the key. (a) and (b) are for B —* Dtv, while (c) and (d) are for 
B —* D*tv. The spectra of (b) and (d) have been normalised by their 
corresponding total rates in order to allow comparison with the experi-
mentally measured spectrum from ARGUS [3]. 
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Figure 6.2 q2 spectra for b —• c decays, (a) and (b) are for B —• DW, 
-while-(c) and (d) are for-iT —> D*tv. Thespectra of "(b) and (d) Have 
been normalised by their corresponding total rates in order to allow 
comparison with the experimentally measured spectrum from ARGUS 
[3]. The key to the models used can be found in fig.6.1. 
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Model E{ > 0.0 GeV Et > 1.0 GeV Ex > lAGeV 
FAC 1.19 0.90 0.44 
SQ 1.41 1.06 0.53 
M A X 0.75 0.56 0.19 
M I N 1.27 1.01 0.55 
KS 1.06 0.80 0.36 
ISGW 0.93 0.70 0.29 
WSB 1.16 0.90 0.45 
AW 0.82 0.58 0.19 
SP 5.38 5.04 4.07 
Expt. - 0.7±0.9 [3] 0.65±0.71 [4] 
Table 6.2. D* angular decay parameter or of (4.85), as predicted 
by the models discussed in section 5.3, for various values of lepton 
energy cutoff, appropriate to the experimental results. 
The measured values of a have such large errors that they are still compatible 
with zero, and wi th all the models (again except for SP). Again, changing the 
spatial overlap function F(q2) wi l l change the prediction for a, as can be seen, for 
instance, from the differences between the predictions of the FAC and SQ, which 
differ only by F(q2). 
6.2.4 Conclusions 
Having compared the models with the existing data, we can, unfortunately, 
only rule out the SP model. A l l the other models are easily compatible with the 
tests that can be performed at the current level of accuracy, and we must wait 
for more data before any precision tests can be carried out. Given the ability to 
change F(q2) i t wil l probably require a combination of all the above tests and 
very precise experimental measurements to distinguish between any of the models 
except SQ and SP, which have no free parameters. 
6.3 Determination of |V c f c | 
Given that above tests only exclude the SP model, we can now turn our at-
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tention to the determination of |V c 6 | f rom the exclusive branching ratios given in 
chapter 3. The CLEO collaboration gives [1] 
B r ( B ~ -» D°ru) = (1.6 ± 0.6 ± 0.3)% 
Br(B° -+ D+l~u) = (1.8 ± 0.6 ± 0.3)% 
B r ( B " -* D*°ru) = (4.1 ± 0.8±g;|)% 
Br(2?o D*+l~u) = (4.6 ± 0.5 ± 0.7)% 
while ARGUS quotes [2] 
B r ( I ° -¥ D+l~u) = (1.7 ± 0.6 ± 0.4)% 
Br(B° -> D*+l~u) = (5.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.3)%. 
On adding the statistical and systematic errors in quadrature and then combining 
the results of the two groups we obtain (assuming that t 5 ± = T g o ) 
Br(2? Dl'V) = (1.7 ± 0.4)% 
_ (6-6) 
Br (B D*l~u) = (4.6 ± 0.6)%. 
Assuming the compatability of the models with the above experimental con-
straints, the mean branching ratios may be combined with the measured B-meson 
lifetime [5] TB = (1.18 ± 0.11) x 1 0 - 1 2 « , and the theoretical predictions of table 
6.1, to predict the value of the K M matrix element | V c j | , as shown in table 6.3. 
Model B Dl~v B -> D*l~V 
FAC 0.039 ± 0.007 0.039 ± 0.005 
SQ 0.031 ± 0.005 0.033 db 0.004 
M A X 0.036 ± 0.006 0.042 ± 0.005 
M I N 0.041 ± 0.007 0.036 ± 0.004 
KS 0.042 ± 0.007 0.039 ± 0.005 
ISGW 0.036 ± 0.006 0.039 ± 0.005 
WSB 0.042 ± 0.007 0.042 ± 0.005 
AW 0.034 ± 0.006 0.041 ± 0.005 
(SP 0.044 ± 0.007 0.024 ± 0.003) 
Table 6.3. Model values of |V e i | , using the experimental mean 
branching ratios of (6.6). 
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(6.4) 
(6.5) 
A simple averaging of the above models, omitting SQ and SP, yields the result 
\Vcb\ = 0.039 ± 0.004 ± 0.003, (6.7) 
where the first error is experimental, and the second represents the variation be-
tween the models as an estimate of the theoretical error. Note that this is of course 
still dependent upon the above assumptions about the B° and B~ lifetimes and 
the production ratios / 0 0 and / + _ , and on the form-factor normalisation at g ^ a z . 
At present we are not able to learn much about the physics occuring in the 
hadronic transition. To do so we wi l l need much more precise data than is cur-
rently available. For instance, with a sufficiently accurate determination of the q2 
spectra, we should be able to determine the spatial overlap F(q2) well enough to 
know whether the pole-dominated form of (5.1) is compatible with the data for a 
reasonable value of the pole mass mp. 
6.4 Model Dependence 
In the previous section we used the difference between model predictions in 
order to estimate the model-dependence. As an alternative to this we now consider 
the effect of varying the parameter mp that appears in the spatial overlap function 
F(q2) discussed in section 5.1, using the FAC model as an example. As the fi t t ing 
uses the ARGUS x and q2 spectra of fig.6.1(d) and 6.2(d) we wil l use only the 
ARGUS data, rather than the combined results used above. 
The determination of above has not used this fit to the data for several 
reasons. Firstly, the data values used have been read f rom the graphs of ref. [3], 
which introduces some error, particularly in the case of the 10.0 GeV < q2 < 
12.0 GeV bin, where the experimental error is very small. Secondly, the quoted 
errors for the other data points are still very large, and the value mp = 6.34 GeV 
is easily compatible with the data (in fact we shall see that arbitrarily large values 
of mp are possible). 
The FAC model predictions for the total exclusive semileptonic rates, as a 
function of mp are shown in fig.6.3(a), and the V/PS ratio is shown in figure.6.3(b), 
with the ARGUS experimental result included. For each value of mP the x and q2 
spectra are fitted to the ARGUS results, varying the normalisation (i.e. \Vcb\) to 
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Figure 6.3 The results of the fit of the FAC model of section 5.3.7 to 
the ARGUS ~B-* P'jFspectra of figs.6.1(d) and 6.2(d). Figs.6.3(a) and 
(b) show the total rates for the decays B —» D,D'lv and the V/PS ratio 
R of (6.2) as a function of mP, with the ARGUS experimental result for 
the latter included. Fig.6.3(c) shows the x 2 variation, with the best-fit 
(dashed lines) and lcr-limit (dotted lines). Finally, fig.6.3(d) shows the 
corresponding fitted values of |V e 6 | , again with the central value and \<r 
errors marked (the lower error corresponds to mP ;= oo). 
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minimise the x2* Fig.6.3(c) shows this x 2 8 5 a function of mp. The best fit occurs 
at mp w 12.5 GeV, wi th \ 2 = 6.72, although any larger value fits the data well (for 
m.p = oo, which is the same as the spectator quark model, the fit gives x 2 = 6.84). 
Considerably lower mp values are also compatible; taking Ax2 = X2 ~ Xmin ~ ^-30 
(for two free parameters, mp and IV^I) as an estimate for the la variation, we 
find that mP > 5.7 GeV. 
The corresponding values for \Vei\ are shown in fig.6.3(d). Using the above 
range of x 2 values, we find 
\Veh\ = 0.036lS;SS5, (6.8) 
with the upper l imit corresponding to mp = 5.7 GeV, the central value to mp = 
12.5 GeV, and the lower l imit to mP = oo. The lower l imit is slightly artificial, 
since the form of F(q2) used is a non-decreasing function of q2, as is expected 
from its interpretation as the overlap of spatial wave-functions. The value mp = 
6.34 GeV used previously also fits the data well, giving | V c j | = 0.041. 
The size of the upper error f rom this determination of | V c 6 | is close to that 
obtained by comparison of calculated rates and branching ratios above, but the 
central value is different, mainly because only the ARGUS data is being used, and 
the value of mp is different. 
The V/PS ratio changes from 2.94 down to 2.39 over the given m P range, which 
is well within the ARGUS errors quoted in (6.2). This demonstrates how important 
i t is to have measurements of the x and q2 spectra, since the only other real test of 
the models is the V/PS ratio. The use of the equivalent^pectra for B —+ D decays 
would also help greatly in determining the form of F(q2). Eventually a combined 
fit to the x and q2 spectra of both B —• DW and B —* D*W decays should give 
the best determination of \Vcb\. 
6.5 Predictions for Decay to r Leptons 
Semileptonic B meson decays to r-leptons have yet to be observed. However, 
as discussed in section 4.11, they do offer the simplest way to study the two extra 
hadronic form-factors, / _ ( ? 2 ) and f^iq2), that are not involved significantly in 
decays to the light leptons / = e,fx. Several groups have discussed predictions 
[6,7,8]. 
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Table 6.4 gives the total rate predictions for the decays B —• DTV and B —> 
D*TV, and for the vector to pseudoscalar ratio R. As for the decays to 'massless' 
leptons the models are all i n fair agreement wi th each other. 
Model B° -> D+TU B° -+ D*+TU R 
FAC 1.7 4.1 2.4 
SQ 2.3 5.0 2.2 
M A X 1.9 3.8 2.0 
M I N 1.5 4.9 3.3 
KS 1.4 4.3 3.1 
ISGW 1.9 - -
WSB 1.6 3.6 2.2 
AW 2.0 4.0 2.0 
SP 1.5 - -
Table 6.4. Exclusive decay rates to r leptons and the vector to 
pseudoscalar ratio R, as predicted by the models described in the 
text. Decay rates are given in units of 1 0 _ 1 3 | V c 4 | a GeV. 
Figs.6.4 and 6.5 show the lepton energy and q2 spectra for the models FAC, SQ 
and WSB. In all three cases the predictions for the spectra shapes are very similar, 
and only the normalisation offers any possibility for testing between models. 
In contrast to the decays discussed previously the models can also, in theory^be 
tested by considering the polarisation of the r-lepton. This should be detectable 
in an asymmetric B factory, since then the B mesons are not produced at rest 
and so the decay vertices can be found by sufficiently accurate vertex detectors. 
Although not directly measureable, i t is interesting to calculate the longitudinal 
polarisation of (4.88), which is shown in fig.6.6 as function of x and of q2, in the 
B meson rest-frame (at an asymmetric B factory we would really need to use the 
laboratory frame, but we use the meson rest-frame here as a demonstration). 
For a very slowly moving T , helicities Aj = ± ^ are equally likely, and hence 
PL —• 0 as x —> x m i n . A t the other l imit x —• x m a x , that is the maximum 
momentum of the lepton, we expect PL to be closer to — 1 ; indeed i f |p/| ^> m j 
were kinematically possible then PL w — 1 , which is indeed the case for electrons 
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Figure 6.6 Longitudinal Polarisation (4.88) of the emitted r lepton 
in the B rest-frame. 
and muons. 
At q^in, Pf, is close to —1 since again x = xmin. For the decay B —• DTU, 
at qmax B and W rest-frames coincide. As J?o(9mox) = 0 ( s e e (4*69)) only 
a scalar W can be produced, and so, by angular momentum conservation, the r 
must have the same helicity as the 17, so Pi(qmax) = 
6.6 Exclusive b —* u Decays 
The models described in the previous chapter are, for the most part, only 
intended to be used for heavy quark to heavy quark decays, such as the 6 —* c 
decays discussed above. However, they are often also used for heavy to light quark 
decays (such as b —• « and c —• s). Since the produced quark is light the theoretical 
reliability of the form-factor models is clearly suspect, but they can at least be 
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used to give rough estimates of the exclusive decay rates, and hence for the KM 
matrix elements. 
In this section we consider exclusive semileptonic decays of B mesons to the 0~ 
states 7r, T) and TJ' and to the 1~ states p and w, which involve a b —» u transition, 
and so can be used to try to determine \Vub\. The definitions of these states in 
terms of quarks are 
7r + = du ir~ = ud 
7T° = -^—(uu — dd) 
v 2 
1 ,_ -AA „_ , (6-9) Tf = —j-{uu + dd — 2s s) 
V 6 
rj' = —^(«« + dd + Is) 
and 
p+ = du P~ — ud 
P = ^ u ~ l d ) (6.10) 
u = —-(uu + dd) 
v 2 
(we neglect the effects of mixing between the states). Thus we may write the 
neutral 0~ and 1~ states as 
^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ' ^ " t ^ = ^ 0 + ^ u , ( 6 ' n ) 
respectively. For the analysis we consider only the WSB, ISGW and FAC models 
from chapter 5. Since only two exclusive 6 —» u events have been observed, it 
is not yet possible to test the models, and so they will not be discussed in great 
detail. We will try, however, to identify the problems that occur, and how they 
effect the reliability of the possible determination of \Vub\. 
Theoretical difficulties with such decays are numerous. Section 5.1 explains the 
coupled-channel and spatial overlap pictures of the hadronic part of the decay, and 
it was argued that for the 6 —+ c case the latter seems more reasonable. However, 
for the decay b —> u the coupled channel processes are probably important (indeed 
Isgur and Wise, who are supporters of the spatial overlap approach for b —* c decays 
have stressed the importance of the B* resonance in b —• u decays [9]). The low 
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masses of the mesons produced mean that the q2 range is very much larger than 
for B —• D,D* decays, so that the form-factors display much greater variation 
between models, and are much more sensitive to model parameters. Finally, in 
the case of B —• p decays, a precise prediction should include the effect of the large 
width of the p meson (the decay widths of the other mesons are negligible). 
The WSB form-factors are denned exactly as in section 5.3.5, with pole masses 
and spatial overlaps given explicitly in ref. [10]. 
The ISGW model form-factors are easily calculable from the formulae given 
in ref. [11], as was done for B —* D,D* decays in section 5.3.4. We have not 
included the effect of the B* resonance contribution mentioned above, as i t is not 
yet known whether it interferes constructively or destructively with the b —• cW* 
vertex. The exponential parameter of (5.4) is predicted in this case to be /? = 6.52, 
but unfortunately the results are very sensitive to i t , on account of the large q2 
range. For instance, reducing /? by 5% increases the B —• ir,p rates by 18% and 
9% respectively, whereas a similar change for B —• D, D* decays produces only a 
2% increase in the rates. The ISGW model also gives predictions for the decays to 
low-mass resonances other than the 0~ and 1~ states, but these are not included 
here. 
The FAC model, using the form-factors of section 5.3.7, was not intended for 
b —* u decays, since it relies on both initial and final quarks being heavy. The 
first problem is to decide what masses to use in the SQ model form-factors, which 
originate from a quark level calculation. ISGW use 'weak-binding' meson masses, 
determined by summing up the constituent quark masses, but as a comparison we 
have chosen to use meson masses in the FAC predictions, as before. For B —• D,D* 
decays it was argued in section 5.1 that the spatial overlap could be normalised 
by F(q*nax) = 1 due to the near-equal sizes of initial and final meson, but for 
B —* 7r,p decays this argument no longer holds. However, without any definite 
alternative we continue to use this normalisation. Finally, by predicting F(q2) by 
a pole-dominated form we introduce severe dependence on the value of the pole 
mass mp for B —> ir decays. We use the measured value of ms, = 5.33 GeV [5], 
but even a slight change to m^. = 5.32 GeV would decrease the rate by about 
10%. This effect is not apparent in the WSB model, even though they use the 
same extrapolation, since the q2 = 0 region dominates their spectrum (see fig.6.7), 
and that is where their form-factors are normalised. 
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The lepton energy and q2 spectra of the three models for the decays B —• 
ir,p are shown in fig.6.7, and demonstrate the very large range of predictions in 
the B —• 7r case both in normalisation and shape. If the q2 spectrum of this 
decay is ever measured it should easily distinguish between the models. The 
predictions for B —• p are much closer in shape, thought still rather different in 
overall normalisation, on account of its larger mass. 
The total decay rates are given in table 6.5 below. Neglecting small effects 
due to differences between charged and neutral meson masses, the decay rates to 
neutral n and p mesons are half those to the corresponding charged mesons, on 
account of the factor l/-\/2 in (6.11). Similarly, the rates to rj, rj' and u> include 
factors 1/6, 1/3 and 1/2 respectively. The table shows again that the greatest 
variation between models occurs in the decays to pions, due to the very low pion 
mass (the predictions for rj and t / , which differ only in the particle masses and in 
the spatial overlap factors of WSB, are much closer). There are also significant 
differences between the predictions for decays to the 1~ mesons. 
Model B° ir+W B~ -* K0W B~ -> T]W B~ -> ri'W 
FAC 0.4 0.2 0.4 1.4 
ISGW 1.4 0.7 0.4 1.3 
WSB 5.0 2.5 0.6 1.1 
W -> p+W B~ -> p°lu B~ —• uW 
FAC 11.4 5.7 5.8 
ISGW 5.5 2.7 2.7 
WSB 17.5 8.7 8.6 
Table 6.5. Exclusive decay rates for decays to 0~ (ir, rj and i f ) and 
1~ (p and u) mesons, as predicted by the three models discussed 
in the text. Decay rates are given in units of 10" 1 2 | 1 l^ 1 & | 2 GeV. 
6.7 Extraction of |V u 6 | from the Inclusive Spectrum 
These exclusive models are often used in an attempt to extract the K M matrix 
element \Vub\ from the inclusive spectra near the lepton endpoint [12,13,14] (the 
experimental results were introduced in section 3.5.5). 
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Figure 6.7 Lepton energy and q2 spectra of exclusive b —* u decays, 
for the three models shown in the key. (a) and (c) are for B —» xfi7, 
while (b) and (d) are for ~B~ —» ptv. 
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The analysis of the experimental data should, of course, be made using a 
determination of the inclusive lepton spectrum for the b —• c, utv decays, but the 
exclusive models can be used to give a rough estimate for the matrix element. 
For b —* c decays we already know from the measured semileptonic branching 
fractions of section 3.5 that (60 — 70)% of the inclusive spectrum comes from the 
two exclusive channels B —• D,D*. Furthermore, these two channels dominate the 
lepton energy endpoint region to an even greater extent, since the most energetic 
electrons are produced by the lowest mass final states. For b —• u decays such 
dominance by a few exclusive channels is no longer certain. There are many low-
mass states available, including multihadron states, which can produce sufficiently 
energetic leptons. Thus using models that predict only the decay rates to 0~ and 
1~ states may seriously underestimate the inclusive spectrum. The ISGW model 
attempts to include all the single resonances that can contribute to the high-energy 
lepton region, but rather then repeating their whole calculation, we estimate the 
effect by considering the relevant figure from ref. [11]. This shows that the extra 
resonances considered increase the rate by a factor of about 2. Using the prediction 
of the free-quark decay spectrum in the same figure as an upper limit, this factor 
could increase to about 10. 
The model predictions for the lepton spectrum are be boosted from the B rest-
frame to the T(45) frame as discussed in section 3.5.1, as this gives a significant 
effect for high lepton energies. The boosted distribution is given by [15] (see 
chapter 7 for discussion) 
§,=L* de'i^' (6-12) 
where 2m 5 7 = m-f(4S)i P"i = V t 2 ~ 
E_ = E, 
7(1+0) 
E+ = Min f
 E l m B - m M \ 
\ 7 ( l - 0 ) ' 2m B I 
(6.13) 
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6.7.1 Analysis of the ARGUS Result 
The ARGUS result [13], (3.21), is 
where the lepton energy ranges, originally denned in (3.20), are 
A a = (2.0-2.3) GeV 
Ab = (2.3-2.6) GeV. 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
In analysing this result the inclusive spectrum for b —> civ decays is assumed to 
be sufficiently well described by the B —> D,D* contributions for E{ > 2.0 GeV. 
The inclusive 6 —• ulv contribution is approximated by assuming that the T(45) 
braching fractions are / + _ = / 0 0 = 0.5 and summing over the and channels 
for the neutral B meson decays and the ir°, 17,1/', p° and u> channels for the charged 
B decays. A factor is introduced to allow for the difference between this sum 
of exclusive channels and-the true inclusive spectrum. This factor depends on the 
energy range under study, decreasing with increasing energy, but for simplicity, 
and since the other uncertainties are large, k will be taken to be the same for 
all Ei > 2.0 GeV. From the above discussion of the ISGW results, we will take 
1 ~ \/& ~ ^ as a 'most pessimistic' assumption of the uncertainty. Most analyses 
[12,13] just use k = 1. 
Under these assumptions we may write 
B = \Vcb\2t8l(b - c, A 6 ) + | V J 2 f , , ( 6 -» A t ) 
\Vcb\*Tal(b - c, A j + \Vub\*tsl(b -> u, A . ) ' 
where f (b —• q) = T(b —> g) / |V ? 6 | 2 . On rearrangement this gives 
" . Btal(b^c,Aa)-tel(b^c,Ab) 
Ttl(b^u,Ab)-BTal(b->u,Aa) 
(6.17) 
where the decay rates are now understood to be sums over the relevant exclusive 
states. 
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Table 6.6 shows the relevant partial decay rates, summed over the above ex-
clusive channels, and the corresponding predictions for the ratio ^yk\Vub/Velt\ and 
for \/k|^ti&l> calculated using the model predictions for |V^| given in table 6.3. 
The errors quoted are derived solely from the experimental errors. The ISGW and 
WSB predictions agree with those given in ref. [13] for k = 1. 
Model f ( 6 ^ c , A 0 ) f ( 6 - c , A 6 ) 
FAC 1.77 0.02 
ISGW 1.87 0.02 
WSB 1.49 0.01 
f ( 6 ^ « , A j f ( 6 - u , A 6 ) 
FAC 3.9 3.0 0.15 ± 0.03 0.006 ± 0.002 
ISGW 2.5 2.2 0.18 ±0.03 0.007 ± 0.003 
WSB 6.3 4.1 0.12 ± 0.02 0.005 ± 0.002 
Table 6.6. Partial exclusive decay rates for decays to charmless 
mesons, summed over the 0~ and 1~ states, as described in the 
text, and the corresponding predictions for the K M matrix ele-
ments. The energy ranges, A { , are defined in (6.15) and the decay 
rates are given in units of l O ' ^ j l ^ j ^ G e V . 
An estimate of the theoretical uncertainty can be made from the variations 
between the models and by allowing the factor y/k to range from 1 to 3. Combining 
these with the experimental errors, we can write 
< 0.21 (6.18) 
and 
0.001 < \Vui\ < 0.010. (6.19) 
6.7.2 Analysis of the CLEO Result 
In order to analyse the CLEO data [12], (3.19), we use the same assumptions 
about the relative sizes of exclusive and inclusive rates as in the previous section. 
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0.03 < ub 
eb 
The CLEO partial branching ratios, (3.19), are 
Bx = Br a /(6 u, A t ) = (1.5 ± 0.7 ± 0.7) x 10" 4 
(6.20) 
B2 = Bral(b -> u, A 2 ) = (1.8 ± 0.4 ± 0.3) x 10 - 4 , 
where the lepton energy intervals, first defined in (3.18), are 
A, = (2.2 - 2.4) GeV 
(6.21) 
A 2 = (2.4 - 2.6) GeV. 
Using the B meson lifetime TB = 1.79 x 10 1 2 G e V - 1 , we can extract | | directly, 
via 
k ^ = fa ' ( 6 ' 2 2 ) 
The predictions for the partial decay rates in the relevant lepton energy regions 
are given in table 6.7 below. The region A 2 presumably gives the most reliable 
of the two measurements, since it is expected that b —• cW decays have negligible 
effect there, and so the model-dependent subtraction of the 6 —• c contribution 
used for A j is not required, resulting in smaller experimental errors. Table 6.7 
also gives the model predictions for V^IK&I VM^ub/^cbl f ° r t w o regions, 
again using the model predictions for |V c 6 | from table 6.3 for the latter. 
Model f (6 -> u, Vk\vub\ Vk\vub/vcb\ 
FAC 2.8 0.005 ± 0.001 0.13 ± 0.06 
ISGW 2,0 0.006 ±0.002 0.17±^0.09 
WSB 4.2 0.004 ± 0.001 0.10 ± 0.05 
Model t(b -» "> A 2 ) VMvui/veb\ 
FAC 1.6 0.008 ± 0.001 0.21 ± 0.06 
ISGW 1.2 0.009 ± 0.001 0.24 ± 0.07 
WSB 2.1 0.007 ± 0.001 0.17 ± 0.05 
Table 6.7. Partial exclusive decay rates for decays to charmless 
mesons, summed over the 0~ and 1~ states, as described in the 
text, and the corresponding predictions for the K M matrix ele-
ments. The energy ranges, A,-, are defined in (6.21) and the decay 
rates are given in units of 1 0 - 1 2 | V u t | 2 GeV. 
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Despite measuring partial rates that are expected to be independent of \Vcb\ 
the CLEO analysis [12] does not predict \Vub\ directly. Instead they include in 
the analysis the model predictions for the total semileptonic b —* c rate and the 
measured semileptonic branching ratio and extract a value for | V u i / V c 6 | . This is 
presumably in the hope that the errors introduced by approximating the inclusive 
spectrum by summing exlusive channels are the same for 6 —• c and b —» u calcula-
tions and so cancel. Since we introduced the factor k instead a direct comparison 
with their results is difficult. Furthermore, as stated before, we have not included 
all possible resonances in the ISGW calculation. 
The results of table 6.7 for the two energy regions are in slight disagreement, 
but only at the la level. Since k is expected to decrease with increasing energy 
they are, in fact, slightly further apart than they first appear. The limiting values 
from the above table, allowing the same range of as before, gives 
0.001 < IVJ < 0.010 (6.23) 
and 
< 0.30 (6.24), 
in agreement with the ranges (6.18) and (6.19), deduced from the ARGUS data. 
For the analysis of chapter 2 we take 
= 0.07lJ;JJ, (6.25) 
where the central value corresponds to k = 2 and the range to the more accurate 
ARGUS result of (6.18). 
6.8 Conclusion 
As discussed in the previous chapter it is not yet possible to distinguish ex-
perimentally between the models of chapter 5, except for the SP model, which 
is ruled out by the data. It is also not yet possible to attempt the experimental 
measurement of the q2 dependence of the form-factors. It is hoped that spectra 
for the decay B —* Dlv will become available, and that the CLEO collaboration 
will also publish exclusive spectra in addition to the branching ratios. 
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0.02 < 
"cb 
ub 
cb 
Unfortunately, since there is no reliable determination of the branching ratio 
of the T(4S) to non-BB final states, there is a large uncertainty about the charged 
and neutral branching ratios / + _ and / 0 0 . I f these are reduced from the values 
used above the predicted value of \Veb\ rises accordingly. Since the changes could 
be substantial it is very important that this problem be solved as soon as possible. 
Also, as discussed briefly in chapter 5, the normalisation of the form-factor models 
at qmax necls to be investigated further, to ensure the reliability of the prediction 
o f | v ; 6 | . A 
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7 Inclusive Semileptonic B Meson Decays 
Unasham'd, though foil'd he does the best he can. 
John Dryden, 1631-1700 
7.1 Introduction 
As described in chapter 3, the inclusive lepton energy (E{) spectrum arising 
from semileptonic B meson decays, B —* XW, is composed of leptons from both 
primary and secondary decays. Without the benefit of a prediction for the shape 
of the secondary lepton spectrum it is necessary to fit predictions of the primary 
lepton spectrum to just the high energy end of the measured data. This fit is 
usually for data with Ei > 1.5 GeV. As explained in section 3.4.1, the maximum 
lepton energy is 2.47 GeV for 6 —• c decays and 2.82 GeV for b —> u decays. Given 
that the contribution of b —• u decays to the spectrum is very small, one can either 
fit the spectrum from 6 —> c decays up to about 2.2 GeV, or, better, fit the sum 
of the two contributions up to the b —* u endpoint. 
7.1.1 'Exclusive' Approximations to 'Inclusive' Spectra 
Many theoretical studies of the lepton energy spectrum arising from inclusive 
decays use the exclusive models described in the previous chapters, on the pretext 
that the spectrum is dominated by the D-and D* channels, "particularly near 
the endpoint. As previously explained, the ISGW model [1] also includes several 
other low-mass resonances in order to approximate the inclusive spectrum more 
accurately. All these models ignore non-resonant contributions, whose size is not 
well known. Furthermore, since the predictions of the models, for the relative 
strength of the exclusive channels may be incorrect, the spectrum will also be 
wrong (in fact the CLEO analysis [2], using the ISGW model, actually scales the 
exclusive rates to agree with its exclusive analysis). 
The most recent results for the KM matrix elements, obtained from the in-
clusive lepton spectrum, using the ISGW model predictions for both b —* u and 
b —• c decays, are as follows: The ARGUS collaboration [3], fitting to the lepton 
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spectrum for Et > 1.5 GeV, obtain the values 
\Veb\ = 0.046 ± 0.006 
cb 
- 0 1 4 + 0 0 5 
— "••"-0.06* 
(7.1) 
Using, instead, the partial decay rates for specific lepton energy regions, as 
discussed in section 3.5.5, ARGUS obtain [4] 
while CLEO find [5] 
'••ft 
'cb 
"cb 
= 0.18 ± 0.02, (7.2) 
= O.UtVol for Ei € A j 
= 0.19j;°:°2 for E, G A 2 , 
(7.3) 
for the two energy regions A1 = (2.2 - 2.4) GeV and A 2 = (2.4 - 2.6) GeV. 
7.1.2 The ACCMM Model of Inclusive Decays 
The most common theoretical model of the inclusive spectrum is based on 
the work of Altarelli et al. [6], called the ACCMM model. The model is based 
upon a free quark model calculation of the lepton spectrum of the decay 6 —• cW, 
including first order QCD corrections. The differential decay rate is 
dF 
dx dx ( i - ! • < * . . « > ) . (7.4) 
where dT^/dx is the lowest order rate and G(x, e), defined in ref. [7], contains 
the first order corrections. The variables are x = 2Ei/mb and e = mc/mb. The 
function G(x,e) contains a logarithmic singularity at the maximum value of x. In 
the case of decays to a charmed quark the effect of the singularity is negligible, 
due to the vanishing of phase-space in this limit. However, for decays to a final i t 
quark this is no longer the case. The standard technique is to take the u quark 
to be massless, which makes the singularity a double log, and to exponentiate this 
singularity in the lepton energy distribution, as discussed in ref. [6]. 
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The quark decay is converted to the meson decay by treating the spectator 
quark as a particle of definite mass, mBp, and the heavy quark as a virtual particle 
whose invariant mass is given by 
ml = m2B + m\p - 2mByJm2sp + p2, (7.5) 
where p is the magnitude of the three-momentum of the two quarks in the B 
meson rest-frame. The distribution of the three-momentum p is usually chosen 
to be gaussian, with an adjustable width parameter pF (see section 7.4 below). 
The resulting lepton distribution must then be boosted from the rest-frame of the 
6 quark to the rest-frame of the B meson, and then to the laboratory (i.e. the 
T(45)) frame, in order to recreate the experimental situation. The parameters 
of the fit are thus the gaussian width pp, the spectator quark mass msp and the 
charmed quark mass m c . 
The results for the K M matrix elements, using the ACCMM model, are as 
follows. Fitting to the spectrum [3], ARGUS find 
|V c 6 | = 0.047 ± 0.004 
'ub 
V. cb 
- 0 0 9 + 0 0 3 
— u . u » _ 0 0 5 , 
(7.6) 
while using the partial decay rates given in section 3.5.5 they obtain [4], 
'ub 
'cb 
= 0.10 ± 0.01. (7.7) 
Similarly CLEO [5] find 
'ub 
'cb 
- o n7+ 0 0 2 
= 0.12 ± 0.02 
for El € A j 
for Ei € A 2 , 
(7.8) 
for the two energy regions. While the results for |V c J | are in good agreement with 
those from the ISGW analysis of the inclusive spectrum, the results for \Vub\ are 
significantly smaller. 
The main drawback of the ACCMM model is that it makes no attempt to 
reproduce the correct invariant mass spectrum for the hadronic decay products. 
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This per turbat ive calculation cannot reproduce the sharp peaks that wou ld be 
observed at the D and D* masses, and since these are dominant , especially at 
h igh lepton energies, the predictions must be i n doubt . The discussions below 
at tempt to model these resonances i n order to improve the model . 
A fu r the r drawback is that the gaussian w i d t h pF turns out to be very impor-
tant i n the fit, and to have a significant effect on the to t a l rate, and hence on the 
determination of \Veb\. Since the smearing of the quark momenta described above 
is an 'ad-hoc' description of the quark dynamics, the large dependence upon pF is 
unfor tunate . 
I n ref. [8] the choice 
mD = m c + m s P (7.9) 
is made, reducing the number o f free parameters to two , i n order that the m i n i m u m 
possible invariant mass takes the correct value, m x = mD. I n fact this choice turns 
out to ensure the correct endpoint i n the E\ and q2 spectra also. Conversely, those 
fits which do not use this choice do not have the correct endpoints, a l though the 
fits tend to predict values of the quark masses that almost satisfy the constraint 
(7.9), so no noticeable problems arise. 
One final point that must be made here concerns the experimental verif icat ion 
of the model. As was of ten stressed i n the preceding chapters, the measurement 
of the various exclusive spectra w i l l allow the hadronic models of chapter 5 to be 
tested. Such tests are not possible for the A C C M M model , since only the inclusive 
lepton spectrum is measurable. 
7.2 Poss ib le improvements to the A C C M M mode l 
Most of the remainder of this chapter is concerned w i t h at tempts to improve 
upon the A C C M M model , essentially i n an effort to fit b o t h the lepton spectrum 
and the invariant mass spectrum simultaneously. Rather than re f i t t ing to the data, 
we instead use the experimentally determined parameters as the s tar t ing point i n 
the calculation, and then study the effects of the changes we make. 
A n at tempt to fit the invariant mass spectrum has been made by Barger et 
al . ( B K P ) [8]. However, rather than redoing the quark model calculation, as is 
done below, their calculation is essentially the lowest order result scaled by the 
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Figure 7.1 Lowest order Feynman diagram. 
magnitude of the first order Q C D corrections. This turns out to be a good approx-
ima t ion to the more rigorous method used below, which considers the invariant 
mass o f the quark gluon system directly. 
Having calculated the invariant mass d i s t r ibu t ion , B K P divide i t i n to mass 
regions designed to approximate the D and D* masses, and then fit to the experi-
menta l ly measured exclusive branching ratios fo r these two decays, i n addi t ion to 
the inclusive lepton spectrum. Thei r results show that this addit ional fit to the 
m x spectrum does change the results sl ightly, bu t not significantly. 
The fo l lowing discussion includes a l l the first order Q C D effects and then tests 
the above model of the D and D* contr ibutions. 
7.3 F r e e Semi leptonic Q u a r k D e c a y 
7.S.1 Matrix Elements 
The lowest order m a t r i x element for the decay b —> clu is calculated f r o m 
the diagram of fig.7.1. The 0(a8) contributions can be divided in to v i r t u a l and 
bremsstrahlung corrections. The v i r t u a l corrections, shown i n fig.7.2, include those 
diagrams where a gluon is emit ted and reabsorbed, while the bremsstrahlung cor-
rections of fig.7.3 describe the process 6 —* cglu, where a real gluon is emit ted. 
We define Y to denote the produced c o r c + S system, and X to denote the final 
hadronic system, after the inclusion of the spectator quark. 
The kinematics of the decay can be taken directly f r o m the discussion of ex-
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Figure 7.2 First order virtual Feynman diagrams. 
elusive processes. For the free quark decay this means we can use the kinematics 
derived i n chapter 4, provid ing we replace the B meson by the 6 quark and the M 
meson by the c (or c + g) system, Y. 
The squared m a t r i x elements, averaged over i n i t i a l spins and summed over 
final spins, are given i n ref. [9] ( i n fact that paper describes the decays of charge 
+ 2 / 3 quarks to charge —1/3 quarks, which means that we must interchange the 
lepton and neutrino momenta to recover the m a t r i x elements required here). Thus , 
i n the notat ion of ref. [9], the first order m a t r i x element squared is 
| M 0 | 2 = e4G2F(pc.Pl)(pb.pv), (7.10) 
and the bremsstrahlung t e rm is 
47ra„ 
| M 2 | 2 = 5 1 2 G 2 F — ± 
B-t Bn Bo 
3 [D\ DXD2 D\ 
(7.11) 
where 
D1=m?g- 2pb.pg D2=m2g + 2pc.pg (7.12) 
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Figure 7.3 First order bremsstrahlung Feynman diagrams. 
and 
B l = (Pc-Pl)[(Pi,-Pg)(Pb-Pg) + 2mbPAPg ~ Pb) ~ m](Pb'PV)] 
#2 = (Pc-Pl)[2(PvPg)(Pb-Pc) ~ 2(Pc-Pp)(Pb'Pg) 
+ (Pb-Pu)(ml + 2Pg-(Pc ~ Pb) ~ *Pb-Pc)} 
+ (Pc-Pb)[-2(PhPg)(Pb-P») + ™?gPp-Pl) 
(7.13) 
+ (Pl-Pb)[2(Pc-Pg)(Pb-Pv) ~ ™)Pc-PV\ 
B3 = (Pb-Pu)[2(Pl-Pg)(Pe-Pg) ~ 2mlPl-(Pc + Pg) ~ ^gPc-Pl]-
The v i r t u a l t e rm, M j , is s imilar ly defined, but for s impl ic i ty we do not reproduce 
i t here. The decay rate is then given by 
dT = - i - { ( | M 0 | 2 + Mx) <f$3(6 -+ civ) + \M2\7d$4(b cgW)} . (7.14) 
/iTIX 
The three-body phase-space factor can be conveniently spli t i n to two two-body 
phase-space factors by 
<*$3(6 - • cW) = dpcdp /dp | /(27r)454(p6 - p c - p , ~ pv) 
= dp c<fp /<fpv(27r)4«4(p t - p c - p t - pv) 
X dq28(q2 ~ p\y) X (PpwS^Pw - p, - pv) 
= <f$2(6 cW*)^d*2(W* -+ 7F), 
(7.15) 
where the relations of (4.25)-(4.27) have been used for the four -momentum of the 
v i r t u a l W (we know that 0(q°) = 1 since the lepton and ant ineutr ino are on-shell). 
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The four-body phase-space factor can be s imilar ly spli t i n to three two-body 
phase-space factors 
<£$ 4(6 cgW) = dp£padpldp¥(2'K)AP{ph - p e - p g - P i - p„) 
An2 Am? ( 7 - 1 6 ) 
= d * 2 ( 6 - r r ) f < / $ 2 ( r - w)^d$2<y - c g ) , 
where m y is the invariant mass of the cg system, m y = (pe + pg)2. Note tha t this 
mathematical sp l i t t ing of the phase-space factor is possible even though the gluon 
can be emit ted by the b quark rather than the c quark (see fig.7.3). 
The v i r t u a l and bremsstrahlung terms are b o t h in f ra red singular i n the l i m i t 
of vanishing gluon energy. I n order to regulate this singulari ty a gluon mass has 
been introduced, as i n ref. [9]. I n the v i r t u a l t e r m the singularity manifests i tself 
i n the f o r m \n(mg/me), while i n the bremsstrahlung t e r m i t w i l l t u r n out to be 
essentially of the f o r m l / ( m y — m2.) (see section 7.3.7 below). B y the Kinoshi ta 
theorem [10] these two divergences cancel order by order i n the l i m i t mg —• 0. 
Note also that i n squaring the m a t r i x elements we have dropped a t e rm of 0{a\) 
coming f r o m the square of the v i r t u a l diagram. 
7.3.2 Kinematics 
I n order to calculate the phase-space integrals i t is convenient to choose the 
6-quark rest-frame, i n analogy w i t h the B-meson rest-frame of section 4.2.2, w i t h 
the charmed quark moving along the z-axis, and the lepton and neutrino i n the 
x-z plane, w i t h lepton having positive momentum i n the x-direction. Thus the 
relevant four-momenta may be w r i t t e n , using (4.7)-(4.10), as 
i # = ( m 6 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) 
Py = ( £ y , 0 , 0 , P y ) 
g " = ( g ° , 0 , 0 , - p y ) 
Pi = sin V>/,0, cos V>/), 
(7.17) 
where 
2mbq° = m\ — m y + q 
g 2 - 2qQEl 
C O S * l = 2pyEl • 
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2 
(7.18) 
The exclusive B decay rate was w r i t t e n i n terms of two independent variables, q2 
and x = Pi-Pff/m2B. Here we w i l l choose q2 and E{, the lepton energy i n the 6 quark 
rest-frame. I n addit ion to these variables the emission o f the gluon introduces three 
new independent variables, but o f these we w i l l retain only m y , and integrate over 
the other two, as they are unobservable, as discussed below. 
7.S.S The b YW* Phase-Space 
I n the 6-quark rest-frame the b —• YW* phase-space factor can now be evalu-
ated 
d $ 2 ( 6 - YW*) = d p y d p w W S ^ - p y - P w ) 
= 4^2 ^PWKPW - Q2)s*(Pb -PY- PW) 
1 p 2 ( 7 - 1 9 ) 
= -£rdpY6(m2b +m2Y- 2mbEY - q2) 
= ^ 
using (4.27). Recall that Y = c for the lowest order and v i r t ua l terms, while 
Y = c + g for the bremsstrahlung t e rm. 
7.3.4 The W* -> W Phase-Space 
The two-body W* —• W phase-space is also simply calculable i n the 6 quark 
rest-frame, giving 
d*2(W* -» W) = dptdp,(2w)iSi(q - p i - pv) 
1 ^ W - i P l + P v ? ) 4 T T 2 2Et 
1 E ( 7 - 2 0 ) 
-1—dE, 
8irpY ' 
for massless leptons. 
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7.S.5 The Y -* eg Phase-Space 
The final phase-space calculation is 
d*2(Y - eg) = dpedpg(2«)H\pY - p c - pg) 
= -^^PM ~ m^PgSipj - m))6\pY - p e - pg) ( 7 . 2 i ) 
= ^ P A i P Y - P8)2 - ml)6{p] - ml). 
Defining the gluon four -momentum to be 
Pg = (Eg,pgsm0gcos<f>g,pgsm9gsm<l>g,pgcos0g), (7.22) 
and 
M 2 = m\ - m\ + m 2 , (7.23) 
we can wr i t e 
d^{Y - eg) = ^dEgP)dpgdcos 0gd<f>g8(E2g - p ) - m]) 
x S(M2 - 2(EYEg - pYpg cos 0g)) (7.24) 
1 4 E « -
8VPY 9 2ir ' 
7.3.6 Integration over the <f>g and Eg Degrees of Freedom 
The different ial decay rate may now be wr i t t en i n the f o r m 
^ = 2 5 6 ^ { ( | M ° | 2 + M ^ S ( m Y ~ m c ) + l M 2 l 2 i ^ ^ ^ } d q ^ d r n l . 
(7.25) 
Since the gluon energy, Eg, and azimuthal angle, <{>g, are not observable we now 
need to integrate over them, which w i l l leave the decay rate as a d is t r ibut ion i n E{, 
q2 and m y . These two integrations are performed analytically, using the algebraic 
manipula t ion package F O R M . The bremsstrahlung m a t r i x element of (7.11) is a 
func t ion of the m o m e n t a p b , pc, pg ,p{ and pv. F i rs t ly , the pc dependence is replaced 
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by pY dependence, using pe = py — pg. The gluon m o m e n t u m is then wr i t t en i n 
the f o r m 
Pg = <*Pb + SPY + PT> ( 7 - 2 6 ) 
where 
so tha t 
PT = Pg(°> » n egcos<t>g^sin Bg s i n <f>gi ° ) (7-27) 
Pb-PT = 0 = PY-PT- (7.28) 
Subst i tu t ing (7.26) in to (7.28) we find 
_ E Y M 2 - 2EgmY 
2mhp\ 
2EYE. - M2 
8 = — - 1 
(7.29) 
2p\ 
Thus the <f>g dependence only remains i n p j , which only occurs i n | M 2 | 2 as PT-PTI 
PT-PI or Pr-Pv The first of these is actually independent of <f>g, since 
m 2 = pg.pg = a 2 m 2 + 2aSmbEY + 82mY - \PT-PT\- (7.30) 
Thus we need to evaluate the fo l lowing integrals 
J " 
and 
= / = 0 (7.32) 
= / ( 7- 3 3 ) 
(higher order terms do not occur). The first two integrals are b o t h t r i v i a l , while 
the t h i r d is evaluated as follows: using the def in i t ion of (7.27) we have 
= ^ | />r -Pr |d iag(0 , l , l ,0 ) (7.34) 
« + C g f t + J r f * + r f * - , (7.35) 
mb mY Tn^my 
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for some B, C and D. O n comparison of (7.35) w i t h (7.34), using the definitions 
of (7.17), we find 
B = C = - ? £ D = (7.36) 
Py PY 
Final ly we need to integrate over the gluon energy, fo r which we need to know 
the integrat ion range. The m a x i m u m and m i n i m u m gluon energies occur when 
the c quark and gluon are moving either parallel or antiparallel , which means that 
El = { E Y - E g f and p 2 = (py ± p g f ' . (7.37) 
E l imina t ing the dependence on the charmed quark momentum yields the m a x i m u m 
and m i n i m u m values 
E y M 2 ± PyyjM* - 4 m 2 r m ] 
E ° " 2^4 • <7'38> 
i n terms of M 2 in troduced i n (7.23). The Eg integral is now relatively easy to 
do algebraically, since the numerator of | M 2 | 2 contains only powers of E g ) while 
D 2 = m y — m 2 is independent of Eg and 
Dl=m)-2mhEg. (7.39) 
The domain of in tegrat ion fo r the three independent variables q2, Et and m y 
is given, as i n the exclusive case, by (4*1-1)» subject also to 
( m c + m ) < m y < mb. (7.40) 
7.5.7 The Maasless Gluon Limit 
We now take the l i m i t mg —• 0. B o t h the v i r t u a l and bremsstrahlung terms, 
which are finite when mg ^ 0, become in f in i t e . I n the v i r t ua l case the singu-
l a r i t y manifests itself i n the dif ferent ia l decay rate as a t e rm propor t ional to 
ln(mg/mc)8(mY — *"c)* ^ n bremsstrahlung case the singulari ty also occurs 
at m y = m c , bu t is not so simple. B y considering the magnitude of the various 
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terms i n the bremsstrahlung m a t r i x element i n the l i m i t m y = me + mg one can 
set mg = 0 i n a l l but three terms, propor t ional to 
i ) 
4mymJ 
K -
V ^ 4 - 4mym
2
F 
m ) 
E Y M 2 + p y ^ / A f 4 - 4mym2 
( m y - m 2 r \ E y M 2 _ pY^M* -4mYml 
Integrat ing these three terms over m y yields a logari thmic singulari ty tha t ex-
actly cancels the singulari ty i n the v i r t u a l t e rm. Since we wish to re ta in the 
m y dependence we cannot pe r fo rm this in tegrat ion, but must instead take the 
mg —• 0 l i m i t i n the numerical calculations by choosing a sufficiently small value, 
so tha t the results are unaffected by changing i t ( typical ly this means choosing 
mg ~ lO-*GeV). 
The lowest order to ta l rate calculated fo r the free quark decay is i n agreement 
w i t h the analytic formula of (5.22), while the first order correction is i n agreement 
w i t h the calculation given i n ref. [9]. 
7.4 F e r m i S m e a r i n g 
The conversion of the above free quark decay to the meson decay is carried out 
according to the model introduced by A C C M M [6], br ief ly described i n section 7 .1 . 
The spectator antiquark q is treated as a part icle of definite mass mgp, whi le the 
6 quark is taken to be off-mass-shell. I n the B meson rest-frame, w i t h z-direction 
chosen along the b quark direct ion, the fou r momenta are 
j # = ( E 6 , 0 , 0 , p ) 
(7.42) 
tfp = {Etp,0,0,-p), 
w i t h pB = Pj + ptp. The invariant mass o f the 6 quark is thus 
m2b = ( p B - p 8 p f = mB + m\p - 2m B ^ m 2 p + p 2 . (7.43) 
The free quark to ta l decay rate T depends upon the fermi-momentum p th rough 
the dependence of mb on p. The d i s t r ibu t ion of the three-momentum p is usually 
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chosen to be gaussian 
* ( p ) = ( ^ F ~ " " ' ( 7 M ) 
which is normalised so tha t J ^ p ^ p ) = 1. I n terms of p = |p|, we can rewri te 
this as 
m = ( 7 ' 4 5 ) 
so that J dp<f>(p) = 1. I n fact the m a x i m u m value of p is not in f in i t e , bu t is 
determined by the bound mb > m c i n (7.43), although p^^ ^> p\ so this makes 
no practical difference. 
Since there is no correlation between the direction of p and the or ientat ion 
of the particles emit ted i n the quark decay, the 6 quark decay is isotropically 
dis t r ibuted i n the b rest-frame, wh ich is chosen as i n fig.7.4 ( this is jus t a ro ta t ion 
of the f rame originally chosen i n section 7.3.2). Of the three angles shown, only 
V>/ is determined by the decay, being given by (7.18), while the azimuthal angle fa 
and cos 0Y are un i fo rmly d is t r ibuted . The four-momenta of Y and the lepton i n 
the b f rame are 
Py = (EY,PY smdY,0,PYCOS0y) 
p{* = E f ( l , sin fa cos fa cos 9Y + cos fa sin 0Y, sin fa sin fa, (7-46) 
— sin V>j cos fa sin 6Y + cos V>/ cos $ Y ) , 
where the superscript on Ef refers to the frame i n which the energy is denned. 
The invariant mass of the final hadronic system is 
™X=(PY + PsP? = mY + m\p + 2(EYEsp + pYp cos 6 Y ) . (7.47) 
Boosting to the B rest-frame the lepton energy becomes 
Ef = £ ? f 7 6 ( l + p\cosfa cos 8Y — sin fa cos fa sin By)), (7.48) 
where 
7* = ^ - and 7 y = -^- . (7.49) 
mb mb 
Final ly we need to include the boost to the laboratory (or T ( 4 5 ) ) f rame. Choos-
ing the ~B f rame as i n fig.7.5, where the lepton direction is again isotropically 
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Figure 7.4 The b quark rest-frame. 
dis t r ibuted, the lepton energy i n the laboratory f rame becomes 
E j = £ / V ( l + PB cos 0), (7.50) 
where 6 is defined i n the figure and 
7 B = P - and 7 B f i » = ^ f ^ ~ L . (7.51) 2m 2j 
We may use (7.50) to deduce the boost fo rmula of ref. [6], used i n section 6.7, 
as fol lows: the lepton energy d is t r ibut ion i n the laboratory f rame is given by 
^ = / ^ ^ ( ^ - ^ V ( l + ^ c o s , ) ) 
- 1 [ E + IE* 1 
where E± occur when cos0 = ^ 1 , so that 
(7.52) 
E? 
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Figure 7.5 The B meson rest-frame. 
unless E+ exceeds the m a x i m u m possible lepton energy i n the B rest-frame, 
Max(f?/*) = 
M B - M D 
2m B 
(7.54) 
given by (4.15). 
7.4.1 Numerical Calculation of Total Rate and Distributions 
We are_now lef t w i t h integrals over E*, q2, my, p, cosf ly , 4>i and cos<? (the 
m\ integral is t r i v i a l for the lowest order and v i r tua l terms on account of the 
5-function). We require the E f , q2 and m x distr ibutions and the to ta l rate T. 
B y using the Monte-Carlo integrat ion routine V E G A S i t is easy to calculate al l of 
these simultaneously. The program is used to calculate the to ta l rate 
r = J dEtdq2dmlr J dp<f>(p) 
d cos dyd^d cos 6 d3T 
2 2TT 2 dEfd^dmy1 
(7.55) 
bu t , by calculating E J , q2 and m x dur ing the func t ion evaluations and adding 
the func t ion value to the appropriate ' b i n ' , the three distr ibutions are obtained 
at the same t ime. The three angular integrations take place over the f u l l ranges, 
while the l imi t s on E f , q2 and m y are discussed i n section 7.3.6 above. 
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7.5 Inc lus ive D i s t r i b u t i o n s 
The predictions of the above model for the to ta l decay rate and lepton energy 
d is t r ibut ion are exactly the same as those of the A C C M M and B K P models, since 
those models are obtained by integrat ing the above model over q2 and m x . 
The recent A R G U S analysis [3] , using a fixed spectator mass m8p = 0.15 G e V , 
finds the parameters 
pF = (0.26 ± 0 . 0 6 ) GeV and m c = (1.65 ± 0.07) GeV, (7.56) 
w i t h a strong negative correlat ion. For the fol lowing discussions we use the central 
values and l a - l i m i t s of this f i t , bu t w i t h msp chosen to satisfy the constraint (7.9). 
Using as = 0.25, the t o t a l rates fo r these three sets of parameters are given i n 
table 7 .1 . The effect of the first order corrections is to decrease the decay rate by 
just under 13% i n each case. 
( P F » m c ) r<°) r(°) + r*1) 
[GeV) [10-"\Veb\*GeV] [10T"\VJ*GeV] 
(0.02,1.72) 3.04 2.66 
(0.26,1.65) 2.84 2.48 
(0.32,1.58) 2.65 2.31 
Table 7.1. Inclusive decay rates at lowest and first order, for the 
standard-three sets of parameter values discussed in the text. 
Fig.7.6 shows the lepton energy and invariant mass spectra predicted by the 
inclusive model and the B K P approximat ion at leading and first order, fo r the 
three sets of parameters ( p F , m c ) = (0.20,1.72), (0.26,1.65) and (0.32,1.58) GeV. 
Considering first the E\ spectrum we see that the effect of the first order corrections 
is essentially jus t an overall normalisat ion change. This is because G(x, e) of (7.4) 
is roughly constant, except very close to x — x m a x , where there is a logar i thmic 
singularity. The effect of this s ingulari ty is washed out by the vanishing phase-
space and the fermi-smearing, as discussed i n ref. [6]. The effect of increasing pF, 
other than decreasing the overall normalisat ion, is to shift the d i s t r ibu t ion sl ightly 
towards lower energies, decreasing the slope i n the region Et > 1.7 GeV. 
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Figure 7.6 Lepton energy and invariant mass spectra predicted by the in-
clusive model of semileptonic b —* c decays, using the models described in the 
text, with the three sets of parameters (pp,me) = (0.20,1.72), (0.26,1.65) and 
(0.32,1.58) GeV. The solid and dotted lines show the lowest and first order Q C D 
results, while the dashed line shows the prediction of Barger et al. [8] for the 
invariant mass spectrum. 
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Fig.7.6 also shows the m x spectra for the three sets of parameters. The B K P 
and f i r s t order predictions are s l ight ly different , w i t h the predictions of the free 
quark model being shif ted towards higher m x , and a correspondingly suppressed 
peak. Given the large errors on the relative D and D* branching fractions this 
would not cause a significant deviation f r o m the B K P results, i f we were to impose 
their mass cuts as a constraint on the above model . Looking at the m x spectra 
i n fig.7.6 we see tha t the var ia t ion i n parameters has a much more significant 
effect t han i t d i d i n the E{ spectra. The larger values of pF push the spectrum 
towards the higher invariant mass region, since the i n i t i a l quarks have higher 
relative momenta. 
7.6 A n a l y s i s o f the L o w - M a s s R e g i o n 
I f we wish to include the invariant mass spectrum i n the fit, as B K P have 
at tempted, then we should t r y to analyse how good a description of the physics 
such models are. 
For this purpose we consider two different sets of mass cuts. The first is that 
used by B K P , where the spectrum is cut so tha t 1.87 GeV < m x < 1.94 GeV 
corresponds to the D meson, while 1.94 GeV < m x < 2.08 GeV corresponds to 
the D* meson. I n order to see the effect of varying the cuts, the second set 
uses narrower slices of the spectrum, i n an a t tempt to model the narrow widths 
of the mesons. For this we use 1.87 GeV < m x < 1.90 GeV for the D, and 
1.98 G e V <mx< 2.04 GeV for the D\ 
We now predict the Et and q2 spectra fo r the t w o 'mesons' i n each case, w i t h 
the results shown i n fig.7.7. The spectra have been scaled so that the central value 
of the V / P S ra t io (3.15), measured by A R G U S , is obeyed. The first point to note 
is tha t the variat ion between the results predicted by two sets of cuts is very small , 
so the predictions are stable to changes i n the model . 
However, comparing these figures w i t h the exclusive model predictions shown 
i n figs.5.7 and 5.8 shows considerable disagreement. This is par t icular ly notice-
able i n the q2 spectra fo r the B —• Dtp case, where the exclusive models predict a 
monotonically decreasing spectrum, unl ike those i n fig.7.7 f r o m the inclusive anal-
ysis. I n order to reproduce the q2 spectrum of fig.7.7 w i t h the form-factor models 
we would need to dramatical ly alter the spatial overlap func t ion F(q2) of (5.1). A 
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Figure 7.7 Predictions of the inclusive free quark decay for the '27' 
and '£>*' slices of the invariant mass spectrum, as described in the text. 
Figs, (a) and (B) are for the cuts~recommended by Barger et aU [8]r 
while (c) and (d) are for the narrower 'resonance-like' cuts. 
small, but important, change is also noticeable in the lepton spectra, where the 
shapes are different. This can be seen most clearly in the position of the peaks. 
The exclusive models predict peaks in the lepton spectrum for D and D* decays 
at roughly (1.4 — 1.5) GeV and (1.7 — 1.75) GeV respectively, while the spectra of 
fig.7.7 peak at about 1.7 GeV and 1.65 GeV. Assuming that the exclusive mod-
els are not dramatically wrong, this shows that we cannot model the D and D* 
resonances in this way, since the fit to the lepton spectrum wil l be incorrect. 
The main reason for the incorrect spectra is that no attempt has been made 
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to impose the correct spin structure on the D and D* meson slices of the mx 
spectrum. The D and D* spectra are similar i n shape because they both contain 
contributions f rom similar averages over quark spins. To include the spin structure 
at lowest order would essentially reproduce the spectator quark (SQ) model form-
factors of section 5.3.1, with the spatial overlap function F(q2) determined by the 
fermi smearing, as discussed in section 7.7 below. Including first order corrections 
to this would be very complicated. 
7.7 Averaging over the Inclusive Invariant Mass Spectrum 
One might regard the predictions of the inclusive model as an average over all 
possible final states, as is done, for instance, in the calculation of the Re+e- ratio 
in e+e_ annihilation. Using this interpretation we can use the inclusive calculation 
to estimate the size of the QCD corrections to the exclusive models of chapter 5, to 
calculate the inclusive model 'prediction' for the spatial overlap function F(q2) of 
section 5.1, and to find a reason for the difference between exclusive and inclusive 
determinations of | V c 6 | . 
Given that the total semileptonic branching ratio is about 10%, and that the 
sum of the mean exclusive branching ratios to D and D* of (6.6) is about 6.5%, 
we cut the above invariant mass spectrum at mx 5 where 
about 0.1 to 0.25 GeV above the D* mass, and so are physically reasonable. The 
predicted q2 spectrum is then compared with the <jr2 spectrum predicted by the 
spectator quark (SQ) model of section 5.3.1, which has F(q2) = 1 by definition, 
in order to extract the inclusive prediction 
m I / dT *0 dm 0.65 
dmx 
(7.57) 
and assume that the integral over masses below f n X o approximatesthe sum of D 
and D* resonances. The values of mx found in the analysis below range from 
l*X<f 2 ) ! 2 
dT/dq*(mx < m v ) 
(7.58) 
dTsQ/dq2 
The QCD corrections calculated above to the free quark decay would actually 
occur as corrections to the SQ model form-factors ff®(q2) of (5.20) and (5.21). 
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However, with the above averaging, the best we can achieve by this method is an 
estimate of the overall correction to the spectra. Since the differential decay rate 
is proportional to | F ( g 2 ) | 2 we can absorb the effects of this correction into the 
spatial overlap, F ( q 2 ) , changing both the q2 dependence and the normalisation at 
Qmax' Since the q2 dependence wil l eventually be determined by experiment, i t is 
only the correction to the normalisation that affects the determination of |V c h \ . 
The graphs of fig.7.8 show the predictions for F ( q 2 ) , wi th parameters taken 
from the ARGUS best-fit and la limits of (7.56). For q2 < 8 GeV the predictions 
are close to stright lines, while above this the'deviate considerably. This deviation 
is caused by the failure of the averaging over the above mass region to reproduce 
the correct D + D* spectrum at high values of q2, particularly for large pp. The 
problem is exacerbated by the fact that the q2 spectum for B —• D* decays ends 
about 1 GeV below that for B —» D decays. 
Given the problems with the high-g 2 region we extrapolate the results from 
lower q2 up to g 2 , ^ « 11 GeV (a rough average over the D and D* enpoints). The 
QCD corrections at g 2 } O X and q2 = 0 vary very li t t le wi th the parameters used, 
being about 3.5% and 15% respectively. Since the determination of | V c j | relies 
on the normalisation at q^x this means the QCD corrections would increase 
the exclusive determination of the K M matrix element by about 3.5%, in close 
agreement with the analytical result of ref. [11], discussed in section 5.3.1. 
I t is very noticeable that the inclusive model predictions for F(q2) do not obey 
the requirement Ffa^g) = 1, even after extrapolation f rom the lower-g2 region, 
which is motivated by the belief that the B^ D and Z>*Tneson wave functions are 
very nearly the same size. The higher the value of pF, the lower the prediction. 
This could explain why the inclusive model value of |V^.j| of (7.6) is so much 
higher than that determined from the exclusive models in section 6.3. Other than 
this normalisation the slopes of the predictions in fig.7.8 are very similar to the 
estimates of chapter 5, with the value at q2 — 0 being about 70% of the value at 
9 m a z f ° r ^ three sets of parameters. 
The fraction of the total semileptonic rate made up f rom D and D* decays is 
experimentally uncertain. Including more of the high mx region does not affect the 
high-g 2 region, and just increases the predicted F(q2) at lower values. Conversely, 
including less of the mx spectrum decreases F{q2) at low values of q2. 
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Figure 7.8 Inclusive model predictions for the spatial overlap F(q3) 
as defined in (7.58), for the parameter values shown. The solid and 
dotted lines are the lowest and first order predictions. 
7.8 Inclusive 6 —• ulu Decays 
The free quark decay model is expected to be more reliable for the prediction of 
6 —• u decays than for b —* c decays, because the former spectrum is not expected 
to be quite so dominated by a few exclusive channels. 
Unfortunately the above fermi-smeared free-quark model cannot be used di-
rectly for the prediction of b —* u decays, due to the smallness of the u quark mass. 
For small but non-zero quark masses the single logarithmic singularity discussed 
above has a very large effect, actually making the mx distribution negative at low 
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values of mx (this is possible because we have neglected the square of the virtual 
diagram, since i t is 0(a^)) . For zero quark mass the singularity can removed from 
the lepton spectrum by exponentiation, as discussed in ref. [6], but this is much 
more difficult to do for the combined Et, q2 and mx distribution. Attempts by 
the author and Jean-Rene Cudell to resum multiple soft gluon emission, which 
should have the effect of softening, or even removing, this singularity have not 
been entirely successful, mainly because the energy scale of the decay is not really 
sufficiently large for such a perturbative calculation. 
7.9 Conclusions 
In this chapter we have investigated the ability of the A C C M M model to 
reproduce the exclusive decay spectra derived in chapters 4 to 6, in order to test 
the validity of its predictions for the K M matrix elements. The model is unable to 
produce the correct D and D* spectra, which must have a serious effect upon the 
accuracy of its determination of | V c j | . Unfortunately, the above naive discussion of 
the invariant mass spectrum seems to be the only test of the inclusive model, given 
that i t is extremely difficult to measure either the q2 or mx spectra experimentally. 
As a result we feel that exclusive decay models must eventually, after thorough 
testing against experimental data, give a more reliable determination of the K M 
matrix elements than the A C C M M inclusive decay model. 
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O! That a man might know 
The end of this day's business, ere it come; 
But it sufficeth that the day will end, 
And then the end is known. 
William Shakespeare, 1564-1616 
